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13 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA14
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CLASSACHQN COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR .JURY TRIAL1

Plaintiff Robert R. Fine (“Plaintiff’), individually and on behalf of all others 

similarly situated, for his Class Action Complaint against Defendant Kansas City Life 

Insurance Company (“Defendanf’), states and alleges as follows:
NATURE OF ACTION

This is a class action for breach of contract and conversion to recover 

amounts that Defendant charged Plaintiff and the proposed class in excess of amounts 

authorized by the express terms of their life insurance policies. Plaintiffs claims are 

supported by the written provisions of his policy, which are materially the same as those 

of other policies held by the members of the proposed class.

The terms of Plaintiff s life insurance policy provide for an “accumulated 

value” consisting of monies held in trust by Defendant for Plaintiff, and Defendant is 

contractually bound to deduct from the accumulated value only those charges that 
explicitly identified and authorized by the policy’s terms.

3. Despite unambiguous language in the policy, which is a fully integrated 

agreement. Defendant breaches the policy by deducting charges from Plaintiffs
accumulated value in excess of the amounts specifically permitted by the policy. 
Defendant has breached the policy repeatedly and continues to do

4. Defendant has caused material harm to Plaintiff and the proposed class by 

improperly draining monies they have in the accumulated values of their policies. Every 

unauthorized dollar taken from policy owners is one less dollar that can be used to: 
interest; pay future premiums; increase the death benefit; use as collateral for policy loans; 
or withdraw as cash.
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Plaintiff brings this case as a class action under Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 23, on behalf of himself and a class of similarly situated persons who 

owned certain universal life insurance policies issued by Defendant in the State of 

California:
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All persons who own or owned a Better Life Plan, Better Life Plan Qualified, 
LifeTrack, AGP, MGP, PGP, Chapter One, Classic, Rightrack (89), Performer 

(88), Performer (91), Prime Performer, Competitor (88), Competitor (91), 
Executive (88), Executive (91), Protector 50, LewerMax, Ultra 20 (93), 
Competitor II, Executive II, Performer II, or Ultra 20 (96) life insurance policy 

issued in California, that was issued or administered by Defendant, or its 

predecessors in interest, and that was active on or after January 1, 2002.^
6. This is not the first class-action lawsuit filed against Defendant on the policy 

forms at issue. A class of Kansas owners of the same insurance policies was recently 

certified in MeeArv. Kansas City Life Ins. Co., 19-00462-CV-W-BP (W.D. Mo.). Likewise, 
a class of Missouri owners of the same insurance policies was certified in Karr v. Kansas 

City Life Ins. Co., 1916-CV26645 (Circuit Court of Jackson County, Mo.).
Plaintiff seeks to recover compensatoiy and punitive damages, as well as 

declaratory and injunctive relief on behalf of himself and on behalf of the class of 

California policy owners.
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16 PARTIES
Plaintiff Robert R. Fine is an individual residing in the State of California 

and is a citizen of the State of California.

9. Defendant Kansas City Life Insurance Company is a corporation 

incorporated under the laws of the State of Missouri, with its principal place of business 

in Kansas City, Missouri.
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23 1 Excluded from the class is Defendant, any entity in which Defendant has a controlling 
interest, any of the officers, directors, or employees of the Defendant, the legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns of the Defendant, anyone employed with 
Plaintiffs counsels firms, any Judge to whom this case is assigned, and his or her 
immediate family. Also excluded from the class are policy owners falling within the 
classes certified ‘mMeekv. Kansas City Life Insurance Company, pending in federal court 
in the Western District of Missouri, and Karr v. Kansas City Life Insurance Company, 
pending in Jackson County, Missouri.
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1 JURISDICTION AND VENTJE
2 This Court has jurisdiction over all causes of action asserted herein pursuant 

to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d) because this is a class action with diversity of citizenship between 

parties and the matter in controversy exceeds $5,000,000, exclusive of interest and 

and the proposed Class contains more than 100 members.

10.
3

4 costs.
Plaintiffs claims are 

meaningfully connected to California because he purchased the policy at issue in 

Highland, California, is a California resident, and has lived and worked in California while 

making premium payments on the policy since it was issued to him in 1989. Defendant 
purposefully directed its activities toward California and California residents and availed 

itself of the privilege of conducting business in California by: registering with the 

California Department of Insurance in 1918 and perpetually maintaining the State of 

California’s authorization to transact insurance business in the state from the time of its 

registration through the present; providing an agent for service of process in Glendale, 
California; and soliciting California residents to purchase insurance policies.

Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because 

Defendant is a resident of this District and a substantial portion of the events giving rise 

to Plaintiffs causes of action occurred in this District in that, in 1989, Plaintiff was a 

resident of this District, visited Defendant’s agent in this District, signed the application 

for life insurance in this District, made the initial premium payments in this District, and 

established the contract with Defendant in this District.
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11.15
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21 FACTUAL BACKGROUND

12. Plaintiff purchased from Defendant22 Flexible Premium Adjustable Death 

Benefit Life Policy” bearing policy number 2442027, with an issue date of June 3, 1989, 
and an initial specified amount of $73,500 (the “Policy”). A true and accurate copy of the 

Policy is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and incorporated herein by reference.

a
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26 Plaintiff has always been both the “owner” and the “insured” under the 

Policy, which remains in force.
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1 14. Defendant is the effective and liable insurer of the Policy, and policies 

meeting the class definition (the “Class Policies”).

The entire contract between Plaintiff and Defendant consists of the Policy, 
the application, and any supplemental applications. Ex. A at p. 9.

The terms of the Policy are not subject to individual negotiation and 

materially the same for all policy owners.

Only the President, Vice President, Secretaiy, or Assistant Secretary of 

Defendant has authority to change a provision of the Policy, and any such “approved 

change must be endorsed on or attached to” the Policy. Ex. A at p. 13.

Insurance agents do not have “authority to make any changes 

of the terms of the Policy. Ex. A at p. 13; see also p. 6 of Plaintiff s application included 

in Ex. A (“No agent has the authority to waive any of the [Defendant]’s rights or rules 

to make or change any contract.”).

Defendant has issued and administered, and currently administers, all aspects 

of the Policy and Class Policies, including collecting premiums, and determining, 
assessing, and deducting policy charges.

Plaintiffs Policy and the Class Policies are permanent life insurance, 
meaning their purpose is to provide insurance protection for the life of the insured.

In addition to a death benefit, the Policy and Class Policies provide policy 

owners an investment, savings, or interest-bearing component that accumulates value 

time. Although the savings component in certain of the Class Policies may be identified
by a different name, it is identified in the Policy and throughout this Complaint as the 

accumulated value.
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22.24 Generally, under universal life policies like those owned by Plaintiff and 

class members, premiums are deposited into the accumulated value of the policy, 
insurer deducts certain amounts directly from premium payments and monthly deductions 

from the accumulated value as disclosed and authorized by the policy.
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1 The funds held in the accumulated value are policy owner property that 
Defendant holds in trust for its policy

The Policy and Class Policies expressly identify how the accumulated value

23.
2 owners.
3 24.

is calculated:

On each monthly anniversary day the accumulated value will be equal to: 
A+B+C-D-E

4

5

6

7 On any day other than a monthly anniversary day, the accumulated value will 
be equal to:8

9 A + B + C-D 

A” is the accumulated value10 the preceding monthly anniversary day.
B” is the net premiums received since the preceding monthly anniversary 

day.

C is interest on “A” from the preceding monthly anniversary day plus 

interest on each net premium in “B” from the date of receipt of each premium 

at [Defendant’s] Home Office.

D” is all partial withdrawals since the preceding monthly anniversary day 

and a pro rate portion of one month’s interest to the date of calculation.
E” is the monthly deduction, as described in Section 11.4, for the month 

beginning on that monthly anniversary day.
Ex. A. atp. 13.

on
11 66

12

13 66

14

15

16 66

17

18

19

20

25.21 The Policy expressly defines the specific charges that Defendant 
and deduct from Plaintiffs

may assess
22 premrum payments and the Policy’s accumulated value. 

Defendant may assess and deduct only those charges allowed by the Policy.

The Policy authorizes Defendant to deduct

23

24 26. Premium Expense Charge” of 

5.0% from each premium paid into the Policy before deposited into the accumulated value. 
Ex. A atp. 5.

66a
25

26

27.27 The Policy authorizes Defendant to take from the accumulated value 

Monthly Deduction.” The Monthly Deduction is:
a

u28
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The monthly deduction for a policy month is equal to the cost of insurance 

described in Section 11.5, and the cost of any additional benefits provided by 

riders for the policy month plus the monthly expense charge.
Ex. A atp. 13.

1 , as
2

3

4

The Policy authorizes Defendant to deduct a monthly expense charge in the 

amount of $5.00 per month for the first 10 policy years. Ex. A at p. 5.

The Policy defines its “Expense Charges” as follows:

28.5

6

7 29.
8

The amount [Defendant] deduct[s] to cover [Defendant’s] expenses. The 

premium expense charge is the amount [Defendant] deduct[s] from each 

premium payment. The monthly expense charge is included in the monthly 

deduction. These charges are shown on page 5.

9

10

11

12
Ex. A atp. 8.

13
The premium expense charge and monthly expense charge are the only 

expense charges” identified by the Policy.

In addition to setting the maximum amounts Defendant is authorized to 

deduct for expense charges, the Policy expressly identifies a separate cost of insurance 

charge deducted from the accumulated value each month.

30.
14

15
31.

16

17

18
The “Cost of Insurance” is defined in the Policy as:

The charge [Defendant] make[s] for providing pure insurance protection using 

the current cost of insurance rates for this policy. It does not include the cost 

of any additional benefits provided by riders.

32.19

20

21

22

23

24 Ex. A at p. 8.
25 The Policy identifies how the cost of insurance is calculated: 

The cost of insurance on any monthly anniversary day is equal to:

33.
26

27 Q X (R - S)
28 Q” is the cost of insurance rate (as described in Section 4).
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1 R” is the Insured’s death benefit 
1.0036748.

S” is the accumulated value, as described in Section 11.2, prior to subtracting 

the cost of insurance.
Ex. A at pp. 13-14.

i6

that day divided by no less thanon
2

3

4

5

6 The Policy discloses how the monthly cost of insurance rates (“Q” in the 

above paragraph) will be determined, including:

The monthly cost of insurance rates used in calculating the cost of insurance 

on each monthly anniversaiy day are based on the Insured’s age, sex and risk 

class.

34.
7

8

9

10

The cost of insurance rates used will be determined by [Defendant] based 

Defendant’s] expectations as to future mortality experience. Any change in 

the current cost of insurance rates will be on a uniform basis for Insureds of 

the same age, sex and risk class whose policies have been in force the same 

length of time. The current cost of insurance rates will never be increased to 

recover losses incurred, or decreased to distribute gains realized by 

[Defendant] prior to the change.

11 on
12

13

14

15

16

17

Ex. A at p. 6.18

35.19 Age, sex, and risk class are factors commonly understood in the context of a 

life insurance policy to determine the mortality expectations of an insured or group or 

class of insureds.

20

21

36.22 Because the Policy specifically identifies age, sex, and risk class in the cost 
of insurance provisions, and expressly states that the cost of insurance rates used will be 

determined based on Defendant’s expectations as to future mortality experience, the 

Policy does not authorize Defendant to consider non-mortality factors in setting monthly 

cost of insurance rates.

23

24

25

26

37.27 Like the Policy, the Class Policies disclose similar periodic deductions that 
Defendant is authorized to take from policy owners’ accumulated values, including28
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specifically, cost of insurance charges that are calculated using rates that Defendant 
promises will be determined based on its expectations as to future mortality experience 

and separate, monthly expense charges.

3 8. Although the Policy and Class Policies authorize Defendant to determine
of insurance rates based on its “expectations as to future mortality experience,” Defendant 
does not determine cost of insurance rates based on its “expectations as to future mortality 

experience. Defendant considers and uses other undisclosed, non-mortality factors to 

determine cost of insurance rates, including without limitation.

1

2

3

4
COS1

5

6

7

8 expenses.
By failing to determine cost of insurance rates based on its “expectations as 

to future mortality experience” and by taking non-mortality factors into account i 
determining cost of insurance rates. Defendant knowingly causes those rates to be higher 

than what is explicitly authorized by the Policy and Class Policies.

39.9

10 m
11

12

40. By failing to determine cost of insurance rates based on its expectations as to 

future mortality experience and by taking non-mortality factors into account i_: 
determining cost of insurance rates. Defendant repeatedly breaches the Policy and Class 

Policies by impermissibly inflating those rates such that they exceed Defendant’s 

expectations as to future mortality experience.

The higher cost of insurance rates used by Defendant cause the monthly cost 
of insurance charge to be greater than what is explicitly authorized by the Policy and Class 

Policies. Consequently, Defendant withdraws from the accumulated value amounts for the 

cost of insurance that are greater than those authorized under the Policy and Class Policies.

Each of Defendant’s past and future cost of insurance deductions from the 

accumulated values of Plaintiff and the class constitutes separate breaches of contract.
As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breaches. Plaintiff and the 

class have been damaged, and those damages are continuing in nature in that Defendant 
has deducted and will continue to deduct cost of insurance charges from the accumulated 

values of policy owners in unauthorized amounts.

13

14 m
15

16

17 99

41.18

19

20
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42.22

23

43.24

25

26
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1 44. By loading cost of insurance rates with undisclosed 

Defendant repeatedly breaches the Policy and Class Policies by impermissibly deducting 

amounts from the accumulated values of Plaintiff and the class in excess of the expense 

charge amounts expressly authorized by the Policy and Class Policies.

Defendant’s inclusion of hidden expense loads in the cost of insurance rates 

IS not authorized under the expense provisions of the Policy. Indeed, Defendant charged 

policy owners the expense amounts authorized under the Policy’s and Class Policies’ 

expense provisions, and therefore, did not have authorization to deduct additional 
expenses through cost of insurance charges.

Each of Defendant’s deductions for expenses in excess of the maximum 

expense charge amounts constitutes separate breaches of contract.

expense factors.
2

3

4

5 45.
6
7

8
9

10 46.
11
12 47. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breaches, therefore. Plaintiff 

and the class have been damaged and those damages are continuing in nature in that
Defendant has deducted and will continue to deduct expenses from the accumulated values 

of Plaintiff and the class in

13
14
15 amounts not authorized by the Policy and Class Policies.
16 48. In an identical case involving Missouri owners of these same policies in Karr 

V. Kansas City Life Insurance Co., 1916-CV26645 (Circuit Court of Jackson County, 
Mo.), partial summary judgment was granted in favor of plaintiff and the Missouri class 

Defendant’s liability for the same conduct on the same policy forms 

See attached as Exhibit B hereto the order

17
18
19 on

as alleged here, 
granting the plaintiffs motion for partial 

summary judgment and denying defendant’s motion for summary judgment in Karr 

(finding, in part, the relevant policy language unambiguous 

further finding Defendant had admitted to the alleged wrongful conduct in breach of the
policies such that liability was established and the case would proceed to a damages-only 

trial).

20

21
22

in the plaintiffs favor and
23

24

25
26 49. Plaintiffs interpretation of the Policy and the Class Policies, that the policy 

language prohibits Defendant from considering undisclosed non-mortality factors in the 

determination of cost of insurance rates, is at least reasonable under California law. See

27

28

9
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Rosenbaum v1 . Philadelphia Life Insurance Co., No. CV 93-0834 MRP, 1994 WL
17118392, at *2 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 1, 1994); see also Yue v. Conseco Life Insurance Co.,
No. 2011 WL 210943, at *9 (CD. Cal. Jan. 19,2011).

2

3

4 50. The nature of Defendant’s conduct is such that Plaintiff and each member of 

the class would be unaware that Defendant5 engaging in wrongdoing by taking inflatedwas
charges and improper amounts from accumulated values.6 Defendant possesses the
actuarial information and equations underlying the computation of rates and charges 

the Policy. The cost of insurance rates used to calculate cost of insurance charges are not 
disclosed to policy owners, nor are the components or factors used to determine those

for
8

9

10 rates. And, even if they were. Plaintiff and the members of the class would
knowledge, experience, or training to reasonably ascertain how Defendant calculated the 

rates and charges included in the Policy.

lack the
11

12

13 51. Because of its superior knowledge of the aforementioned computations.
Defendant was aware that Plaintiff and each member of the class did not know about the 

improper deductions. Defendant sent Plaintiff and the class annual

14

15 statements each year 

s cost of insurance charge while affirmatively concealing the 

factors Defendant considered and used to determine the cost of insurance rates.

to Plaintiff and the class

that identified each month’16

17

Concealment of its conduct and failure to disclose its conduct 
constitutes fraudulent concealment and therefore tolls the statute of limitations for Plaintiff 

and proposed class members. Plaintiff did not learn of Defendant’s breaches until after he 

had engaged counsel, who consulted an actuarial expert.

Plaintiff did not discover, nor could he have discovered through reasonable 

diligence, the facts establishing Defendant’s breaches 

thereby.

18

19

20

21

22 52.

23 or conversions or the harm caused
24

25 53. Plaintiff reasonably relied to his detriment on Defendant’s fraudulent 
concealment of its violations. As a result of such concealment. Plaintiff did 

that it was necessaiy to file a lawsuit. Plaintiff did not discover, and exercising reasonable 

diligence could not have discovered, the facts establishing Defendant’s breaches or the

26
not believe

27

28
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harm caused thereby. Plaintiff did not learn of Defendant’s breaches of the Policy 

supporting his claims until approximately March 2022, when he engaged counsel.

Defendant is estopped from asserting a statute of limitations defense, 
Defendant’s conduct m failing to disclose the true factors it was using to calculate the cost 
of insurance Rates misled Plaintiff and prevented him from learning of the factual bases
for these claims for relief Plaintiff proceeded diligently to file suit once he discovered the 

need to proceed.

1

2

3 54.

4

5

6

7

8 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
9 55. Pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a), 23(b)(1), 23(b)(2), 

23(b)(3) and/or 23(c)(4), Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of himself and all others 

similarly situated, and seeks to represent the following class:

All persons who own or owned a Better Life Plan, Better Life Plan Qualified, 
LifeTrack, AGP, MGP, PGP, Chapter One, Classic, Rightrack (89), Performer 

(88), Performer (91), Prime Performer, Competitor (88), Competitor (91), 
Executive (88), Executive (91), Protector 50, LewerMax, Ultra 20 (93), 
Competitor II, Executive II, Performer II, or Ultra 20 (96) life insurance policy 

issued m California, that was issued or administered by Defendant, or its 

predecessors in interest, and that was active on or after January 1, 2002.
Excluded from the class is Defendant, any entity in which Defendant has 

controlling interest, any of the officers, directors, or employees of the Defendant, the legal 
representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns of the Defendant, anyone employed with 

Plaintiffs counsels’ firms, any Judge to whom this 

immediate family. Also excluded from the class

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19 56. a
20
21
22 case is assigned, and his or her
23 are policy owners falling within the 

classes certified in Meek v. Kansas City Life Insurance Company, pending in federal court 
in the Western District of Missouri, and Karr v.

24

25 Kansas City Life Insurance Company,
pending in Jackson County, Missouri.26

27

28
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1 Plaintiffs claims satisfy the numerosity, typicality, adequacy, commonality 

and superiority requirements under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, as set forth more 

fully herein.

57.
2

3

4 The persons who fall within the class number in at least the hundreds and 

most likely thousands, and thus the numerosity standard is satisfied. Because class 

members are geographically dispersed across the country, joinder of all class members in 

a single action is impracticable.

Class members are readily ascertainable from information and records in
Defendant’s possession, custody, or control. Notice of this action can readily be provided 

to the class.

58.
5

6

7

8 59.
9

10

60.11 There are questions of law and fact common to the claims of Plaintiff and the 

class that predominate over any questions affecting only individual class members, 
questions of law and fact arising from Defendant’s actions that are common to the class 

include, without limitation;

12 The
13

14

(a) Whether Defendant is permitted by the Policy and Class Policies to consider 

undisclosed non-mortality factors into account in determining monthly cost of

15

16

17 insurance rates used to calculate cost of insurance charges; 
(b) Whether Defendant considers undisclosed18 non-mortality factors in 

determining monthly cost of insurance rates used to calculate cost of insurance19

charges;20

(c) Whether Defendant is permitted by the Class Policies to charge expense 

amounts to policy owners in excess of the amounts disclosed in the Class Policies;
(d) Whether Defendant charged expense amounts to policy owners in excess of 

the amounts disclosed in the Class Policies;

Whether Defendant breached the terms of the Class Policies 

class members’ property;

Whether the class sustained damages as a result of Defendant’s breaches of 

contract and conversions;

21

22

23

24

(e)25 or converted
26

(f)27

28
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(g) Whether the class is entitled to damages, restitution, and/or other equitable 

relief; and

(h) Whether the class, or a subset of the class, is entitled to declaratory relief 

stating the proper construction and/or interpretation of the Class Policies.
The questions set forth above predominate over any questions affecting only 

persons, and a class action is superior with respect to considerations 

consistency, economy, efficiency, fairness, and equity to other available methods for the 

fair and efficient adjudication of the claims asserted herein.

Plaintiff s claims are typical of the claims of the class in that Plaintiff and the 

class members all purchased policies containing the same or similar limitations on the 

amounts that Defendant could charge its policyholders under the express terms of the 

Policy and Class Policies.

1
2

3

4

61.5

individual6 o
7

8
62.9

10
11
12

63. Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect and represent the interests of the 

proposed class, because his interests are aligned with, and not antagonistic to, those of the 

3roposed class, and he is represented by counsel who are experienced and competent in 

the prosecution of class action litigation and have particular expertise with class action 

litigation on behalf of owners of universal life insurance policies.

Maintenance of this action as a class action is a fair and efficient method for 

adjudicating this controversy. It would be impracticable and undesirable for each member 

of the class to bring a separate action. Because of the relatively small size of individual 
class members claims, absent a class action, most class members would likely find the 

cost of litigating their claims prohibitively high and would have no effective remedy. In 

addition, the maintenance of separate actions would place a substantial and 

burden on the courts and could result in inconsistent adjudications, while a single class 

action can determine, with judicial economy, the rights of all class members.

13
14
15
16
17

64.18
19
20

21
22

23 unnecessary
24

25
26
27

28
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1 COUNT I; BREACH OF CONTRACT
2 (Cost of Insurance Charge)

The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully alleged65.3

herein.4

Plaintiff and the class purchased life insurance policies—^the Policy and Class 

Policies—from Defendant.

The Policy and Class Policies are valid and enforceable contracts between 

the Defendant and Plaintiff and class members.

Plaintiff and the class substantially performed their obligations under the 

terms of the Policy and Class Policies.

Defendant considers and uses unauthorized and undisclosed non-mortality 

factors to determine its monthly cost of insurance rates.

Defendant does not determine cost of insurance rates based on its 

expectations as to future mortality experience.

Defendant impermissibly causes cost of insurance rates to be higher for the 

Policy and the Class Policies.

Because Defendant calculates cost of insurance charges using monthly 

of insurance rates that are higher than those authorized by the Policy and Class Policies, 
Defendant has deducted and will deduct cost of insurance charges from the accumulated 

values of Plaintiff and the class in amounts greater than authorized by their policies.

Defendant’s practice of deducting charges in amounts not authorized by the 

Policy and Class Policies results in repeated breaches of the policies.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breaches, Plaintiff and the 

class have sustained damages that are continuing in nature in an amount to be determined 

at trial.

66.5

6

67.7

8

68.9

10

69.11

12

70.13

14

71.15

16

72.17 cost
18

19

20

73.21

22

74.23

24

25

26 COUNT II; BREACH OF CONTRACT
27 (Expense Charges)
28

14
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1 75. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully alleged
herein.2

3 76. By loading monthly cost of insurance rates with undisclosed expense factors,
Defendant impermissibly deducts expense charges from the accumulated values of 

Plaintiff and the class in amounts in excess of the maximum expense charges expressly

4

5

authorized by their policies.6

7 77. By deducting unauthorized expense charges from the accumulated values of 

Plaintiff and the class, Defendant has breached and 

Class Policies.

8
continues to breach the Policy and

9

10 78. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breaches, Plaintiff and the
class have sustained damages that are continuing in nature in an amount to be determined 

at trial.

11

12

13 COUNT III; BREACH OF CONTRACT

to Future Mortality Experience)
The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully alleged

14 (Improving Expectations as
15 79.

herein.16

17 80. The Policy and Class Policies require Defendant to determine cost of 

insurance rates based on its expectations as to future mortality experience.

Although its mortality expectations have generally improved because people 

living longer today than when the Policy and Class Policies

18

19 81.
20 are

were initially priced.
Defendant has failed to reduce monthly cost of insurance rates for the Policy and Class 

Policies to reflect those improved mortality expectations.

21

22

23 82. Defendant’s failure to reduce these rates even though its expectations of 
future mortality experience improved constitutes breaches of the Policy and Class 

Policies.

24

25

26 83. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s breaches, Plaintiff and the
class have sustained damages that are continuing in nature in an amount to be determined 

at trial.
27

28

15
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1 COUNT IV; CONVERSION
84.2 The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference as if fully alleged

herein.3

Plaintiff and the class had a property interest in the funds Defendant deducted 

from their accumulated values in excess of the amounts permitted by the terms of the 

Policy and Class Policies.

85.4

5

6

By deducting cost of insurance charges and expense charges in unauthorized 

amounts from the accumulated values of Plaintiff and the class, Defendant assumed and 

exercised ownership over, and misappropriated or misapplied, specific funds held in trust 
for the benefit of Plaintiff and the class, without authorization or consent and in hostility 

to the rights of Plaintiff and class members.

86.7

8

9

10

11

87.12 Defendant continues to retain these funds unlawfully without Plaintiff and
class members’ consent.13

88. Defendant’s wrongful exercise of control over the personal property of 

Plaintiff and class members constitutes conversion.

14

15

89.16 As a direct and proximate result of Defendant’s conduct. Plaintiff and the 

class have been damaged, and these damages are continuing in nature.

90. Although requiring expert testimony, the amounts of unauthorized cost of 

insurance charges and expense charges Defendant took from Plaintiff and the class 

capable of determination, to an identified sum, by comparing Plaintiffs actual cost of

17

18

19 are
20

insurance charge each month to a cost of insurance charge computed using a monthly cost 
of insurance rate determined based on Defendant’s expectations

21

22 to future mortalityas
23 experience.

91.24 On behalf of himself and the class. Plaintiff seeks all damages and 

consequential damages proximately caused by Defendant’s conduct.

Defendant intended to cause damage to Plaintiff and the class by deducting 

more from their accumulated value than was authorized by the Policy and Class Policies. 
Defendant’s conduct was, therefore, malicious and Defendant is also guilty of oppression

25

92.26

27

28

16

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT
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in that its systematic acts of conversion subject Plaintiff and the class
hardship in conscious disregard of their rights. Plaintiff and the class are therefore entitled 

to punitive or exemplary damages.

1 to cruel and unjust
2

3

4 COUNT V; DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RFT TFF
5 93. The preceding paragraphs are incorporated by reference if fully allegedas

herein.6
7 94. An actual controversy has arisen and now exists between Plaintiff and the 

class, on the one hand, and Defendant, on the other, concerning the respective rights and 

duties of the parties under the Policy and Class Policies.

8
9

10 95. Plaintiff contends that Defendant has breached the Policy and Class Policies
in the following respects:11

(a) By failing to determine cost of insurance rates based on its expectations as to

cost of

12

future mortality experience. Defendant impermissibly increased monthly 

insurance rates for the Policy and Class Policies and, as a result, withdrew cost of 

insurance charges from the accumulated values of Plaintiff and the class in an

13
14
15
16 amount greater than those authorized by the Policy and Class Policies.

(b) By inflating monthly cost of insurance rates with unauthorized 

factors. Defendant impermissibly deducted expenses from the accumulated 

of Plaintiff and the class in amounts in excess of the maximum expense charges 

expressly authorized by the Policy and Class Policies.
(c) By falling to reduce cost of insurance rates to reflect Defendant’s improving 

expectations as to future mortality experience.
Plaintiff therefore seeks a declaration of the parties’ respective rights and 

duties under the Policy and Class Policies and requests the Court declare the 

aforementioned conduct of Defendant unlawful and i 
and Class Policies so that future controversies may be avoided.

Pursuant to a declaration of the parties’ respective rights and duties under the 

Policy and Class Policies, Plaintiff further seeks an injunction enjoining Defendant (1)

17
expense 

values
18
19
20

21
22

23 96.
24

25 material breach of the Policym
26
27 97.
28

17
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from continuing to engage in conduct in breach of the Policy and Class Policies, and from 

continuing to collect unlawfully inflated charges in violation of the Policy and Class 

Policies; and (2) ordering Defendant to comply with the terms of the Policy and Class 

Policies in regards to its assessment of charges against Plaintiff and class members’ 
accumulated values.

1

2

3

4

5

6 PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, individually and 

requests relief and judgment against Defendant as follows:
(a) That the Court enter an order certifying the class, appointing Plaintiff 

representative of the class, appointing Plaintiffs counsel as class counsel, 
directing that reasonable notice of this action, as provided by Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 23(c)(2), be given to the class;

(b) For a judgment against Defendant for the causes of action alleged against it;
(c) For compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial;
(d) For punitive and exemplary damages;
(e) For a declaration that Defendant’s conduct as alleged herein is unlawful and 

in material breach of the Policy and Class Policies;

For appropriate injunctive relief, enjoining Defendant from continuing to 

engage in conduct related to the breach of the Policy and Class Policies;
(g) For pre-judgment and post-judgment interest at the maximum rate permitted 

by law;

(h) For Plaintiffs attorney’s fees;
For Plaintiff s costs incurred; and 

For such other relief in law or equity

DEMAND FOR JURY TRTAT.
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

7 behalf of all others similarly situated,on
8

9 as a
10 and
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

(f)18

19

20

21

22

(i)23

0)24 the Court deems just and proper.as
25

26

27

28

18
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Dated; March 20221 By:
E. Scott Palmer (State Bar No. 155376)
scott@palmerhunter.com
Katelyn B. Hunter (State Bar No. 280568)
katelyn@palmerhunter. com
One Wilshire Building
624 S. Grand Avenue, Suite 2200
Los Angeles, California 90017
Tel: 213-629-8704
Fax: 213-629-8703

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

John J. Schirger {PHV forthcoming)
j schirger@millerschirger.com
Matthew W. Lytle {PHV forthcoming)
mlytle@millerschirger.com
Joseph M. Feierabend {PHV forthcoming)
jfeierabend@millerschirger.com
MILLER SCHIRGER, LLC
4520 Main Street, Suite 1570
Kansas City, Missouri 64111
Tel: 816-561-6500
Fax: 816-561-6501

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
Patrick J. Stueve {PHV forthcoming)
stueve@stuevesiegel.com
Ethan M. Lange {PHV forthcoming)
lange@stuevesiegel.com
Lindsay Todd Perkins {PHV forthcoming)
perkins@stuevesiegel.com
David A. Hickey {PHV forthcoming)
hickey@stuevesiegel.com
STUEVE SIEGEL HANSON LLP
460 Nichols Road, Suite 200
Kansas City, Missouri 64112
Tel; 816-714-7100
Fax: 816-714-7101

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27 Attorneys for Plaintiff
28

19
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Flexible Fremium 
Adjustable Death Benefit 
Lije FoUcy • Nonparticipating

Adjustable death benefit. Death proceeds payable at deai> of 
Insured prior to maturtty date. Cash surrender value, if »y, 
payable on maturity date. Flexible premiums payable untJ 
maturity date or prior death of insured.

Balky-Number
mmsBB

hisured 
John Doe

Kansas City Life Insurance Company wilt pay the proceeds of 
this policy according to the provisions on this and the 
following pages, all of which are part of this policy. This 
policy is a legal contract between you and Kansas City Life 
insurance Company. READ YOUR POUCY CAREFULLY.

Signed for Kansas City Life insurance Com'ipany. a stock 
company, m its Home OBice. 3520 Broadway, Post Office 
Box 41913$, Kansas City, Missosiri 84141-6139.

Sesreta/y Pmsidmt

M’-Day Right to E-xmmne Policy

Please examine this policy carefuily. If you are not satisfied, 
you may return the policy to us or to your agent wiftin 10 
days of its receipt, if returned, policy will be void from, the 
beginning and any premium paid wi be refunded.

Agency
0QO1

K/\NSAS crrv’ life
L\SUl{,\NaL COjMRVNY

Jim
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GUIDE TO POLicr movisiom
Page

Section 1: Policy Data  ......—..........
Sectiort 2: Benefit and Premium Schedule 
Section 3: Expense And Surrender Charges 
Section 4: :MonthIy Cost of Insurance 
Section S; D^nrtion Of Certain Terms

3
4

....... 7
Section 6: Policy Proceeds.......
Section 7: Gerrsral Provisions .... 9

7.1 Contract .......................
7.2 incontestability
7.3 Suicide
7.4 Age and Sex —
7.5 Termination of Coverage
7.6 Nonparticipating.....
7.7 Annual Report

Section 8: Premium and Reinstatefneot Provlsloris 
Section 8:. Ownership, Assignment and Beneficiary Provisions
Section: 10: Policy Ctmnge Provisions__ .................................
Section 11: Guaranteed Policy Values .....................................
Section 12: Loan Prowsions ...................................................
Section 13: Settlement Options .................. .

........ 10
.. 10^
. lOi

10^
.......... 10

***»»<>»**4»*»»l

10
12
12
13

.. 15

A copy of the original application and any additionai hensfits provided by rider 
or endorsement follow page 17.

2jirt
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f''"?! PilPAigii ifi/13/tfifSiCflOi 3, ilPMSl s»iS:SiCEi CM less

foticf sown 
a«ft202?

IMSOSEB
Iolj«rt t Pl»€! ac

IXPiPSE CIAIGE
S»dl ae4act«4 fro» «acli preslo^a pajmmnt

mnmit bxpebsi cmige — ctisagif 
$5•00 p«r ■o»th pollcf f«»rs 
S0.00 pmt •oistli pellcf jaars

10
11 a.»'i after

HOUTtl-f lIPiSSB Cilii€» OMlAMflEP 
$5«:00 per aonth all pollcf years

filflli Ci*RGE
S2S

f&Slf or SOtlESOKl CttllSlS

soiiipofi
CiltSI

fOLICf 
Tf« «

$S16*11
1,326,68
l,326.6i
1,312.71

0-1
2
3

1,312.115
1,312.11
i.2S6.05
1,2S6.85

1
i

1,242.83
l,2l«.36
1,013,4$

SOf.31

10
11
12
13

404.33It
1*^ 203.48

^'Policy year aeaas co»pl«4ei policy years ao:Ct»f efclcli tfce policy 
Is -In force.
this table -Is baseO on the speciflei aneoit. then « refnestei 
Increase to the specl.fieil anonit is naie the gnrremder charfes 
Hill iRcreasa an€ ee will protlie an «p4at«€ table, the Incceasei 
serrenaer cbarfes will apply only if the Ittcrease Is in connection 
e.lth an l,ncrease ns p.roylie4 la Section 10.2 or. If applicable, 
ttn4«r the terns of the option to Increase spec!flea anoont riaet.

A iectease la the s.p«cifle4 anonnt nlll not 4ecreas« the 
sorreaaer charfe*

fhe sarreaaer charges listed: :abo*e. are applicable at the e.«i of each 
policy year. After the first policy year the snrrender charfe betneen 
years will be pro-r«te4. the chart® for the entire first policy year 
mill be lewel. After the e»a of the ISth policy year there wili i.o 
loafer be a sorrenier chatfs.
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I

Section 4s Monthi^- Cost of Insurance
monthfy cost of insurance rates used in caiculating the cost of insurance on each monthly anniversary ^ay 

are based on the tosyred's age, ssk and risk class.

The coat of insurance rates used wJI bs determined by us based on our expectations as to future mortality 
exparience. Any change tn the current post of insurance rates will be ort on a uniform basis for insureds of the 
same age, ssk and risk ctess vrhose polfsies have been in force the same length of time. The current cost of 
Insurance rates will never be increased to recover tosses incurred, or decreased to distribute gains reafeed by 
us prior to the change.

The eost of insuranca rates used will not exceed those shown in the tables below. These rates are based on ttte 
1980 Commissioners Standard Ordin^' Smoker and Wonsmoker Mort^ity Table, age last birthday. The 
guaranteed maximum cost of insuranca rates for special risk classes will be adjusted appropriately.

Table of Guaranteed M.etximum MontMy Cost of 
Insurance Rates Per $l,000^Standard Rates

Age Male Female Age Male Female Age Male Female
15 $ .14689 

$ .16336 
f ,17503 
S .18420 
$ .18004 
$ ,19337 
$ .19337 
$ .19004 
$ .18870 
$ .18170 
$ .17686 
S .17253 
$ .17986 
$ .17086 
$ .17336 
$ .17753 
$ .18336 
$ .19087 
$ .20087 
$ .21256 
i .22672 
$ .24338 
$ ,26424 
$ .28758 
$ ,3142? 
$ ,34512 
$ .37847

$ .08001 
$ .08418 
$ .99001 
I .09251 
I .09501 
$ .09761 
$ .03818 
$ .10188 
$ .13418

42 I .41517 
$ .45621 
$ .49942 
S .54613 
S ,69452 
$ ,64709 
$ .70383 
$ .76569 
$ .83403 
$ .91166 
$ .89933 

$ 1.09871 
$ 1.2072:9 
$ 1.32342 
$ 1.44626 
$ 1,57581 
$ 1.71210 
$ i.Bmm 
$ 2.02168 
$ 2,20568: 
$ 2,41331 
I 2.64S31 
$ 2.89921 
$ 3.16834

$ -31677 
$ .3«46 
$ .37014 
i .39849 
$ ,42768 
$ .45771 
$ .49024 
$ .52611 
S .56449 
S .60637

68 S 4,04883
$ 4.38161
$ 474S12
$ a16234
$ 5.62985
$ 6.14840
I 8,71732
S 7.32S78
S 7.94851
$ 8,57457
$ 9.20819
$ 9.87149
S10,.68673
$11.37460
$12.24906
$13.13604
$14.18421
$15.18033
$16.18033
$17.18810
$18.22021
$19.26842
$20.32834
$21.43307
$22,71710
$24.36889
$26.62993

$ 2.09805 
$ 2.26256 
$ 2,43760 
$ 2,67212 
$ 2.95S5S 
$ 3.30170 
$ 3.68191 
f 4,11866 
$: 4.67248 
$ 6.04701 
$ aS4895 
$ 6.09611 
$ 6.70972 
$ 7.40696 
$ 8,20088 
$ 9.11908 
$10.11631 
$11.17773 
$12,28618 
$13.45788 
$14.67216 
$15.93752 
$17.34402 
$18.86254 
$20.65222 
$22.64368 
$25.22306

16 43 §8
17 44 70
18 45 71
IS 46 72
20 47 73
21 48 74
22 48 75
23 60 76
24 61 77
25 $ .10918 

$ .11334
52 78

26 53 $ ,70383 
$ .75640 
$ ,81066 
$ .86408 
$ .:31418 
$ .96343 

$ 1.01603 
$ 1,07886 
$ 1.15717 

1.26825 
$ 1.38107 
$ 1.51813 
$ 1.88276 
$ 1.809S4

79
27 54 80

■$ .12084 
$ .12685 
$ .13169 
$ .13669 
$ .14252 
$ .15002 
$ .16836 
$ .16763 
$ .18170- 
$ .19837 
$ .21755 
$ .23833

S5 81
23 SS 82
30 57 83
31 68 84
32 53 86
33 60 m
34 61 8?
36 62 88
36 63 89
37 64 90
38 66 91
39 6S 92
40 $ 3.7422867 93
41 $ .29008

(SI1
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Section 4i Monthly Cost of Insurance (continued)

Table of Gtmrmteed Maximum Monthly Cmt of 
Imurmee Eatm Per $l,l)(M}~~Nmsmoker Bates

Age Wats Female Wats Female Age Mate Female
0 $ .21907 

$ .08585 
$ .08209 
$ .06044 
$ .07709 
$ .07335 
$ .0^691? 
S .06500 
I- .06260 
S ,06125 
$ .06260 
S .06760 
$ .07867 
$ .08918 
$ .10334 
$ .11334 
S .12335 
S .13085 
$ .13586 
$ .13919 
$ .14002 
$ .13835 
$ .13685 
$ ,13252 
$ .12919 
$ .12502 
$ ,12252 
$ .12084 
$ .12001 
i .12001 

.12084 
$ .12335

$ ,15680 
$ .07001 
$ .06667 
$ .06500 
$ .06376 
$ .06208 
$■ .06041 
$ .06917 
$ .05782 
$ .05708 
$ .05708 
$ .06874 
S .0612:6 
S .06458 
$ .06874 
$ .07168 

.07501 
$ .07751 
$ .08001 
S .08261 
$ .08418 
$ .08534 
$ .08668 
$ ,08834 
I .09001 
$ .09188 
$ .09418 
t .09684 
® .09834 
$ .10188 
f .10418 
$ .10751

32 S ,12869 
$ .1.3169 
$ ,13752 
$ .14419 
i .15169 
$ .16170 
$ .17253 
$ .18420 
$ .19837 
$ .21338 
$ .22:822 
$ .24673 
$ .26690 
$ .28758 
S .31093 
S .33594 
$ .36346 
$ .39348 
$ .42768 
S .46889 
$ .51193 
$ .56366 
$ .62122 
$ .68547 
$ ,75557 
$ ,82886 
$ ,91250 

$ 1.Q0618 
$ 1.10873 
$ 1.22400 
B 1.35684 
$ 1.60727

S .11084 
$ ,11501 
$ .12:001 
$ .12585 
? .13419 
$ ,14419 
$ .15602 
$ .16670 
8 .18086 
$ .19587 
$ .21087 
$ .22588 
$ .24089 
S ,25757 
$ .27608 
$ .29426 
$ .31427 
$ ,33678 
$ .38180 
$ .38932 
$ .42101

64 $ 1.67447 
$ 1.85761 
$ 2.05589

S 1.07533 
$ 1.18974 
$ 1.30838 
f 1.42964 
S 1,55491 
$ 1.694S4 
$ 1.8SS45 
$ 2.05840 
$ 2,30362 
$ 2.59756 
$ 2.93610 
S 3.31428 
$ 3,72382 
$ 4,16308 
$ 4.63892 
$ 5.16658 
$ 5.76724 
$ 6.45895 
$ 72572:9 
$ 8.15937 
S 9,15656 
$10.23537 
$11.38164 
$12.62319 
$13.93142 
$15.32721 
$16.82248 
$18,45266 
$20.28083 
$22.43828 
$25.22305

1 S3 65
2 34 66
3 35 67
4 36 68
5 37 69 $ 2.75580 

$ 3,04592 
$ 3.37720 
$ 3,75991 
S 4.19^334 
$ 4.87004 
$ 6.18002 
$ 5.71919 
S 6,28340 
$ 6,87613 
$ 7,81607 
$ 8.22375 
$ 9.01810 
$ 9.:81568 
$10.81280 
$11,99040 
$13.12418 
$14.29994 
$16,49991 
$16.71910 
$17.97489 
$19.:28573 
$20.68242 
$22.21791 
$24,04370 
$26.60347

8 38 70
7 39 71

40 72
9 41 73

10 42 74
11 43 76
12 44 76
13 45 77

78
15 47 79
16 48 80
17 49 81
18 SO 82
19 51 83
20 52 84
21 53 86
22 $ .49191 

.$ .53028 
$ .66865 
$ ...60620 
$ .64374 
$ .68630 
$ .73637 
$ .79814 
$ .87493 
$ ,96927

88
23 87
24
25 57 89
28 58 90
.27 59 91
28 92
m m 93
30 62 94
■St S3

Section 5: Definition Of Ceriam 
Terms
The following are tey worOs used in the policy and 
are important in describing both: your rights and 
oufs. As you read this policy, refer back to these 
defintttons.

5.4 Fracmds
The total amount we are obligated to pay under the 
terms of this policy.

3.5 Policy Bate
The date from which pdicy months, years and; 
anniversaries are computed. The incontestability 
and sutcids periods for tha initial specified amount 
are measured from this date.

5.6 Maturity Date
The date shown on page 3 when coverage 
terminates and t!:9 cash surrsnder value, if any, is 
paid.

5.7 Plmned Fremium Payments
The amount and fraqueney of premium payments 
you elected to pay in your last appiioation. This is 
only an indication of your preference of future 
premium payments. You may change the amount

fij The Insured
The person whose life is insured under this policy.

5.2 Io% four
The owner of this policy. The owner may be 
someone other than the Insured.

5.3 We, Out, Us
Kansas City Life Insurance Company.

7u?i
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5? Defimtion ofCertmn Terms (mntinusd)

and frequency of premium payments at any time. 
However, during any minimum payment period, your 
paymfifsts must comply wffh the minimum premium 
requirement, The actual amount and frequency of 
premium payments will affect the accumulated 
value and the amount and duration of insurance.

5.8 Specified Atmmnt
The amiount of insurance coverage on- the insured. 
The death benefit will- depend upon the coverage 
option in effect at the time of death,

5.9 Coverage Opfiows
Option A provides a death benefit at least equal to 
the specified amowt at the time of death. Option B 
provides a death benefit at least equal to the 
specified amoont plus the accumulated value, both 
at the time of death.

5J9 Cost ofi Insurance
The charge we make for providing pure insurance 
prolscfion using the current cost of insurance rates 
for this policy, it does not include the cost of any 
addional benefits provided by riders.

$,11 Expense Charges
The amount we deduct to cover our expenses. The 
pramium expense charge is the amount we deduct 
from each premiurn payment The monthly expense 
charge is included in the monthly deductfen. Theae 
charges are shown on page 5.

S,li MmMy Deduction
The amount we deduct on the monthty anniversary 
day from the accumulated value to pay the cost of 
insurance, expanses and the cost of any additfonal 
tseneffts provided by riders for the month beginning 
on that raonthly- anniversary day,

5.13 Monthly Anniversary Daf
The day of each month when we make the monthly 
deduction for this policy. It is the same day of each 
month as shown in foe policy date or foe last day of 
foe month for those months not having such a day.

5.14 Age
Age means foe age on the Insured's last birthday 
as of each policy anniversary. This policy Is issued 
at foe age last birthday shown on page 3 which is 
foe Insured's age on the policy date. It the policy 
date falls on the birthday of the Insured, the age wilt 
be foe age attained by foe Insured on the policy 
date.

SdS Bemfidary
The beriiefioiary Is the person you have designated 
in foe appicafion or in the last beneliciafy 
designation filed with us to receivs any proceeds 
ipyable under this policy at: the death of foe 
Insured.

Section 6: PoMctf Proceeds

0.2 Payment of Proceeds 
We will pay foe cash surrendw value to you (I the 
insured Is living on the rnaturily date. If the Insured 
dies prior to this date, we will pay foe death 
proceeds tC: the beneficiary upon receiving proof of 
the Insured’s death while this policy is in force. 
When the proceeds are paid, this policy must :b0 
returned to us.

To foe extent permitted by law. proceeds will not be 
subject to any claims of a beneficiary’s creditors.

IJ Amount ofi Procmds. Payable at DeaA 
The amount of :proGe6ds payable upon foe 
Insured’s death Is determined according to the 
coverage option you have elected. The current 
coverage option is shown on the most recent page
4.

Comrage OpHon A
The death benefit will be the greater of:

|1| the specified amount on the date of death 
increased by any premiums received durfog 
the period from foe preceding monthly 
anniversary day to the date of death; or

f2) the accumulated value on foe date of death 
tnulfiplied by the corridor percentage as 
shown in the following table for the poBcy 
year in which foe fosurad’s death occurs.

Coperege Option B
The death benefit will be the greater oft

{1) the specified amount plus foe accumulated 
value, both orr foe date of deafo; or

(2) the accumulated value on foe date of death 
multiplied by foe corridor pereentage, as 
shown in the following table, for |h© policy 
year In which the Insured’s death occurs. !

Death benefits under either coverag:e option will be 
increased by any benefits due on foe Insured's life 
provided by riders in force at the Insured's death 
and any premiums received after foe date of death. 
Death benefits will: be decreased by any unpaid 
policy loan and loan interest

The purpose of this corridor percentage is to 
ensure that your policy will not be disquaiifled as a 
life insurance policy under Section 7702 of foe 
Intemai Revenue Cods, as amended. Section 7702 
states that if your accumulated value is above 
specified levels in relatfan to your death benefit, foe 
policy will not be considered a life insurance policy 
for federal income tax' purposes.

8s(?a
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Smtion 6i Potictf Froc0eds (conUnued)

If changes occur in the Irtlernal Revenue Code 
which woMid discjualify the poicy as a life imsurance 
contract, we reserve the right to amend the policy 
in order to make it qualify under any new federal 
income tax laws.

We reserve the right to refund with Interest, within 
60 days df reoeipt, any premium payment which 
would require an. increase In the death benefit in 
order to comply with Section 770.2 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, as amended.

Corridor Fercentages

Corridor
Percentage

Corridor
Age Age
0-40 250%

243%
23S%
229%
222%
215%
209%
203%
197%
191%
185%
178%
171%

130% 
128% 
126% 
124% 
122% 
120% 
113% 
118% 
117% 
11S% 
116% 
113% 
111% 
109% 
107% 
105% 
104% 
103% 
102% 
101%

60
41 61
42 62
43 63
44 64

6545
46 68
47 67
48 68
49. 63
SO 70
SI 71
62 72
63 73
64 167%

150%
146%
142%>
138%
134%

74
66 75-80
56 91
57 92
S8
59 34

issued in consideration of the application and 
paymert of tie premiums. A copy of any 
applications is attached when the policy is issued 
and any supplemental applications will be attached 
to or endorsed on the policy when the supplemental 
coverage becomes effective.
In the absence of taud, all statements made in any 
applications, either by you or by the insured wilt be 
considered represertations and not warranties. 
Statements may be used to contest a claJm: or the 
validity of this policy only if they are contained in an 
application.

$.3 Fmceed^ Applied Under Seitlement Optima 
Prior to the Insured’s death you may elect to apply 
maturity or surrender proceeds under any 
settlement option described in Section 13, The 
amount of proceeds will be equal to:

(1) the cash suiten.d9r value if you choose 
Options 1. 2 or 3; or

(2) the accumulated value less any
indebtedness if you choose any other

$.4 Intereal m Death Proeeeds 
We will pay interest on single sum death proceeds 
from the .date of the Insured’s death until the date 
of payment. Interest will be at an annual rate 
determined by us. but never less than the rate 
required by the state irs which this policy is 
delivered.

i

7.2 ImontestiiMlity
After this policy has been in force during the 
Insyred's lifetime for two- years from the policy date, 
we cannot contest this policy, except if the policy 
lapses as described In Section 8.8.
4my increase in th.e specified amount will not be 
contested after the increase has been In force 
during the Insured’s lifetime for two years following 
the effective date of the increase.

Section f: General Promsiom 

f,l Contrmt
This policy and application and any supplerriiental 
applications are the entire contract This ocntract Is

9lira
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SeeMon 7i General Fromsiom (continuBd)

7.3Stdcide
If th@ Insyrsd dtss bj? suicide, while Sana or insana, 
within two years of the poicy date, the amount 
payable by os wifi be ©pyal to the total premiums 
paid OR the insured's policy less the arnount of any 
policy loans, loan iniefest and partial withdraiwals.
If the Insured dies by suicide, while sane or insane, 
within two years after the effective date of any 
increase in the specified amount, the amount 
payable by us associated with such increase will be 
limited to the cost of insurance associated with the 
increase.

(SJ partial withdrawals since the last report;
|8) premiums paid since the last report;
(7) intsfest credited since the last report*
fSI afl deductions since the last report;

the amount of outstanding policy loans; and
fiOltoan repayments, if any, since the last 

report.

Upon receiving your writtBit request, we will send 
you a report at any other time durmg the year for a 
reasonahte charge as determined by us.

7.4 Age and Ssx
If, while this policy is in force and the Irtsured is 
alive, it is determined that the age or sex of the 
Insured as stated on page 3 is not correct, the 
accumulated vsrfue under this poficy wi be adjusted 
by the difference in the actual monthly deductiorrs 
made and the monthly deductions which should 
have been made for the correct age or sex, 
accumoiated at the Interest rates that were credited 
to the accumulated value.

If, after the death af the Insured and while this 
policy Is in force, k is determined that the age or 
sex of the tosured as stated on page 3 Is not 
correct, the death benefit will be the net amount at 
risk that the most recent mortality charge at the 
correct age and sex would have purchased plus the 
accumulated value on the last monthly anniversary 
day before the date of death.

7.5 Terminaikm^ of Cmerage
Coverage under this ipoiicy terminates when any of 
fte following events occur:

(1) you request tiat coverags terminate;
{2) the Insured dies;
(3) the policy reaches the maturity date; or
f4) the policy lapses, as described in Section 

8.8, and the grace period ends without 
suffteienf premiums being paid.'

7,§ NemparUdpating
This policy is nonpartidpatiing. It will not participate 
in any of our profits, losses or surplus earnings,

Section 8: Premdum mnd Reimtatement 
Propkions
8,1. Psjfment
Your first premium must be paid when the policy is 
delivered. There is no insurance until the first 
premium is paid. Al! premiums after the first are 
payable at the Home Office or to a representative 
authorized to receive premiums. A receipt signed by 
us will be furnished on request.

$.2, Right to Refund
We reserve the right to refund with interest, within 
60 days of receipt, any premium payment which 
would require an increase in the death benefit in 
order to comply with Section 7702 of the Internal 
Revenue Code, as amended.

S.S Flan-md Fremium^ Payments
The planned annual, seml-armual, quarterly or
monthly premium: ipayment is shown on page 4.

8.4 Amount and- Fregumcif
You may change the amount and frequency of 
planned prsmiium payments at any lime. However, if 
you stop or decrease premium payments the 
acouroutetsd value of your policy may not be 
sufficient to keep your policy from lapsing as 
described in Section 8.8. Each premium payment 
will be credited by us as described in Section it.

We reserve the right to limit the amount of any 
mcrease in premium: payment.

5.5 Umchedukd Additiotud Premiuim 
Addftlonat premiums may be paid at my time. We 
reserve the right to limit tie number :and amount of 
additional premium payments.

5.6 Minimum Payment Period
The period of time, shown on page 3, during which 
one of the following conditions must exist to :prevent 
your policy from lapsing:

f1) the cash surrender value of the policy on a 
monthly anniversary day must be sufficient

7.7 Annual Report-
Once a year we will send you a report about your
policy, The report will show:

(1) current specified amount; 
f2| current death benefit;
|3) current accumulated value; 
(4) surrent cash surrender vafue;

10i.m
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Section Sr Premium and Reimtatement Pmmsiam 
(cmiinued)

m ctimf the monthly deduction for the 
month fagginnlng on thal monthly 
arwiversary day; or

{2} total premiums paid must be squaJ to^ or 
greatsf than the minimum monthty premium 
times the number of monthly anniversary 
dates, m provided in Section 8.S.

When a requested increase to the specified amount 
occurs, the previous minimum payment period will 
terminate and your policy will be subject to a new 
{Tiinimum payment period. This new period will 
begin on the date that the increase to the specified 
amount becomes effective,

"Y** is the amount of currant indabtedness,
”Z" Is the total amount of partial withdrawals.
A grace penod of 31 days from the date your 
policy lapses will be allowed to pay total 
premiums equal to or greater than X + Y + Z.

After the Minimum Paymmt Period 
The policy wilt lapse if the cash surrender value 
on a monthly anniversary day will not cover the 
fYtonthfy deduction for the monfh beginning on 
that monthly anniversary day.

A grace period of 31 days from the data your 
policy lapses will be allowed to pay a premium 
that will provide enough cash surrender value 
to cover the balanog of the monWy dsduclton.

At least 30 days before the end of the grace period, 
we will mail notice of the grace period and of the 
premium sufficient to prevent the policy from 
lapsing. This notice will be mailed to your last 
known address recorded with us and to any 
assignee of record.

The cash surrender value and monthly deduction 
are described in Sscttoh 11. If the Insured dies 
during the grace period, any past due montbiy 
deduotions will be deducted from the proceeds.

S.7 Minimum MmtM^ Premium 
This amount shown on page 3, is the msnimum 
arrmunt you roust pay to keep your policy from 
lapsing during the mlmmum payment period. It may 
not be necessary to make mlnimunri monttrly 
premium paymerrts if tee policy has a cash 
surrender value or if past premium payments are 
sufficient to cover file mirrimum monthly premiumi 
requirement. Section 3,8 describes this requirerFsent
In detail.
When a requested increase to the specified amount 
ooa^rs, the minimum monthly premium will be 
adjusted to cover the inoreaserf specified amount. 
This new premium will be applicable during the new 
minimum payment period resulting from this 
increase.

8S Grace Period
The conditions which will result in your policy- 
lapsing will vary, as foltows, depending oa whether 
the minimum payment period shown on page 3 has 
expired.

8.9 Reimiatement
If the grace period expires without sufficient 
premiums being paid, -the policy may be reinstated 
within five years alter the expiration of the grace 
period. Reinstatement is subject to:

(1) receipt of evidence of insurability of tee 
Insured satisfactory to us; and

(2) payment of tee premium amount which 
would have been sufficient to keep tee 
policy from lapsing,: as described In Section 
8.8, 'With interest from the date of lapse; 
plus:

(a) two months of minirnum monthily 
premium if the policy lapsed during the 
minimum payment period: or

fbjtwo monthly deductions if the policy 
lapsed after the minimum payment 
period.

interest at the rate of 6% per year compounded 
annually on any past due premiums and 
Indebtedrress will be payable to the date of 
reinstatement. The policy will be reinstated on tes 
monthly anniversary day after the date we approve 
the reinstatement

During the Minimum Payment Period 
The policy will lapse if there is no cash 
surrender -value and if tee accumulated^ 
premiums paid as of each monthly anniversary 
day are less than:

X + y + 2
"X” Is the minimum monthly premium shown 
on page 3 times the number of monthly 
anniversary dates during which the policy has 
been in force before any requested increases 
to the specified amount.
If requested increases to fhe specified amount 
have ocGurred, "X” will also include each new 
minimum monthly premium after an, increase 
times the number of monthly anntvwsary dates 
during which each applicable increase to the 
specified amount has been in force.

4 .
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Section 8; Brsmium and Bmmtatemmt Frmdmom 
(cmtinued)

If lapse occurs during the minimum payment period 
or during a time when any surrender charges are 
applicable, the balance of these periods at tie time 
of lapse will resume upon fsinstalement.
Your policy cannot be reinstated if it has been 
surrendered for its cash surrender value.
If the policy lapses and it is reinstated, we cannot 
contest any statements mads In ,a reinstatement 
application after the policy has been in force during 
the Insured’s lifetime for two years from the date of 
the reinstatement application.

Unless you have waived the right to do so. you may 
change the beneficiary^ by filirtg a writien request in 
a form satisfactory to us, (n order to be effective, 
the written request for change of beneficiary must 
be signed while your policy is in force and the 
Insured is living. The change wl be effective on the 
date your request was signed but will have no 
effect on any payment mad© or other action mkm 
by us before we receive it

The interest of any beneficiairy will be subject to:
(1) any assignment of this policy whfch Is 

binding on us; and
P) any optional settlement agreement in effect 

at the Insured's death.
Section. 9: Ow-nership, Amignmeni- and 
Benefwiary Brovwkms
SJ Otamnhip
The Insured is the owner unless otieirwise provided 
in the application. As owner, you may exercise 
every right provided by your policy. These rights 
and privileges end at the Insured's deatti.
The consent of the beneficiary is required to 
■exercise these rights if:

|T j you have not reserved the rtght to change 
the beneficiary: or

12) you have named a creditor beneficiary.

9J Change of Otmwrship 
You may change the ownership of this policy by 
gwftg written notice to us at our Homs Office, The 
change will be effective on the date your request 
was signed but wl have no effect on any payment 
made or other action taken by us ^before we receive 
it We may require that ttie policy be submitted for 
andorsemertt to show the change.

9,3 Assignment
An assignment is a transfer of some or all of your 
rights under this policy. No assignment wll! bs 
binding on us unless made in writing and: fled at 
ouf Home Office. We assume no responsibility for 
the validity -or effect of any assignment.

B.4 Bmefidary
The beneficiary is shown on the application or in 
the fast beneficiary designation filed with us. Death 
tM'ooeeds wiil be paid to the beneficiary except as 
provided- in tils Section,
If arty beneficiary dies before Ihe Insured, that 
iseneficiary’s interest will pass to any other 
beneficiafies according to their respective Interest. If 
all beneficiaries die before the Insured, we wifi pay 
Ihe death proceeds to you, if fiving, otherwise to 
your estete or legal successors.

9M Simidtaneom Death ofBenefidary and 
Imur&d
Death proceeds will be paid as though the 
beneficiary died before the Insured if:

(1) the beneictary^ dies at the same time as or 
within 16 days of the Insured's death: and

f2) we have not paid the proceeds to the 
beneficiaiY within this iS-day period.

Section IQ: Folicif Change FrmMons

16 J. -Mght to Change
You may request the changes provided for in this 
Ssction at any time. Your request must be in writing 
to us at oor Home Office,

iO J Changes t» Specified .Amount
The spwjified amount may be changed, subject to
the conditions outlined betow.

Decreases in the SpeMfied Ammtni 
Any decrease viriil be effective on the monthly 
anniversary day on or next following the date 
we receive your application for decrease. Any 
decrease will be applied first against any 
increases to the specified amount in the 
reverse order in which they were made. Any 
■remaining decrease wiil then be appiied against 
the initia! specified amount.
The surrender charge wi continue to be based 
on the specified amount prior to the decrease.
The specified amount remaining in force after 
any requested decrease may not be less than 
the minimumi specified amount shown on page
3,

im 12
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Secijen 10-. HUcy Chatige Provisions (continued)

Imremm in the Specified Ammmt 
A reqysst for an mcrease m the specified 
amourrt wH be sybject to the fdiowingi 
requirements:

Ulan application satiafadsory to us must be 
submitted;

|2J evidence of tnisurability satisfactory to 
must be submitted; and

f3|the increased monttly deduction wi not 
cause the policy to lapse, as described 
in Section S,a, as of the effective date 
Qf the increase.

After an increase, additional surrender charges 
will apply to your policy. We wilt send you a 
new Table of Surrender Charges.

In addition,, the previous minimym payment 
pertod wl terminate, if in effect, and your 
policy will be subject to a new minimum 
payment period, A new rrHnimum monthly 
premium will be applicabie during the new 
minimum payment penod. We will send you 
currsot policy data after an increase in the 
specffled amount.

Section lit Quamnfeed Policy Values

11,1 Net Premium
The net premium- is the premium paymertt received 
less the premium expense -charge shown on page
S-.t

US

11.2 Accumulated Value
On each monthly anniversary day the aecurnulated 
value wi be equal to;

A + i + C - 0 - E
On arry day other than, a monthly -artniversary day. 
the accumulated value will be equal to:

A 4* 8 + C -D
‘*A'* IS the accum-uJated value on the preceding 
monthly anniversary day,

is the net premiums ro-csived since the 
preceding monthly anniversary day,

"C” is interest on "A*' from the preceding monthly 
anniversary day plus interest on each net premium 
in "B" from the date of receipt of each premium at 
our Home Office.

"D" is all partial withdrawals since the- preceding 
monthly anniversary day and a pro rate, portion cf 
one month’s interest to the date of calculation,
"E” is the monthly deduction, as described- in 
Section 11,4, tor the month beginning on that 
monthly anniversary day.

B'

iO.3 Change in Coverage Opthn.
If the coverage- ophcn is Option B, d may be 
changed to Option A. Th-e new specified amount will 
be the -death benefit ts of the effective date of 
change. The -effective date of change will be the 
ifnon-thly anniversary day on or next loHowing the 
date we receive your appilcatlon for change,
If the coverage option Is Option A, it may be 
changed to Option 8 subject to evidence 'of 
insurability satisfactory to us. The new specified 
amount will be the death benefit ie^ the 
accumulated value as of the effective date of 
change. The effective date of change will be the 
momhly anniversary day on or next foltowtng the 
date we approve your application for change.

U.3 Interest Rate
The guaranteed interest rate used in the calculation 
of the accumulated value is- 4.S%. We may use 
interest rate in excess of the guaranteed rate.

an

The interest rate applied to the accumulated value
securing any policy ioa,n wi be 4.S%.

11.4 Mont-hlg Deduciim
The monthly deductton tor a policy month is equal' 
to the cost of insurance, as described to Section 
11.5, and the cost of any additfonat benefits 
provided by riders for the policy month plus the 
monthly expense charge.Wfi Changing Your Policy 

Any change to your policy that is not provided for in 
this Section must be approved by us and signed by 
our President, Vice President, Secretary or 
Assistant Secretary.

An approved change must be endorsed on 
attached to your policy, hlo agent has the authority 
to m-ake any changes or waive any of the terms of 
your policy.

11.5 Cost of Insurance
The cost of insurance on any monthly anniversary 
day- is equal to;

Of
Q X CR * Si

Q" is the cost of insurance rate {as described in
Secttorr Aj

m4 13
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Sectmrt ll;- Camanteed Foticy Valum (contmmd)

Under Option A, the specified amount and the 
accumylated ^afye will be redyced by the amount of 
the parbaJ withdrawsl.. We reserve the right to 
require that the sipecified amount remaining in force 
alter any partial withdrawaf be at least equal to the 
rninimym specified amount Shown on page 3,
Under Opton B, the accumulated value will be 
reduced by the amount of the partial withdrawal
We have the right to postpone making a partial 
withdrawal payment to you for not more than six 
months from the date we receive your request

11.9 Extmded Tem^ Imumme 
If your policy lapses, as desaibed in Section 8,8, 
the cash surrersder value will be applied to contirtue 
the specified amount and arry additional benefits 
provided by riders for a portior^ of the next month.
The amount of ertendad term insurance is 
determined according to the coverage option in 
effect as of the date insurance is extetid^ under 
this option.

This provision will not contiriue the policy beyond 
the maturity data.

“R’* is the insured’s death benefit on that day 
divided by no less than 1.0036748.
"S" is the aceumulalad value, as described »n 
Section 11.2, prior to subtracting the cost of 
insurance.
If the cowerage option as shown in the most recent 
page 4 is Option A and if there have been 
increases in the specified amoynt, the accumufated 
value of this policy described in "S” above will be 
allocated between the spscified amount provided 
under the original applicatiop and subsequent 
increases. Hie accumulated value wilt be allocated 
first to the specified amount provided under the 
ohginai application with any sxoess allocated to any 
increases in file order in which they were made.

tlM Cast of Additional Benefits Provided by 
Bidems
The cost of addrtionaf benefits provided by riders 
will be specified in those riders.

$1,7 Cash Surrender
You may surrender this policy lor its cash surrender 
value at any lime, by submitting a signed request to

11,M Bern of Computation 
Guaranteed values and rese-rves are based on the 
1S80 Commissioners Standard Ordinary Smoker 
and Nonsmoker Mortality Tables, age last birthday. 
Our calculations are based on an interest rate of

m.
The cash surrender v^ue of this .policy is:

|1i the accumulated value of this policy at the 
time of surrender; less

4,5% per year.

Reserves will never be less than those provided for 
using the commissioners reserve valuation metiod.
Guaranteed values under this policy are equal to, or 
greater than, the minimum values required by law of 
the state ip which your policy is delivered, A 
detailed statement ol the method of computing 
these vafues has been filed with the insurance 
department of that state.

any applicable surrender charge {shown on
page 5); less

131 any indebtedness on this policy.
We will also refund any cost of insurance deducted 
for the period beyond the date of policy surrsndef,
We have the right to postpone making a surrender 
payment to you for not more than six months fronii 
the date we receive your request.

If a surrender is requested under this provision 
wltoin 31 days after a policy anniversary, the cash 
surrend®' value will not be less than^ the cash 
surrender value on that anniversary, less any policy 
loans or partial withdrawals made on or after such 
anniversary..

Sec.^to« 12i Loan Fromsiom 

1%1 FoHcy Imm
You may obtain a policy loan by submitting a signed 
request to us. This policy assigned to us is the only 
sscurtty needed.

We have the right to postpone making a policy loan 
to you for not more than six months from the date 
we receive your request.
You may repay your poicy loan in full or in part 
while your policy is in force prior to the death of the 
Insured. A loan that exists at the end of the grace 
period may not be repaid unless this policy is 
reirrstated. A paymem will be credited as t loan 
repayment only if so designated.

IIJ Fartml Withdrawal
You may wittidraw a part of the cash surrender 
value of the policy at any lime, by submitting a 
signed request to us. At the time of a partial 
iwithdrawal we wilt add the partial withdrawal charge 
shown on page 5 to the amount of the partial 
widtdrawal.

II ?s t4
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Section 12; Loan Frovmons (continued)

1$,2 Amount of loan Available 
Th«- amoufit of loan avaiiabte wi tie equal to the 
cash surrender value of the policy less any loan 
interest to the nesct policy anniversary.

12.3 Loan Intereii
Interest will be chaipied on a policy loan from the 
date of the loan at the rate of 8% per year. We 
may establish a tower rate for any period for which 
the policy loan is outstanding.
Interest is payable at the end of each policy year

interest is not 
paid, the loan wi be increased by that amount.

12.4 Indebtedmm
Indebtedness means ail unpaid policy loans and 
accrued loan interest. Any outstanding indebtedness 
will be deducted from: the policy proceeds.

Your policy is terminated whenever your total 
indebtedness equals or exceeds the accumulated 
value less arty applicable surrender charges. We 
will nnaii notice to your last known address recorded 
with us and to the holder of any assignment of 
record at least, 31 days before such term:lnatiiOn.

additonal interest The present value of any 
:unpasd installments may be with:draw.ti at any 
time. The amount of each payment is shown in 
Table A.

Option 4, Life Income
We will pay -an income during the payee's 
lifetime, A minimum guaranteed payment period 
may be chosen, Payments received under the 
Installment Refund Option wilt eontinu© until the 
total income payments received equal ih© 
proceeds applied. The amount of each payment 
Is shown in Table 8.

and on the date the loan is repaid.

Option S, Joint and Survivor Income 
Ws will pay art ineom© during the lifetime of 
two persons and will continue to f»y the same 
income -as long as either person Is living, The 
minimum guaranteed payment period will be 
ten years. The amount of each payment is 
shown in Table C.

tf the payout rates in use by us at the time 
proceeds become payable are more favorable than 
those shown in Options 4 and 5, we will provide a 
life income using the more favorable rates.SBCtion 13i Settkment Options 

13,1 Faymmit Options
You may apply proceeds of S2,000 or more which 
are payable under this policy to any of the following 
options:

13,2 Fayee
The payee is the person receiving proceeds under 
a settlement option. The payee can be you, the 
Insured or a beneficiary. We will .require satisfactory 
proof of the payee's age under Options 4 and S,
The contingent payee is the person iOamed to 
receive proceeds if the payee is not .alive.

Option h Interest Fayments 
W& will make interest payments to the payee 
annually or monihiy as eiected. Interest on the 
proceeds wii! be paid at the guaranteed rate of 
3.S% per year and may be increased by 
additional interest. The proceeds and any 
unpaid interest may be withdrawn in foil at any 
time.

Option 2, Imtsllments- of a Spedjied 
Amount
We wiil make annual or monthly payments until 
the proceeds plus interest are fulty paid. 
Interest on the proceeds will be paid at the 
guaranteed rate of 3,.6% per year ar?d may ;b« 
increased by additiortal interest The present 
value of any unpaid installments may te 
withdrawn at any time.

Option 3. Imtdlments For a Specified 
Feriod
Payment of the proceeds may be made In 
equaJ annual or montttly payments lor a 
specified number of years. Interest on the 
proceeds will be paid at the guaranteed rate of 
3.5% per year and may be increased by

13,3 Mtmmam Paymmts 
The payment under any settlement option roust be 
at least $25. We may make payments less 
frequently so that each payment Is at least $25,

13.4 Choice of Options
You may choose an option by written notice during 
the Insured’s lifetime. If a settlement 0:ptioh is not in 
effect at the Insured’s death, a choice may be 
made by the beneficiary.

I3.S Availabiiiiy of Options 
These options are only available with our consent if 
proceeds are payable to an executor, admintsirator, 
trustee, corporation, parinsrship or association.

13.6 Operative Date
The first payment under Option 1 will be payable at 
the end of the first interest period. The first 
payment under Option:© 2 through 5 will be made on 
the date proceeds become payable.

ISIITS
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Secimn 13; Settl0merit Options- (conHnned)

13.7 Dmth of Fayee
M the deatft of the payee, any payments remairtfng 
wB he paid according to the terms of the settlement 
option Ghcsen, untess the contingant payee elects 
in writing to receive the present value of any 
remaining guaranteed payments in a single sum:.
If a contingent payee has not Peen named or does 
not survive the payee, the foliowing amounts will be 
■pslcf in one sum to the estate of the payee:

|2) the present value of any remaining 
guarartteed payments under Options 2 
through s.

If you: have, not named a contingent payee, or if 
every contingent payee named by you dies before 
the payee, you may, by written r5Gtice to us, name 
a new contingent payee. The new contingenr payee 
will receive any amount that wo-ufd otherwise have
been payable to the payee’s estate.

{1) any amount left on deposit under Option %;
13,8 Clmtm of Creditors
To the ixtent permitted by law, proceeds will not be
■Subject to any claims of a payee's creditors.

and
i'

4
S».

18tm
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TABIM A - mSTALIMENT OPTION* 
For Each $1,OQO of Proceeds Applied

Term of 
Years

Term of 
Ysara

Term of 
YearsAnsuaf wontwy Aonual MoWWy Arttsuai Monthty

t 11000.00 
SOS. 60 
344,66 
a63.04.

sa4.6§
43,05
as.is
22.27
18.12

11 $107.34
99.88
93.78
88.4?
83.80

79.80 
78.37 
73.25 
70.47 
6:7.98

$9,09 ft $66.74
63.70

$6.58
2 12 226.48 5.38
3 13 237.94 81.85 S.24
4 14 7,49 24 SS.17 S.096 213.99 IS :2S7.10 58.62 4.96
6 IS 1.32 

168,01
f.15.35

13,38
11.00
tO.75

18 6,76 .26 87.20
55.83
54.60
S3.S7
82.SS

4.S4
7 n 6,47 27 4.73
6 140.56 IS 28S.20 4.63
f 127.00: 18 •8.97 29 4,8310 116,18 as3 20 5.75 30 4.45

TABLE B - UFE INCOME OFTIONS* 
yp:ethly Income For Each Si .000 of Proceeds Applied

MAiLE
KtWnwm aearaineed Payment iPeriod

FEMALE
MIrsImem Ottafartleeci Payment Fertad

install*
merit

Refund

linstall'
ment

Refund
120 240 120 240

Age None Montlis Months None Months Months
SO $4.79 $4,72 $4.50 S4.S4 $4.38 $4,33 $4.23 $4,24
SI 4.87 4.80 4.56 4.S1 4.43 4,40 4,29 4.29
■52 4.97 4.88 4.61 4.50 4.47 4.35 4.36
S3 5.06 4.7i4.S7 4.58 4,54 4.40- 4.42

4.49S4 S,17 5,0S 4.73 4.83 4,S6 4.62 4,4?
SS 5.27 5.18 4.79 4,92 4.75 4.70 4.S3 4.S6

5.39 5.25 4.85 s.oe 4.85
4.94

4.79 4.59 4.6457 S.51 5.35 4.92 5.0-8 4.88 4.86 4.72
56 5,63 5,46 4.98 8.18 aos 4.97 4.73
59 5,77 5,57 5.04 S,» S.16 5.07 4.30 4.90
so 5,91 S.68 5.10 5.39 5.27 ■5.18 4.87 4.9961 6.06 5.81 5.16 S,,50 :S.40 5.29 4,94 8.0962 S.22 5.94 5.22 5.82: 5.53 5.41 5.31 :S.a)63 6,3S 6.07 8.28 S.?4 5.67 5.53 5.08 S,3164 e.58 6.21 S.33 5.87 5.82 5.1S :5.43
6S 6.77 6,36 S.38 6,01 5.98 S.22 5.SS66 6,51 5.44 6,1$ S.I6 5.29 5.6967 7.21 6.67 5.48 6.31 6.36 .6,11 5.35 5.83,68 7.46 6.84 S.53 6.47 S:.S7 e,28 5,41 5.9969 7.72 7.01 S.57 e:.56 S.30 6.4S 5,46 6.15
70 8.00 7,18 5,S0 6,83 7,04 6.64 5.51 8.32
71 8.31 7.36 5.63 7.03 7.32 6.83 6.56 6.5172 8.64 7.54 5,66 7,23 7.61 7.03 5.60 6.71
78 S.88 7.72 5.69 7.45 7.33 7.23 5.63 6.92
74 8.37 7.91 5,70 7.68 8,28 7,44 5,66 7.15
75 3,78 8,08 6.72 7.94 8.88: 7.86 5,68 7.39

TABIE C - JOINT AND SC/HYIFOR OPTION* 
Monthly Income - Ten Year Guaranteed Payment Period 

For Each S1,Q00 of Proceeds Applied •f

Male Female Age
SO SS 60 65 70 78

SO $4.01 $4.16 $4,31 $4.44 $4.65 :$4.6355 4.31 4.S1 4.70 4.87 5.0080 4,17
4.23
4.2?

4,43 4.70 4,fiT 5.23 S.43
8S 4,53 4,06 5.23 ■5,61 5.93
70 4.00 4.99 S.48 5-97 0.4676 4.30 5.08 5,62 8,27

•Amoufits not shown for available options will be furnished on request

17
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Lk 4X(Mt Hmi im 'Sl

KAMSAS OTYLIFE^
INSURANCE CQMI^NY

skvx la^s

BmaMiitif Contmmmee Of imurmce Rider

engage in a gainful business or occupation,: either 
Piftor to or during any period of total disability, also 
rncludes altending school on a fulMime basis or per
forming daily household tasks as a homemaker,

T0taiDkaMitM Benefit Be^lmmmiis
Additions to the accumulated value will be provided 
when the Insured’s tolaWisability satisfies the following:

(1) the regular attenidance by a licensed physieian 
other than the Insured;

that disability is the result of sicknsss which 
first manifests itself, or bodily inlury which 
occurs, while this rider Is in force;

(3| that disability has continued for six consecutive 
months; and

(4) that disability began: prior to the policy anniver- 
siiy on which the Insured's age is 60.

£ess of SigM or limbs
Loss of sight or limbs means the permanent and fotai 
loss of:

|1) the sight of both eyes;

{2} the use ol both li:aods:

Kansas aty Life Insurance Company wilt pmyide ad
ditions to the accumulated value to continue in
surance during the total disabitity of the Insured,

If the Insured becom:es totally disabled as defi:ried 
below, th:e Company wilt arfcl an :amount each mo:rith 
during the continuaince of such total disabiiily to the 
accumulated value of this policy. These additions to 
the accumulated value will allow insurance to con
tinue throughout the disability.

The amount added to the accumulated value for each 
monthly anniversary following the date of disability Is 
calculated as foltows;

(A X B) 4- C 4- D

A" is the death benefit on the date of disability 
divided by no less than 1,0036748 minus the ac
cumulated value on the date ot disability.

“8" is the cost of insurance rate used iti calculating 
the cos! of Insurance for the policy.

■it

"C" is the cost of any addiWonai benefits provided by
riders.

**D" is the current monthly expense charge.

For purposes of crediling interest, the additions to ac
cumulated value described above wilt be assumed to 
have been made on the monthly anniversary for the 
policy month lor which they apply.

Mimimma Ffgjfmeni Period
The minimum payment period will be suspended when 
the Insured becomes totally disafeted. The balance of 
this period at the tirn:© of disability will resume when 
the Insured recovers.

DeBmition of Tote/ Dkabilitg
Total disability means disability which prevents the In
sured from engaging in arry gairtfu! business or .oo- 
cupatlon for which the Irisured is, or could reasonably 
ibecome, qualified by reason of education, trai:ning or 
experience.

|3) the use 0^1 both feet; or

(4)i the use of orw hand and one foot.

Loss of sight or timbs will be consWered a total 
disability even if the Insured returns to work.

However, loss of sight: or limbs miusi occur or first 
manifest itself alter the effective date of iWs rider and 
while this rider ts in force in order for benefits to be 
paid under this provision.I
iBsks Not Cornered
No benefits wilt be provided unrter this rider it dis
abitity results from:

f1) Intentlonalty seif-inflicted Injury; or

(2) war, or any act of war, whether declared or 
undeclared.

i«H9

-.w.-
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We must recewe satisfactory written proof of total 
disability at our Home Offfee before benefits are pro
vided. Proof must be given to- us:

(t) during tiie lifetime arvcl conlinued total disability

sured's diaabil-ily continuance o1 Itisuranoe rate. The 
cost o1 disability con-tinuance for any other additional 
benefUs pfovlded by rider Is shown on page 4 of the 
policy.

The cost of disability continuance for the policy, this 
rider and any other additional benefits provided by 
rider will he deducted monthly from the accumulated 
value as provided in Sectto^n 11,4 of the policy until the 
policy anniversary on -which the Insured's age is ©0.

(2) wfthin one year after total disabiiHy begins; and

(3) rw later than one year after the poticy anniver
sary -on O^memt Pmgkiom

The lollowlni pravssions apply lo this ricter:

this- rider is -miade a part of the policy to which It 
is attached:

Insured’s age is 60.

We will provide the appropiiate additions to the
accumolaiefd value although pfoof was not given
within the time provided above If it Is shown that H was 
given as soon as was reasonably possible.

this benefit is subject to all the provisions of 
this rider and the applicate policy provisfofrs;Ft0&fof CmtinmB OHsabiiity

After initia! proof of total disability, we may require, at 
reasonstole intervals, proof that the insured Is stllf 
totally disabled. However, after two years, we will not 
require proof mor© often fhari onc-e a year. As part -of 
proof, we may require the Insured to be examined by 
a medical examiner of our choice and at our expense.

and

the eltectiv© date of this rider Is the same as 
that of the policy unless this rider is added at a 
later date. The effective date of this rider will 
then be speelfied In the fider doscriptioni on 
{Kage 4 of the policy. The time period; of the In- 
comestabilit-y prov-ision of the policy wilt apply 
to this rider from the effective date of this rider,.Mftfiee of Eemverif

You should give Immediate notice to: us when the- In
sured fecovers from: total disability or returns to work. Caaceffatim

This rider may be cancelled by you on ari:y mortihiy are 
nivetsary day. Your request must be in writing and 
filed with us prior to the monthly anniversary day.. We 
may require thal the policy be submitted tor endors.e- 
ment to show the cancellation.

Cmt:C0ntmum€«
The cost ol disability conllnuance Is determined on a 
monthly basis. The cost of disability eontirruance rafe- 
as described in the Ta.ble of Guaranteed Maximum 
Monthly Cost :of Disability Continuance fiates Per 
$1,000 Is added to the tosursd's cost of insurance 
fat-e. The co.sf of insurance is then determined as pro
vided in the pQilicy using the increased rates. The cost 
of disability conilnuanc-e lor the policy .and this rider is 
the excess of the cost of Insurance Including this pro
vision, over the cost of i:nsufance determined ir» the 
absence of this provision:. If the policy contains an 
Other Insured Rider the cost of disability continuance 
for this rider will :b© determined U:sing tihe Other In- 
:sursd's specified amount: per thousand -and the In*

Tsrmimtim
This ridsr terminates on the 8arlle:st of:

m the dale the pohcy terminates for aniy reason;

the date this rider Is cancelled by you: or

the policy a:nniver:sary on which the Insured’s 
age is 60; however, such termination wilt not 
affect an eligible claim for disability occurinq:

13)

miB
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Table &f
Guaranieeti Maximum MmtM§ Cmt Of 

Disabilits! Continuance Mates Per $lfOOO

The cost of this rider is based on the Insufed’s age, sex and risK class for this rider. Age means the age on the In
sured's last birthday, yonlhiy cost of disabHity continuance rates actuatiy used will be determined by us based on 
oyr expectattOins as to future disability experience, but these rates witf never be greater than those shown belcw. 
Howevef, the guaranteecl maximum- monthly cost of disability continuance for special risk classes will be adjusted 
appropriately.

lllali Fgraate
Ap Rati A-P Rala
15 0.01755 

0.01756 
0-01 ?§5 
0.01755 
0.01755 
0.01755 
0.01809 
0.01862 
0.02033 
0.02072 
0,02081 
0.02096 
0.02259 
0.02276 
0.02441 
0.02469 
0.02643 
0.02625

0,03181 
0.03561 
0-03939 
0.04259 
0,04914 
0.05619 
0.:CI6134 
0.07181 
0,08318 
0.09492 
0-10823 
0.12507 
0.14364 
0.17424 
0.20714 
0.24693 
0.293Q9 
0.34137 
0.38487 
0.42768 
0.47292 
0.52406

0.03984
0.04211
0.04478
0-04932
0,05421
0.06155
0.06908
0.07890
0,08921

16 39
17 0.01371 40
IS 41
19
20 43
21 0.01389 

0.01-404 
0.01415 
0.01421 
0.014-22 
0.01436 
0.01598 
0.01605 
0,-01764 
0.01781 
0.01961 
0.02127 
0.02163 
0.02361 
0.02562 
0.0282-0

44
45

23 48
24 47 0.10166

48 0.11340
26 4S 0.12872

0.14637
0,17282
0.205-20
0.24240

2? 50
28 51
29- 52
30 53
31 54
32 55
33 0.03018
34 0.03203

0.03380
0.03591
0.-03777

5? 0-,38l42 
0,41177 
0.,44534

37

Signed for Kansas City Life insurance Companiy, a stock company, at its Home Ofli-ce. 3520 Broadway, Post 
Office Box 419139, Kansas City, MiSssouri 64141-6139.

Secretary Ch-airman of the Board 
and President

ttm

%
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ClTYUfE 
IMSURAMCE COMKWW

Pmi-up Imurmtce Menejit Endorsement

This Endoraefnent fomnis a part of the policy to which it is attached.

polls' to purchase a single pmmmm paid-up life insurance tevffn Jnh'JZT' f ® bLafrt you must
have enough cash surrender value to purchase at least a $5,00Q face amount. ^

The^p Mt purcha^ rates used will be determined by us based on our expectations as to future mortality 
experience but the rates will not exceed those shown In the tables below. Any change in Ihese rates ivill be on a

tome, pie current rates wrK never be increased to recover losses Incurred, or decreased so as to distribute gains 
realized by us poor to the change. The guaranteed rates for special risk classes will be adjusted appropriately.

um
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Table of Gttarmteed PaU-ap Immmee Benefit Mates ps- $1,000 
Smmlani Pmchme Maim

Age Male Female Age Female Age Male FemaleMale

$142,99

$146.96

$1ia.6S 42

$120.05 43

$123.57 44.

$127,19 45

$130,95 46

$134.87 47

$326.63

$337.15

$347.89

$358.85

$370.03

$381.44

$270.88 69
$279,43 70-
$288,17 71
$297.12 72

$662.65

$875.20

$586.3315

16

$150.94

$155.00

$169.16

$183.46

$167.94

$172,83

$177.5?

$182.78

$887.63 $611.6517

18 $699.86 $626.76

$641.84$711.81

$723.42

19 $306,30 73

$315.70 74

$326.34 75

$335.22 76

$345.33 77

$355.67 

$366.26 79

$377.07

20
$138.93 $393.09 $671.44

$685.84
21 48 $734.60

$745.35
$766.71
$?65,7?
$775.63
$785,33
$794.87
$804.21
$813,2:8

$143,17 49

$147.58 

$152.17 51

$156.94 52

22 $404.96

$417.0523 $700.01

$714,02

$727,89

24 $429.34

:|441..82

$4S4A4

$467.17

$479.99

$492.89

$505,88

$518.96

25 $188.28

$184.09 $161,9226 63 $741,64

$755.25

$768.66

$781.80

$794.58

$807.04

27 $167.09

$172.46

$178.04

$183.84

54 $388.09

$399.33

$410.81

81

$206.6328 55 82

$213.3429 56 83

30 $220.36 57 $422.56 84 $822.07

$227,87

$235.27

$243,16

$251.34

$259,82

31 58 $434.64 $830.6385

32 $196.10 59
$202.59 60
$209.31 61
$216.26 62

$532.14 $447.0S $839.12
$847.79
$856,89
$866,72

$819.28
33 $545.40

1558.73
$572.07

$459.90
$473,07

$831.48
$843.91

8?
34 88
36 89 $856.90
36 $268.58 :$223.47 63 $586.36 $500.23 90

$514,04 

$527,96 92

$877.84 $870.98
37 $277.62 $230.89 64 $598.55 $891.05

$907,50
$928.87
$957,94

$886.73
38 $286,92

$296.48
$306.29

$23.8.51 65 $611.60
$624.5:2
$637,31

$905.20
39 $246.33 66 93 $928.03

$957.94$254.34 6?40 94
41 $316.34 $262.63 68 $570.61

M*:»
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Tmbk af €uamnteed P»id~up insurance Benefit Bum per 
Mimsmoker Pureftme Bum

Male Female Age Mate Female Age Male Female
$82.03 

$82.38 

184-1S 

$86,03

$72,98 32 $192.86

$199.34

$206,08

$213,07

$172.90

$178,60

$184.53

$190.68

$538.58 $481.73

$496.18

$510.83

$525.70

$540.83

$556.2S

i I73.S7 33 65 $653.24
2 $75.09

$76,72

$78.45

$80.26

34 66 $567,94

$582.673 36 67
$88.02

$W.13

$92,3$

36 $220.34 $197.06 $597.44
$227.8?

$235,67

37 $203.67

$210,49

69 $612.23

$627.016 38: 70 $571.87
7 $94,78 $84,20 39 $243.74

$252.10

$260.73

$269.64

$217,54

$224.81
$641.75

$656.35

71 $587.93

$W.0S

$620:.21

$636.31

$652.26

$668.02

$683.61

$699.04

$714.35

$729.52

$744.60

$759.23

$773.62

$787.64

$801.30

$814.69

$827.9?

$841.35

$855.16

8 $97.33 $86.33 40 72
9 $100.03

$102.86

1105,80

$108.83

$111.91

$115.00

$118.09

$121.23

$124.40

$88.57 41 $232.30

$240,01

$247.86

73 $670,73

$684.8010 $90,92 42 74

$93.38 43 $278,84 75 $698.52
12 $95,93 $288.35

$298..15

$256.16

$264,62

76 $711.89
13 $98.5?

$101.29

45 7? $724.95

$737.7414 46 $308.26 $273.34 

$282.34 

$291.63 

$301.21 

$311.07 

$321.23 

$331,67 

$342.39 

$353.40 

$364.69

78
15 $104,11

$107,02

47 $318.67

$329.40

79 $750.32

$762.7116 48 80
17 $110,02 49 $340.44 81 $774,88
18 $127.66 $113.15

$116,39

$119,75

:50 $351.81 $786.79 

$798.36 

$809.54 

$820.37

82
19 61 83

$134.48

$138.11

$141.92

$145,94

20 52 $375.48

$387.75
84

21 $123.26

$126.90

$130,71

$134,67

$138,80

$143,10

53 85
22 64 $400.30

$413.12

$426.1:8

$439.49

$830.95

$841.45

$852.14

$863,41

$875.76

23 55 87
24 $150.18

$154.65

$159.36

S6 $376,28

:$3,S8.20

88
25 57
26 58 $453.04 $400.49 $869.86
27 $147,58 59 $468:.84 $413,16 $886.12

$904.96

$927.98

$957.84

28 $169.52 $152,25 60 $480.85 $428.22 92 $907.00
29 $174,98

$180,68

$186.65

$157,12 61 $495.0? $439,.65 93

$453,41 94
$928.72

30 $162.17 62

$167.43 63
$957.94

31 $523.97 $467.46

M13S
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Any pald-Hjp insurance benefit purchased in excess of the death beneit pavabte on fte original pofcy at ttie ime of 
purchase will be subject to evidence of insurability satisfactory to us.

in all other respects, the terms, conditions and provisions of this policy wi!! remain the same.

Signed for Kansas City Life Insurance Company, a stock Gompany, at its Home Office. 3520 Broadway. PO Box 
419139, Kansas City, MO 64141-6139.

■Secretafy President

MISS
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Aplilicatm ibr 
IstiirajieeNo. 231188 g ^Ai> nt>oPill .Name ftodade t

any forraer sanies)
■l*'’W2rn«| o Divorced 

) □ Single □ Separaled

Bff B

Ciiy

Social
Sec. No

D WidowKi Dale Ctiy aad
AP .^/ISate of 8trtft

O Peittafe
A

"^wn No, frs! 
Oient lat Addr. tS
Ifcwe Phone Mo. 
Snsiness Phoae

2ipS»e^.
Prior Addre® pf 
less than 2 yearaj

Mes! convenJrat 
and plaet m contact iMi0cA>^^

EfBptoyer’s_J^JKr .
name and 700 ^

Driver’s I 
License M *AM Dccujja- 

Ifciis and fe efflpioyed: than
2, stow prior occBpatten in 

Resjiuests.)
Piai &iiscuni€ ds^iBote :Specified/ , t-zs/N 

f-Face Anounr I 5w^ Pbnfted/.Annoai 
Presiura $ <£^Mane D Smoker

Airtoraatk
Premtom tott? o Me Special Class

■f Disabilfty amliBosiice of tosaraace ffilJ 
□ Acciifental Death $,

Preffliam $
Reason for Special mmClass Pre®!iH)i □ Spouse’s Terin_ 

O Children’s Tenn ...... ... units pL|
O fther tosured Average flJL} fsompte page: 3f wW § ff tQi^ 
O Assumi tRsurabity t

Uaiwertif life Cftv«f«f« bfenufioii
pr A -Level O C^isn i - Incfeasing

■Death Beaefit Death Benefit O Cost of Living
□ Waive of Premi:® INob ULi 
O FTS-1
□ Other

PlanntsJ Pay- /r PlaBned 
Materiiy Dale a Fm'2 □ FTB-Caeai Period units (Mon Ulj

Motoes te: Insated □ Owner If ether, give name md address Wow.
□ Other

O O O o
Am SA Qtly id AC CA d Singte Other

Prfa ifiualljr to 
the survfwsReWoftship
or to &
survivor.

Maibnship
Relationship to
Primary InsuredO M*

lipD Female Address
jCofe

O Soc. Sec. Mo.sf .Birth
O Taj^yer I.D. Mo.Suamor

(If ffiuJtipie successor owners, show orderOwner
and dfstrlbutiori in Special .Requests.!

Relaticmship to
Priiiarf ksared

o Female
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Appltoitiont (»r 
IntartAec 

(conltuadl

FmIJ Name (include any former naraes) Specified fcaoimt AccWentaJ Death taeit .
O Non-emoker 
O Smoker

IstOI $ I

O Non*Sf!Mk«r 
O Smoker

2ftd 01 $ $

O Nw-8m»ker 
O Smoker

Sri Of, $

O Non-Smoker 
:■ O Smoker

4*01 $ .$

O Nsn-Smciker 
O Smoker

.5* Of I-

CompJ.et€ the foUowng for Other Insurris over ^ 18, If years employed is less than 2, show prior occopatta la Special Requ^s. If any information is Wen-
ties! to the Primary lisored’s, write Sbine.

Other
Insureds

Social City and ' Occupations 
and Exact' Duties

Employer's Nwe Yrs.
Security Numba Sate of Birth Emp.

Ist Oi

ifsdOl

Srd 01

4th 01

TeleiAonfe Mo. 
(home) 
(work!

fet Convenient
Other Marital Stfsa Address, Time and Place Driver’s

License. NumberInsureds Status To Contact

( I1st 01
1
1iBdOl

{3rd 01

i )4th 01

{Sih 01
! )

AS»
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rr f®r
Imiraace *

f'crry„mi; j

N.. 231188
2 442 027

% iV

Ha^Hafel Ihe prsonfsl listed as proposeil insured|s| in the Health Slalement of the appliwfoK 
other medical facility, bees advised' to be admitted, sr had surgeryi wilbtn the {Hut 80 jky*, to. admitted to a hospital 

performed or recoromended?.................
or

1 within the 2 yatw, to treated for heart IroaMe, stroke, 
or other medical practiticaer?............................ or cancer, or had such treatment reajmraended by a phpiciati

r' o' o»p-,.
posed fasuredfsl no

fem#] of mdifidualfsj .to which any Ifw answer applies and who :dbfdoef| m qualify for t
eiJiporary insurance;

Wi any existing life, health or ^nuity contracts be lapsed, surreiiderd, reissued or co 
cover^e tnciuding sorrendeyjpfions} if the proposed policy is issued? 

irom: tte or any other policy? o Yes folio If Im, give natnc o.r compnyfies}.

Wp (to aiiiouBt, preminra or pried of 
fol'o Will propsed :p% b fmancd by .loansO Yes:

^EvidcBce of IiMmy%

in force on ail proposed insureds. If prop^ insured is tor age IS. provide information for prents.List details of insurance
flf IsdUcAie Iif)ae.|

im AfflOMt 
of Life

Araoufil 
of ADi

Annual
Pwwm:

htame Cfompny Issued

MO? $ $

1. In Ik. i»i 3 w ta™j, „iw lo, III. „ httiii, ,i,h,a ^

ion to III. or heal® inmaiM peniliiig In my oilin mnpm, or InleiKl» wpa to ort inannet
ill or 2 answered ¥«% please explain.

.feqtteaed?
2. Do any of the prepsed insweda lave an apgp 

within the next 18 dnyi?

as□ Yes

PO

.Have any propsed insureds used tohasoo in any form in the pst 12 months? 
and type of. tobacco pp, cigar, cigarette or other^ 

any propsed insureds use tobacco and Mon? r* Y«

O Yes If Ym, indicate proposed bsuredto

if Yes, indicate proposed insured and number of years since slopping.

Ser or do such individuals intend to ««
ii.; . to the pail 3 jtm have the proposed Insureds ton other than 

in any such flying in the Mit 12 mentb?
as I

Q Yes lo

Iftor 8^***®8- « rock dimWnforaTSrflS*^''*'^^
MI ar 2 above answered Yfet, complete ptiestoire on page 12. * ■' pr

i HI
>^^fof^.ch as slln dwing,

D Ym

If any proposed insurbfsi isfare)
_______ _ Is® than 1., what was birth weight?
amoimt in for<» and appW'forois aiiv pr^oS~~' 

m$U:ted is more than on brothers and sisters’ please etspto'n.

11,;:.
5^: If any proposed insured|'s| ls|are) 

age. 5-15, what is grade in school?

Pap 4
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AppEeation for 
Intarance i- ** %

lU

IPriiil fa!) msjies- <sf all 
to be insuM

Relationship 
to Prifflary 

insured

Weight chanp 
in past year

Present
ItosuMce
Asaourt

iirthdate MM
Month SexAge Ft. ta. Gain Loss

// im ^l. frimary tmmed X rX X X X X K
i

3,
4.

S.

la Hess I through I! below the wort “|ou*' refers lo all prapossd insurds listed above. 
To, the best of your knowledge and telM

1. Within the part S jear* have yeu;
a. been examined, advised or treated by any physician or other pactilioner?,.
b. been a patient of, or do you intend to enter, a hospital, clinic or o-ther instite-

tifiB for comultation or treatment or surgery'?............. .. .................
c. had any eiettrocardiograiB, X-ray, or ether diagnostic tests!........... .

2. During the lart 10 j«ar* have you mr had any indication or dtaposis of disease 
or disorder of;
a. brain or nervous system - mental i,ilness, conwlsions, epilepsy or paralysis?.,
■b. sight or hearing?..................... ............... ...................... * . .,.
c. the blood or had tumor or cancer?....................... ............. ........

tort or blood vessels - heart murmur, pain or pressure in chest, plpltafioas 
or rhettmatic fever?.... ............. . ....... ......... .............  ...........

e. I«.ng$ - asthma, emphysema, bronchitis m tubercuiosis?....... ..............,.
f. digestive system - Indigestloii, uter, pstritis, liver, gallbladder, iwestte or

reclwii, rupture fhernia)?............. .......... .... .........................,,
g. penlto-urinary system - kidney, bladder, prostate, aibumin, blood, pas or sugar

in urine? ....... .................. ................. ....... ...._______ ____
h. bone, joint or muscles, back or spine • arthritis, gout or rheumatism? ........
I. thyroid, glandular trouble or diabetes?...___ _________ ____ ___
j. Acquired innnuee Deficiency Syndrome |Ai:DS:| ar “AIDS” Related amplex

(ARC)? .................. ....................................... .......................,
3. Have you ever been diagnosed or treated for any smally transmitted disease in-

eluding syphilis, gonorrhea, heips, chlamydia, coridylotna acuminata (anal or 
genital warts)? ......................... ........ .......... ..,........ ..... .........

4. Have you ever had ,a di^osis of or treatment .for higti blood pressure? ...___
5. ;Do you take prescription medidiiel.............. ................................. .
6. Have you sought advice, ten treated or arrested for the use of alcohol?...........
7. Ate you currenlty using or have you ever received trealroent or counseling for the

use of marijuana, heroin, cocaine., amphetanin^, barbituates, haltuckogeinlc 
agents m epiura or its derivatives?....... ................... ............. ......... ..

S. Have yoti any disorder of pregnancy, menstruation, breasts, uterus, ovati&s or
pelv.is? .......................... ........................................ ...................

9. Are you pregnant? Date due?.............. ...........................................
Ifl, Do any of the family Kiembers listed above .live o.utsid,e of the Primary Insured’s

iiouselold? .................... .................................................
11„ Are you now free from disease?............................... .......................
i2.For Proposed Insuretllaj and Other )nsiireds(b) indicate below any {tuniily liutury 

of diabetes, eaneer. high blood pressure, heart or kidney disuse, iwntail illse.ss or 
suicide........... ............ ...........................................................

G.ive DEFMIS to Y«i arrswers to Questians MO 
or a No answer to question 11. identity proposed 
insuredjs), fiestion, specify conditions, severity, 
dates, duration, aftereffects and names and ad
dresses of all attending physicians and medical 
fadlilies.

d.

L

Age if Living Age at DeathFamily History m Cause of .Deathb bawFather
Motlser

Brothers 2Zaad
Sisters

Nam,e8 and addresses of persona! or famiN 
pbysidans (If none, indirate none,|
Date and remn 
last consulted

Clinic or VA 
Claim Nurolw

um
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f r Applkittm far 
htarance ' 

Icostinipdl

p««?v‘jarirY,3uw;
e«S£l«A!>*® OOMKWW N..231188 S 44« 027

■s
It» sni4er«tood «asi «p**d ««

Tlesblements and answers recorded in all parts of this application, Nuinter:. 231188 
fme and complete.

I.
are to ie best ef m>'|otir| taowtal^ Mid belief.

2. This applkata, and te answers to »f rwjuired medical exam, will becarae a part of any policy issoed on I 
fc agefsl bas ;fte authority to waive any sf the Company’s rights or reies. or to mate or change any contract 
The tesBiance applied for wili tafe effect only after the followin

8.

4. . -®^'^®*W««’8Fopo«d;w$pred{s|isja!tMMflg and his/herpiielrl health is as Stated»
this apfrficatttm: (l|foe pokey is teivered to the applicael; and {2|tht first Ml premium is pld in ash. The only exception to this is provided in Hie Tem
porary' Insurance Ayeemeit rf the agieensent has h«n issued and the advance payKient required by the agreejiieot has been made, 
toy chsii^s or a*Eiotis made by the Company In •‘Home Office iadorseraents" will be ratified ^ tie applicant’s acceptance of any life insuranoe pofa

IfWe) have received the Privacy totice which explains ®yfour| rights under the Pair Creil Reportinf Act 
Pe) ha ve paid $ 
underslaiwl and «ept ib terms.

5,

7. ts the in fixdianp: for the Temporary Insurance Agreement and f(w’e| ackimwledge that tfwej folly

'f  ̂ Company or any person « rav acti«|
® the pan of Kan* City Life: my maltca! professtoM, medial care fostifotion. ie Medical Inforaatw Bweai, toe., insurer,, reinswer, mmmm

eeosuffier reprlmg .agency or employer. ‘InforortMi” means facts of; a isedica! nature pb regard to rovlour| physical or nentai cuiMlitioft; employ.
by Kansas City Life Insurance €ompmytejetermme eligibility for insurance. Pej agree this Aiiiorimtion .is valid tor two and one-half years from the date sped. l{Wrt tow that Ifwe) ha^ 

right to receive a copy of this Autharissatm upon request, pej agree that .a photographic copy of this Atilhoriatien
a

is as valid as the srpnal.

.this. CTUus:■day of.

Kmmf '» SigMimt |i{ sn; W, |MrtnL/|BardK?i|ialBje| A]pplic*»fi lipitsn pi osier tten Pria«y InsuniUi

Spem*’* S{|3ii«tBm-jif PFB *pii«S tor) Ftni Oltxst fwansfi Sij*»l«ra fif om jie

Sucaal Otfiw (mwne#* S5gi«i«ire pf iwer aj» I8j' TMrf Otftr ittiwidl’* %RSm (tf arw age

PoHrtli Otiwr liinre#i Sifuim ft «t ige igj Piftli Other lismreft Sifsilm jjf over s|e tSI

given to the applicant.

To the best o.f my knowledge the .insurance applied for

I ceitsfy that the slatemerts of the Primary Insured, applicant and any other propsed. insuidfo] have :to eorrectiv rtcortfed in this
appfiahoB to that any premtum payment shown in item 7 above has been collectetl by rae and a Temporary Insurance Agreemat

this spplicatiort O will GTwtonottn replace existing iostirance.
To your kiiowledge has aiy Proposed Insured used tobacco in any fomi w-ithin the pa.st year? m^es 

Were all proposed tasureds s«n yoti « the rime of application? ifST^es
O No

if No, an eiasiristion is required.O No.

Ag.«M Agem Code if sjsll case}

At«*<y

A* Page 6
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i. . I
R«prt

I. Highesi le«l of educatiou
1. Aanital mmei ia^me I.
2. Annua! hsusehDid incom
3. Spouse’s oc0jps|tonj

Prlmar^^ Insured Spouse
Some high school O O
High school graduaie
Some CDltepj, trade or technical sdioel O5. Number of dependent childr®.

6. Age of younpst child O O
Post graduate audy o

.!
5. tnitia! »or opetter 

Personal Instirance 
O 2, Business iftsurance

MKli,-:.,,... :

I. Whal medial arranpaenii have beeti asM 
111 required by cempany guidelises}

Docfor's Name/ >
Exaroinini Facility

O 4, Group

Date of Exaa
8. Number of intemews fe close this sai» t

2. Number of years you have 
town Primary Jflsured_i

3. Source of Priraary {nsured
□ I, Existing client
□ 2jJ?elative to cHent 
tp^Referrtsl lead
□ 4. Orphan poiicyDwner 
O 5. Cold csll
O 8. Pre-Appmcfc letter 
O 7. Acpaintance
□ 8, Other _________

i Typ^
air 8

7. Tims this sale was made
.~J——..... D a.m.i

I 8. Location of sale

O 2. Primary' Inswred's workplace 
O: 3. Primat)' Insured's home 
O Other.....

' relatiomship 
Business

■ 9* DescfipfKm af Primarv Insured’s community 
sri. City
O 2. Town 
O 3. Suburb 
O 4. Rural

O 1 Social 
O 4. Other.

1. Primary par}»se 0l sale 
D 1„ Family Income 
O 2, Mortgage protection 
□ J^Educatisn 
ISPf. .letirement

2, Number of household members tasured by 
Kansas City Life pacludini Primary insur^i

D S. Estate planning
a I Other

miimis
mm

2, Number of years in busittess.

1. Primary purpose of sate 3. Type of busSiess 
O 1. Corporatioa 
O 2. Sub-S orrporafion 
O 3. Partnership 
O 4. Sole proprietor

O L Split dollar
O t Deferred compensation 
O 3. Key employee 
O 4, Executive bonusi

O 5. Buy/Seli arranfemeBt:
D 6. Pension or profit sharlnf 
O 7. Otlief

4, Approximate net worth as ef prior
fiscal year $.

*w
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Flexihle Premium 
Adjmtahh Death Benefit 
lafie Policy - Nonparticipating

^Justabl© death denefit. Death proceeds payable at 
death of Insured prior to maturity date. Cash surrender 
value, if any, payable on maturity date. Flexible 
premiums payable until maturity date or prior death of 
Insured.

If you have any questions concerning this policy or if 
anyone suggests that you eharrge or replace this policy, 
please contact your Kansas City Life agerrt or the Home 
Office of the Ctompany.

KANS/\S CITY LIFE
1NSU1S/W(K COMPA-W

sms Btmdmf • p 0 jBoi mm • iSamm citg MO mmsmJiia
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f

KmShS CiTYXIFE 
IMSORiysrCE COM,By^

since m95
MODjOFICATlOM INDORSEMENT 4-1-97 G77

Applicstion No, OQOOO

amount has been ISSUED
PER THOUSAND FOR TWO YEARS DUE 
MMMUM annual PREMIUM' IS $144?

Policy No.. 2 442 02?

WITH A SPECIAL CLASS RATING OF $7 00 
TO CANCER HISTORY, THE MODIFIED

.68.

Agreement and Sigiiatiires
modilc5ori(s) dSSrrt f numbered policy. ILe

Dated at
this iL---.day of

Owner's Signature 
ROBERT R FINE, JR

AFTER SIGNING, RETURN' TO THE NE'W BUSINESS DEPARTMENT 
ONE COPY IS ATTACHED IN THE TOLICY.mu.
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r f

HTYUm 
insurance CXJMKANY

sitKc m9s

Folic)? Amendment
WSURED

ROBERT R FINE, JR 

This policy has been amended

"*"SfSwtofcta.g«‘™S|S?y,-fANUAKY 2. 1997

the mcw;SS5J?rTl76”?SPnTT'''’-““
FOR TOO YE^ ® ® ™ thousand

POLICY NUMBER 
2 442 027

as follows;

» we have

It is understood and agreed that the changes are efFective AP.RI1 3, 1997,

* Continued •

Secretafy
President

1§2O04.aO
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JWJSAS aXYULFE
IlNiSlJEiillsrCE CXJMRSkNY

SfrjK 1393 
Page 2

Poiic)^ Amendmenf
INSURED

ROBERT R: FINE, JR 

This policy has been amended

POLICY NUMBER 
2 442 027

as follows;
to^sideratioii of the changes 
APRIL 3, 1997, ;■ * ■'is $1447 6S m ^ .minimum renewalIS 3>i44/.68 to the next policy anniversafy.
The planned premiums are as foilows:

premium for this policy effective

Annual 
Semiannual 
Quarterly 
Monthly 
Special Billing 
(Monthly)

A copy of the request for the changes is attached.

A new Table of Surrender Charges is attached.

All other terms and conditions of this

« P0,o. A^end.™. « b-* i.ued .o yo» in Hen of a revised page 4 for year polKif 

Dated at KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI on April |. ,997,

$1447.68
$723,84
$361.92

$0.00
$120,64

policy remain as stated therein.

IS.?fRrSLT®™®= Insurance Company
3520 Broadway, Post Otice^ Box 419139 ' * _̂ a stock company, at its Home Office 

Kansas City, Missouri 64141-6139.

Secretary
Fresident

isiae4«
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/
■SBCTION 3.

IHSUllD 
ROBERT E PIJIE,

INCREASE AMOUNT 
$?6,S00

effective date op
04/03/19S7

TABTE of SORR.END1R

EXPENSE AND SURRENDER CHAROSS CCONT.I date PREPARED: 04/01/199
POLICY NUMBER 

2442027
TOmu SPECIFIED AMOUNT 

fIS0,000
INCREASE

CHARGES applicable TO THIS INCREASE
increase 

year ♦ SURRENDER
CHARGE

0-1 $690.03 
$1,598.83 
$1,598.85 
$1,598.85 
$1,548.36 
$1,548.36 
$1,531,53 
$1,481.04 
$1,481.04 
$1,481.04 
$1,228.59 

$992,97 
$740.52 
$488.07 
$252.45

2
3
4
5
€
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
IS
16 .00

♦increase year means 
the INC.REASE TO

™ ™ potion op the SPECIFIPn
SPPUCOTLE SUERENDER CHARGES TO ALL CURRENTLYTHE SPECIFIED AMOUNT IsSde'THnfrpJSflSf" REQUESTED INCREASE TO 
WD t® WILL PROVIDE a5 aSSkSSI^S® INCREAsT

A DECREASE IN THE SPECIPTPn 
SURRENDER CHARGES. ®

THPinE SPECIFIED AMOUNT. THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF

amount will not decrease THESE
the surrender charges 
increasb year.
CHARGES BETWEEN 
FIRST POLICY YEAR 
16TH INCREASE YEAR 
APPLICABLE TO THIS

after tS AT THE END OF
tsars WILL BE Lo St® ^^SUmEmBR 
“ mill be level =

there wttt KTn t COMPLETION OF THE
=S A SURRENDER CHARGE

SNTIRE

5AGE 5.1
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rmumt Application for Changes
, to-Kxlsting Policy

Itvi^iewce Kfr|tiliie«l * Ificreiise ^ *

I

KAMiSaSOTV'Jiire 
fiSSSS** «>MRw

CCOBjpfctepageloaiy.)

i!ga,...,'ij.SM
Niiiii'^ gy

r- . personal DATA ~

Eoipioyer, Address jwid Phone No. C4^PiiAfi 4
OecuimfonaidDeijes <2&^ t Years Employeci ^^**|^"" '

REQUESTED PLAN INFORMATION
New Face/
Specified Anioyni $

Pian Lfe....Njifie,

STOption ANew UnivmaJ Life 
Cowrjtge Oplioii 
Effective Date 
Csoijveision only)__
RIders/BsnoWto

Delete

m « . r, * Senefit
U Option B - Increasing Death Benefit Inaease^ Specified Amount 

by ainoum of cash value?
New Planned 
AanmtJ Premium $,

AI Option Date
Add

■Add CSeleteO Dtsabi rty Coiitinaance: of Insurance (IIL onlyl 
Disabdity Payment of Premium (UL only) 
GuaKtnteed Endowment (UL only)
Tefinlnal Illness (Iff., only)
L<»g Term Care (UL only)
Other fiisttmd Coverage lUL only)
Extra Protection Kder aiL: only) $'
Cost of Living (UL only)

pthor Poltey Change information
Is a removjd or rednciion ' □ y^- 
ill rating requested?
Ri™«{X %iarv.*fw{;(Jj right m change 
NameCs), Retei»tisf«p(s) to the Insured^

□ O Pension Inanease Cttt. only) 
Waiver of lYeinium {Non UL) 
Accidental Deadi $
Assured Insurability S 
Survivorship Purchase Option
Spouse’s Term ______ _
Children’s Term
Other “ “

D
O O □O O
O O O O

O □O :j
0 □

o O
Preroilifn □ 
Mode

^ O O f3--''e--'o O o Q n
Ann SA Qfly Mo PAC GA CO FAP Single Oter

laresses, tmd SocutJ Security Numbers foraU beneftdariB.

‘•'Unless otherwise 
steted, benefits we pay
able equally » the 
named benefIciaryCs) or 
to the survivor or sur-

'I *{w!ih right, to change)N.imc(s), RelationshtpCs) to the Insured, AdfcS!*$, and Social Securfiy Numbers for ail beneficiaries.

vivors.
ReladoBship to Prtoary Insured

Owner's Niune atJd Address

O Male 
O Female
Successor
Owner

Date of 
BifiJi Cfiy {ind 

■State of BiiiJi SSN or 
lax©Age

Relationship
toliLsuredAarriismr»nt anS* w*ri»>ddi.«tbu(;en IB Si^m^ Request.). ---------- ---------- ---- ------ -- -------------

ing: CD the date the chan|”s approved aS H«!ie Sfe effective on the latest of the fcllow.
change is made; er J3) the date any required preiniutn lias been ptdd'. * ' ’ ^ ^ specified m die policy or rider under which the
Dated at

M ‘y'?<11yof
wjwr'sfSigjsalure

Crniitor Itenefftliry #r Assipme's Sipuittri^fifatiyJ
AlWM

l»age I
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OTHER iN|U|EDS (01)

StetusFull Name Specified Ainoum
Isi 01 1 O ADB I 

□ MS i2ndOl iFirs Middto Us*
Carnpieie the foOowiag for all 0*er Insureds, if years employed is tess than 2, show prior occupation ia Special' Requests. If any inftmnMon 
is Mentical to the Primary Insured's, write Same.

Social Security Number Steie of Birtt
Occupations 

mtd Exact Duties
Employer's Name 

and Address
Yis.
Etnp,

Ist 01

and 01
Most Coitvenieirt 
Time ffld Place 

to Contact

Driver’s
license NHin.bef &. 

State Issued
Street Address, 
City, State, Zip Teienlone No.

□ (home) □{work)
Isl 01 C )
2iidOI C )

REPLACERHENT
1. Will any existing ifc, beaJtts or annuity contract be lapsed, reissued, surrendered, or coiivetted (to reduce amount, pre

mium tw period of coverage including sunreoder options) if the proposed policy is issuedl,
2. Will the proposed policy be- flntma’sd by loans from this, or any other policy? 

if Yes, give name of company (iss) and amoantfsl
3. Will the change in existing coverage be part of an IRC Section 1035 Exchange?

EVIDENCE OF INSURABfl-ITY

□ Yes
□ Yes:,*erNo 

~ □ Yes^a'TJo"

Insy ranee History
Proposed: InsurecKs)

/fe&SiAr-
Year

issued
Insurano!
Amount

ADB
AmountCompany

Kf .^.5^ i
i i

1, In tlie past 3 years have- any of ilte Proposed InsuredCs) applied for life or beallta insurance or reinstatement thereof
without rec.eivin| it exactly as requested?..... ............................................................ ...... ................................

2. Do^any of the lAoposed InsumdCs) have an application for life or health insarance pending in any other company or inn^ 
© apply for such insurance within the next 10 tktys?

'Details to all Y«.s answers; __________________

□ Yes "S'l^o
tfSfoO Yes

Non Medical Underwriting Questions
Questions apply to all Proposed Insurals.
1. Do any of the family members listed on this application live outside the Mmary Insured's household?
2. Are any lYoposed Insureds not a U.S. citizen? .................. .............. ...........

If Yes, how .ton| hasChave) the Proptjsed InsuredCs) been in the United States?
What type: Visa?........................... ........................ Visa Number? ______________

3. Have any of the Proposed Insureds in the hist 12 months, or do any of the Proposed Insureds within the next 24 'months,
intend to travel or reside outside llte cothmentM U.S. or Canada? If Yus, expWn below. .................................. .

4. In die past 3 year.s, has any Proposed :insured:
a. been cited or convicted for miy moving m-otor vehicle vio'Ia,tions? lf¥es, explain below....... ............. .
b. had a driver's license suspended or revoked? If Yes, explain below.................. ..............................
c. flown as 8 piot, co-plloi, or crew member of an aircraft? If Yes, complete the Aviation Questionnaire. __________
d. engaied In sky or scuba diving, hang gliding, rac-ing or my other biamdous sport or hobby? If Yes, complete the

Avocations Questionnaire- .............. ............... ............ ......................___ _
5. Has any :Proposed Iremred ever been convicted of a felony? If Yes, explain "below. ............... .
6. Por I'foposed Insured(a) aid Other InsuredsCb), is there any family hbtory of diabetes, canceri high fitoed presmre, hearth

or kidney disease, mental illness, suieide « stroke? If Yes, explftin below....... .............. ........... ...... . j

■**>

Age if Living Age a death
'Relationship

Father B Family 'History or 0.tuse of Death ba

M'other
Brothers

jL

HN¥niusas.
Detitils to all Ye.s answers;.
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r
HEALTH STATEMENT

RelaO'onship 
to Primary 

Insured
^Weight Change

in. past year
Bifthdate

MoutJh fpiy p^ar’Print fuli Barnes of all to be insured. 
i. Primary Insured

Build
Age Sex ,R In, Ll>, Gaia

X X X X X (K2.

3.
4.
5.
6,

•Qyeslloits appjy to ail Proposed Insureds
1. Do you u\ke prestTiptioa irtedicine?
2. Are yo« eurrently pregnant? Due Date?
3. Have you ever used

• *Give DETAILS to *&$ arswm. Idea- 
tily Proposed .Insiifed(s)i quesiioa, specify 
conditions, severity, dates, duration, af* 
tereffects, weight gain or loss, and names 
and addresses of MI Mending physicians 
and mcdical^ facilities.

. , ®*' treatment or counseling for the use of miri
jnatia, heroin, tjcaine, amphetamines, harbitarates, hallucinogen 
or opnntt or its deovadves? ■ '

ast 12 raofltos? (i.e.. agsr, pijje, stnotetes totaceo, cisarewes etc i 
it cigarettes, how many packs per day? cig<ireiies, eti,),........

5. Have you sought ad vice, teen treated

ic agents

or ane.«ed for fc use of alcohol?
During toe last S years iiaye you:;

*'■ mmm if l^S J,"’*' '““f' ““ <«a»nm™ied.
ureatmcnt by a physician or other medical pfaetiiioiier'? or

During the l»t 1ft years have 
disorder of;

7. brain and neryous system
sis?.... .....

i. sight or fteariiig?
9. bipod * anemia or feHkemia?.,,,

10.. tumor Of cancer?
11.. .hearti/blood vessels

you been dt3gno.scd or treated for any disease or 

- mental iliaess, e.pi)epsy, seizures, stoke, puraly-

murawr, chesi pain or pressure, palpitations'. heartatack?................
12. blood pressure?....
13. thyroid or glandalar TOuWe? ................'ITZITIT....
14. lungs - astoma emphysema, taterculosis'?
15. digesii., . „to, ,, rmoinTrtps:^?
16. liver - elevated enzymes, eirrftosLs. hepatitis? 
if, diabetes - sugar in urine?
18. kidney/hladder or prostate
19. bone, joint, muscles, back ^
20. brra.st,s., uterus, ovaries?.,,...

- albumin, bteid or pus in urine?. 
or .spine-mhriiis?..... .

21

Have you ever been diagnosed «treated
22. a .sexually tRursminec! disease'? _

N'mes -SlirT P« Of toe process of obhdiiing imutattce'? I
.ms.aachasesandphoaenumba^ofitereaBMrrfkmIyphy».(rrnoo^^^

foe

Date and reason 
.bSL.con.$.Hlted Clinic or VA 

umberClai
A-iMvjvf

3
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SBieiil^®UeMSiActeK£hMgg|^ Jm mCorCB number. rh^np,

44^ r' 0/^ r^a

i£lltome Office Endorsements

B 4J 4fL4. c,y

j Agreement and Signatyres
It K understooci and agreed as foliowss
L The statements and answers reasrdect in all p«s of this appliatifon 
2, No infonnatioti mgarding any Propped Insured will be 

S application.

■ .e»,«

r:“4r:sr'
ft'll I(we) tun, unamwi sd^HirSn “ “®“‘" *' ““ AgremM tmd I<,e) Kk»„Wge

life line and complete, 
considered known by die Comparjiy aiitess expUcidy set oal in writing on this

*Ail prenduK checks Kitst be maile payable to Kansas City Life Ittsiirawce Company,
Do not nwke cbeck payable to the agent or leave the payee blank,=prc;^i”"iT™rfs.:s::’2rr

Dated at 22ZXM££U4^-.this day of .,19.

Primarj Joia red's Sisjsature (if 15, yweirtiguMciiaa sigtiatun?}U:lt Ai»p!k!mt'*S!g,ts,tur*(ifto>er*aB|Vi(j»ry|o»»toi

Speo*e*s .SliiwtureCif jpatB« covtrageaiJ|*e<) for)
first ttlwr Irtsurwl’s Signaittw <if <?v<r »ge ig)

Smindi Ollw liisured’s SigwatBre (jfawr aga 18)

Statement of Agent
/l certify Shat the stefemente of the Primary Insured, applicmi and wy other Proposed Insmcdfy) have been

non and ttiat any premium payraew shown in item 8 above has been collected by me mid a 1 appbcant. ^ v *«.« a *
coFfecdy recorded in this appMca- 

emporary itisumice Agteensetu given to die

To the tel of ray toowte^^the ins^ge applied for in this application Owili ewfll not replace existing i 

Were all Proposed f
ujsuraBc'e,

ireds at the lime of application? ,S^es O No If No, an examination may be required.

)»r WrinikgAgiiJAgamy Code
Agent tilde Sigisatew of OUier Attnifs) (if split iSs«)

Agoiicy Cosfc Ag-s'titry 
X)iM.S«

Page 4
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Flexible Premium

Adjustable Death Benefit
Life Policy - Nonparticipating

Adjustable death benefit. Death proceeds payable at death of
Insured prior to maturity date. Cash surrender value, if any,
payable on maturity date. Flexible premiums payable until
maturity date or prior death of insured.

Policy Number

9999999

Insured

John Doe

Kansas City Life Insurance Company will pay the proceeds of
this policy according to the provisions on this and the
following pages, all of which are part of this policy. This
policy is a legal contract between you and Kansas City Life
Insurance Company. READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY.

Signed for Kansas City Life Insurance Company, a stock
company, at its Home Office, 3520 Broadway, Post Office
Box 419139, Kansas City, Missouri 64141-6139.

Secretary President

10-Day Right to Examine Policy

Please examine this policy carefully. If you are not satisfied,
you may return the policy to us or to your agent within 10
days of its receipt. If returned, the policy will be void from the
beginning and any premium paid will be refunded.

Agency
0001

KANSAS CITY LIFE
INSURANCE COMR\NY

J118
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GUIDE TO POLICY PROVISIONS

Page

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Section 5

Section 6

Section 7

Policy Data 3
Benefit and Premium Schedule 4

Expense And Surrender Charges 5
Monthly Cost of Insurance 6
Definition Of Certain Terms 7

Policy Proceeds 8
General Provisions 9

Contract 9

Incontestability 9
Suicide 10

Age and Sex 10
Termination of Coverage 10
Nonparticipating 10
Annual Report 10

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

Section 8: Premium and Reinstatement Provisions 10

Section 9: Ownership, Assignment and Beneficiary Provisions 12

Section 10: Policy Change Provisions 12

Section 11: Guaranteed Policy Values 13

Section 12: Loan Provisions 14

Section 13: Settlement Options 15

A copy of the original application and any additional benefits provided by rider
or endorsement follow page 17.

J11S
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SECTION 1. POLICY Dif POLICY NUMBER KNGO»»

2112027

BENEFICIARY

As stated In the application

OHNER

The Insured

ISSUE DATE

Jun 13, 1989

ISSUE AGE

27

SEX

Male

MINIMUM SPECIFIED AMOUNT

$25,000

MINIMUM MONTHLY PREMIUM DURING MINIMUM

PAYMENT PERIOD

$93.37

MINIMUM PAYMENT PERIOD

First 60 nonths following the policf date
or the effective date of any requested
increase to the specified aeount

INSURED

Robert R Fine Jr

INITIAL

SPECIFIED AHOOMT

$73,500

POLICY DATE

Jon 03, 1969

MATURITY DATE*

Jun 03, 2057

AGENCY

1176

^Coverage aay expire prior to the eaturity
date if current values and assuaptions change
or if insufficient preaiua payments are aade.

Page 3
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SECTIOR 2. BEMEFIT V PREfllOM SCHEDOLB

mSOREO

Robert R Pine Jr
r

PLAKIIED PREHTUK PAYHENT: 150.00 HOHTHLY

f  'E prepared: 06/13/1969

POLICY MUPBER KMGOC

2492027

FORM HO. BEREflT DESCRIPTIOK

J118 Coverage Option A: Death
benefit equals the
specified aaount at the
tiae of death.

(Effective: Jan 03. 1999)
R119 OisabilitY Continuance

SPECIFIED RISK

AHOONT CLASS

Monsaoker

HOHTHLY

COST OF

IHSORAHCE

$73,500 ̂  HonsBoker Sec page 6

See rider

^This is the specified amount at the tiee this policy was issued. The
specified amount may be changed as provided in the policy change
provisions.

Page 9
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SECTIOS 3. EXPESSE l/ SORSEWDER CHARGES TE PREPARED: 06/13/1989

IHSDSED

Robert R Pine Jr

PREHIOH EXPENSE CHARGE
5.0S dedacted fcon each preaian pajaent

WOHTHLT EXPEHSE CHARGE — CORREKT
$5*00 per aonth policy years 1-10
$0*00 per aonth policy years 11 and after

HOHTHLX EXPEHSE CHARGE — GOARAKTEED

$5*00 per aonth all policy years

PARTIAL HITHDRAHAL CHARGE
$25

TABLE or SURREHDER CHARGES

POLICT HDHBER
2a92027

EKGOA

POLICY

YEAR <■
SURRENDER

CHARGE

0-1
2
3
a

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
19
15

$516.71
1.326.68
1.326.68
1.312.71
1,312.71
1.312.71
1.256.85
1,256.85
1,292.89
1,219.96
1,019.95

809.97
619.96
909.99
209.98

'S'Policy year aeans coapleted policy years daring which the policy
Is in force.

This table is based on the specified aaoant. When a requested
increase to the specified aaount is aade the surrender charges
eill increase and we will prowide an updated table. The increased
surrender charges will apply only if the increase is in connection
with an increase as provided in Section 10.2 or. if applicable,
under the teras of the option to increase specified aaount rider.

A decrease in the specified aaount will not decrease the
surrender charge.

The surrender charges listed above are applicable at the end of each
policy year. After the first policy year the surrender charge between
years will be pro-rated. The charge for the entire first policy year
will be level. After the end of the ISth policy year there will no
longer be a surrender charge.

Page 5
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Section 4: Monthly Cost of Insurance
The monthly cost of insurance rates used in calculating the cost of insurance on each monthly anniversary day
are based on the Insured's age, sex and risk class.

The cost of insurance rates used will be determined by us based on our expectations as to future mortality
experience. Any change in the current cost of insurance rates will be on on a uniform basis for Insureds of the
same age, sex and risk class whose policies have been in force the same length of time. The current cost of
insurance rates will never be increased to recover losses incurred, or decreased to distribute gains realized by
us prior to the change.

The cost of insurance rates used will not exceed those shown in the tables below. These rates are based on the
1980 Commissioners Standard Ordinary Smoker and Nonsmoker Mortality Table, age last birthday. The
guaranteed maximum cost of insurance rates for special risk classes will be adjusted appropriately.

Table of Guaranteed Maximum Monthly Cost of
Insurance Rates Per $l,OOOStandard Rates

Age Male Female Age Male Female Age Male Female

15 $ .14669 $ .08001 42 $ .41517 $ .31677 68 $ 4.04883 $ 2.09605
16 $ .16336 $ .08418 43 $ .45521 $ .34345 69 $ 4.38161 $ 2.25256
17 $ .17503 $ .09001 44 $ .49942 $ .37014 70 $ 4.74912 $ 2.43760
18 $ .18420 $ .09251 45 $ .54613 $ .39849 71 $ 5.16234 $ 2.67212
19 $ .19004 $ .09501 46 $ .59452 $ .42768 72 $ 5.62985 $ 2.95956
20 $ .19337 $ .09751 47 $ .64709 $ .45771 73 $ 6.14840 $ 3.30170
21 $ .19337 $ .09918 48 $ .70383 $ .49024 74 $ 6.71732 $ 3.69191
22 $ .19004 $ .10168 49 $ .76559 $ .52611 75 $ 7.32578 $ 4.11856
23 $ .18670 $ .10418 50 $ .83403 $ .56449 76 $ 7.94851 $ 4.57248
24 $ .18170 $ .10668 51 $ .91166 $ .60537 77 $ 8.57457 $ 5.04701
25 $ .17586 $ .10918 52 $ .99933 $ .65209 78 $ 9.20819 $ 5.54895
26 $ .17253 $ .11334 53 $ 1.09871 $ .70383 79 $ 9.87149 $ 6.09611
27 $ .17086 $ .11668 54 $ 1.20729 $ .75640 80 $10.58673 $ 6.70972

28 $ .17086 $ .12084 55 $ 1.32342 $ .81066 81 $11.37460 $ 7.40696
29 $ .17336 $ .12585 56 $ 1.44626 $ .86408 82 $12.24905 $ 8.20088
30 $ .17753 $ .13169 57 $ 1.57581 $ .91416 83 $13.19604 $ 9.11908
31 $ .18336 $ .13669 58 $ 1.71210 $ .96343 84 $14.18421 $10.11631
32 $ .19087 $ .14252 59 $ 1.85845 $ 1.01603 85 $15.18033 $11.17773
33 $ .20087 $ .15002 60 $ 2.02158 $ 1.07866 86 $16.16033 $12.29516
34 $ .21255 $ .15836 61 $ 2.20568 $ 1.15717 87 $17.16810 $13.45788
35 $ .22672 $ .16753 62 $ 2.41331 $ 1.25825 88 $18.22021 $14.67216
36 $ .24339 $ .18170 63 $ 2.64531 $ 1.38107 89 $19.26842 $15.93752
37 $ .26424 $ .19837 64 $ 2.89921 $ 1.51813 90 $20.32834 $17.34402
38 $ .28758 $ .21755 65 $ 3.16834 $ 1.66276 91 $21.43307 $18.86254

39 $ .31427 $ .23839 66 $ 3.45019 $ 1.80994 92 $22.71710 $20.55222
40 $ .34512 $ .26340 67 $ 3.74228 $ 1.95213 93 $24.36889 $22.54368
41 $ .37847 $ .29008 94 $26.62993 $25.22305

1171
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Section 4: Monthly Cost of Insurance (continued)

Table of Guaranteed Maximum Monthly Cost of
Insurance Rates Per $1,000--Nonsmoker Rates

Age Male Female Age Male Female Age Male Female

0 $ .21907 $ .15680 32 $ .12669 $ .11084 64 $ 1.67447 $ 1.07533

1 $ .08585 $ .07001 33 $ .13169 $ .11501 65 $ 1.85761 $ 1.18974

2 $ .08209 $ .06667 34 $ .13752 $ .12001 66 $ 2.05589 $ 1.30838

3 $ .08044 $ .06500 35 $ .14419 $ .12585 67 $ 2.26846 $ 1.42954

4 $ .07709 $ .06376 36 $ .15169 $ .13419 68 $ 2.49956 $ 1.55491

5 $ .07335 $ .06208 37 $ .16170 $ .14419 69 $ 2.75590 $ 1.69454

6 $ .06917 $ .06041 38 $ .17253 $ .15502 70 $ 3.04592 $ 1.85845

7 S .06500 $ .05917 39 $ .18420 $ .16670 71 $ 3.37720 $ 2.05840

8 $ .06250 $ .05792 40 $ .19837 $ .18086 72 $ 3.75991 $ 2.30362

9 $ .06125 $ .05708 41 $ .21338 $ .19587 73 $ 4.19334 $ 2.59756

10 $ .06250 $ .05708 42 $ .22922 $ .21087 74 $ 4.67004 $ 2.93610

11 $ .06750 $  .05874 43 $ .24673 $ .22588 75 $ 5.18002 $ 3.31428

12 $ .07667 $ .06125 44 $ .26590 $ .24089 76 $ 5.71919 $ 3.72382

13 $ .08918 $ .06458 45 $ .28758 $ .25757 77 S 6.28340 $ 4.16309

14 $ .10334 $  .06874 46 S .31093 $ .27508 78 $ 6.87613 $ 4.63892

15 $ .11334 $ .07168 47 $ .33594 $ .29426 79 $ 7.51607 $ 5.16656

16 $ .12335 $ .07501 48 $ .36346 $ .31427 80 $ 8.22375 $ 5.76724

17 $ .13085 $ .07751 49 $ .39348 $ .33678 81 $ 9.01810 $ 6.45895

18 $ .13585 $ .08001 50 $ .42768 $ .36180 82 $ 9.91569 $ 7.25729

19 $ .13919 $ .08251 51 $ .46689 $ .38932 83 $10.91280 $ 8.15937

20 $ .14002 $ .08418 52 $ .51193 $ .42101 84 $11.99040 $ 9.15556

21 $ .13835 $ .08584 53 $ .56365 $ .45604 85 $13.12418 $10.23537

22 $ .13585 $  .08668 54 $  .62122 $ .49191 86 $14.29994 $11.39164

23 $ .13252 $  .08834 55 $ .68547 $ .53028 87 $15.49991 $12.62319

24 $ .12919 $ .09001 56 $ .75557 $ .56865 88 $16.71910 $13.93142

25 $ .12502 $ .09168 57 $ .82986 $ .60620 89 $17.97489 $15.32721

26 $ .12252 $ .09418 58 $ .91250 $ .64374 90 $19.28573 $16.82248

27 $ .12084 $ .09584 59 $ 1.00518 $ .68630 91 $20.68242 $18.45266

28 $ .12001 $ .09834 60 $ 1.10873 $ .73637 92 $22.21791 $20.28063

29 $ .12001 $ .10168 61 $ 1.22400 $ .79814 93 $24.04370 $22.43826

30 $ .12084 $ .10418 62 $ 1.35684 $ .87493 94 $26.60347 $25.22305

31 $ .12335 $ .10751 63 $ 1.50727 $ .96927

Section 5: Definition Of Certain
Terms

The following are key words used in the policy and
are important in describing both your rights and
ours. As you read this policy, refer back to these
definitions.

5.1 The Insured

The person whose life is insured under this policy.

5.2 You, Your
The owner of this policy. The owner may be
someone other than the Insured.

5.3 We, Our, Vs
Kansas City Life Insurance Company.

5.4 Proceeds

The total amount we are obligated to pay under the
terms of this policy.

5.5 Policy Date
The date from which policy months, years and
anniversaries are computed. The incontestability
and suicide periods for the initial specified amount
are measured from this date.

5.6 Maturity Date
The date shown on page 3 when coverage
terminates and the cash surrender value, if any, is
paid.

5.7 Planned Premium Payments
The amount and frequency of premium payments
you elected to pay in your last application. This is
only an indication of your preference of future
premium payments. You may change the amount

1171
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Section 5; Definition of Certain Terms (continued)

and frequency of premium payments at any time.
However, during any minimum payment period, your
payments must comply with the minimum premium
requirement. The actual amount and frequency of
premium payments will affect the accumulated
value and the amount and duration of insurance.

5.8 Specified Amount
The amount of insurance coverage on the Insured.
The death benefit will depend upon the coverage
option in effect at the time of death.

5.9 Coverage Options
Option A provides a death benefit at least equal to
the specified amount at the time of death. Option B
provides a death benefit at least equal to the
specified amount plus the accumulated value, both
at the time of death.

5.10 Cost of Insurance
The charge we make for providing pure insurance
protection using the current cost of insurance rates
for this policy. It does not include the cost of any
additional benefits provided by riders.

5.11 Expense Charges
The amount we deduct to cover our expenses. The
premium expense charge is the amount we deduct
from each premium payment. The monthly expense
charge is included in the monthly deduction. These
charges are shown on page 5.

5.12 Monthly Deduction
The amount we deduct on the monthly anniversary
day from the accumulated value to pay the cost of
Insurance, expenses and the cost of any additional
benefits provided by riders for the month beginning
on that monthly anniversary day.

5.13 Monthly Anniversary Day
The day of each month when we make the monthly
deduction for this policy. It is the same day of each
month as shown in the policy date or the last day of
the month for those months not having such a day.

5.14 Age
Age means the age on the Insured's last birthday
as of each policy anniversary. This policy is issued
at the age last birthday shown on page 3 which is
the Insured's age on the policy date. If the policy
date falls on the birthday of the Insured, the age will
be the age attained by the Insured on the policy
date.

5.15 Beneficiary
The beneficiary is the person you have designated
in the application or in the last beneficiary
designation filed with us to receive any proceeds
payable under this policy at the death of the
Insured.

Section 6: Policy Proceeds

6.1 Payment of Proceeds
We will pay the cash surrender value to you if the
Insured is living on the maturity date. If the Insured
dies prior to this date, we will pay the death
proceeds to the beneficiary upon receiving proof of
the Insured's death while this policy is in force.
When the proceeds are paid, this policy must be
returned to us.

To the extent permitted by law. proceeds will not be
subject to any claims of a beneficiary's creditors.

6.2 Amount of Proceeds Payable at Death
The amount of proceeds payable upon the
Insured's death is determined according to the
coverage option you have elected. The current
coverage option is shown on the most recent page
4.

Coverage Option A
The death benefit will be the greater of:

(1) the specified amount on the date of death
increased by any premiums received during
the period from the preceding monthly
anniversary day to the date of death; or

(2) the accumulated value on the date of death
multiplied by the corridor percentage as
shown in the following table for the policy
year in which the Insured's death occurs.

Coverage Option B
The death benefit will be the greater of:

(1) the specified amount plus the accumulated
value, both on the date of death; or

(2) the accumulated value on the date of death
multiplied by the corridor percentage, as
shown in the following table, for the policy
year in which the Insured's death occurs.

Death benefits under either coverage option will be
increased by any benefits due on the Insured's life
provided by riders in force at the Insured's death
and any premiums received after the date of death.
Death benefits will be decreased by any unpaid
policy loan and loan interest.

The purpose of this corridor percentage is to
ensure that your policy will not be disqualified as a
life insurance policy under Section 7702 of the
Internal Revenue Code, as amended. Section 7702

states that if your accumulated value is above
specified levels in relation to your death benefit, the
policy will not be considered a life insurance policy
for federal income tax purposes.
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Section 6; Policy Proceeds (continued)

If changes occur in the Internal Revenue Code
which would disqualify the policy as a life insurance
contract, we reserve the right to amend the policy
in order to make it qualify under any new federal
income tax laws.

We reserve the right to refund with interest, within
60 days of receipt, any premium payment which
would require an increase in the death benefit in
order to comply with Section 7702 of the Internal
Revenue Code, as amended.

Corridor Percentages

Corridor Corridor

Age Percentage Age Percentage

0-40 250% 60 130%

41 243% 61 128%

42 236% 62 126%

43 229% 63 124%

44 222% 64 122%

45 215% 65 120%

46 209% 66 119%

47 203% 67 118%

48 197% 68 117%

49 191% 69 116%

50 185% 70 115%

51 178% 71 113%

52 171% 72 111%

53 164% 73 109%

54 157% 74 107%

55 150% 75-90 105%

56 146% 91 104%

57 142% 92 103%

58 138% 93 102%

59 134% 94 101%

6.3 Proceeds Applied Under Settlement Options
Prior to the Insured's death you may elect to apply
maturity or surrender proceeds under any
settlement option described in Section 13. The
amount of proceeds will be equal to:

(1) the cash surrender value if you choose
Options 1, 2 or 3; or

(2) the accumulated value less any
indebtedness if you choose any other
option.

6.4 Interest on Death Proceeds

We will pay interest on single sum death proceeds
from the date of the Insured's death until the date

of payment. Interest will be at an annual rate
determined by us, but never less than the rate
required by the state in which this policy is
delivered.

Section 7: General Provisions

7.1 Contract

This policy and application and any supplemental
applications are the entire contract. This contract is

issued in consideration of the application and
payment of the premiums. A copy of any
applications is attached when the policy is issued
and any supplemental applications will lie attached
to or endorsed on the policy when the supplemental
coverage becomes effective.

In the absence of fraud, all statements made in any
applications either by you or by the Insured will be
considered representations and not warranties.
Statements may be used to contest a claim or the
validity of this policy only if they are contained In an
application.

7.2 Incontestability
After this policy has been in force during the
Insured's lifetime for two years from the policy date,
we cannot contest this policy, except if the policy
lapses as described in Section 8.8.

Any increase In the specified amount will not be
contested after the increase has been in force

during the Insured's lifetime for two years following
the effective date of the increase.
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Section 7t General Provisions (continued)

7.3 Suicide

If the Insured dies by suicide, while sane or insane,
within two years of the policy date, the amount
payable by us will be equal to the total premiums
paid on the Insured's policy less the amount of any
policy loans, loan interest and partial withdrawals.

If the Insured dies by suicide, while sane or insane,
within two years after the effective date of any
increase in the specified amount, the amount
payable by us associated with such increase will be
limited to the cost of insurance associated with the

increase.

7.4 Age and Sex
If, while this policy is in force and the Insured is
alive, it is determined that the age or sex of the
Insured as stated on page 3 is not correct, the
accumulated value under this policy will be adjusted
by the difference in the actual monthly deductions
made and the monthly deductions which should
have been made for the correct age or sex,
accumulated at the interest rates that were credited

to the accumulated value.

If, after the death of the Insured and while this

policy is in force, it is determined that the age or
sex of the Insured as stated on page 3 is not
correct, the death benefit will be the net amount at

risk that the most recent mortality charge at the
correct age and sex would have purchased plus the
accumulated value on the last monthly anniversary
day before the date of death.

7.5 Termination of Coverage
Coverage under this policy terminates when any of
the following events occur:

(1) you request that coverage terminate;

(2) the Insured dies;

(3) the policy reaches the maturity date; or

(4) the policy lapses, as described in Section
8.8, and the grace period ends without
sufficient premiums being paid.

7.6 Nonparticipating
This policy is nonparticipating. It will not participate
in any of our profits, losses or surplus earnings.

7.7 Annual Report
Once a year we will send you a report about your
policy. The report will show:

(1) current specified amount;

(2) current death benefit;

(3) current accumulated value;

(4) current cash surrender value;

(5) partial withdrawals since the last report;

(6) premiums paid since the last report;

(7) interest credited since the last report;

(8) all deductions since the last report;

(9) the amount of outstanding policy loans; and

(10)loan repayments, if any, since the last
report.

Upon receiving your written request, we will send
you a report at any other time during the year for a
reasonable charge as determined by us.

Section 8: Premium and Reinstatement

Provisions

8.1 Payment
Your first premium must be paid when the policy is
delivered. There is no insurance until the first

premium is paid. All premiums after the first are
payable at the Home Office or to a representative
authorized to receive premiums. A receipt signed by
us will be furnished on request.

8.2 Right to Refund
We reserve the right to refund with interest, within
60 days of receipt, any premium payment which
would require an increase in the death benefit in
order to comply with Section 7702 of the Internal
Revenue Code, as amended.

8.3 Planned Premium Payments
The planned annual, semi-annual, quarterly or
monthly premium payment is shown on page 4.

8.4 Amount and Frequency
You may change the amount and frequency of
planned premium payments at any time. However, if
you stop or decrease premium payments the
accumulated value of your policy may not be
sufficient to keep your policy from lapsing as
described in Section 8.8. Each premium payment
will be credited by us as described in Section 11.

We reserve the right to limit the amount of any
increase in premium payment.

8.5 Unscheduled Additional Premiums
Additional premiums may be paid at any time. We
reserve the right to limit the number and amount of
additional premium payments.

8.6 Minimum Payment Period
The period of time, shown on page 3, during which
one of the following conditions must exist to prevent
your policy from lapsing:

(1) the cash surrender value of the policy on a
monthly anniversary day must be sufficient
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Section 8: Premium and Reinstatement Provisions

(continued)

to cover the monthly deduction for the
month beginning on that monthly
anniversary day; or

(2) total premiums paid must be equal to or
greater than the minimum monthly premium
times the number of monthly anniversary
dates, as provided in Section 8.8.

When a requested increase to the specified amount
occurs, the previous minimum payment period will
terminate and your policy will be subject to a new
minimum payment period. This new period will
begin on the date that the increase to the specified
amount becomes effective.

8.7 Minimum Monthly Premium
This amount, shown on page 3, is the minimum
amount you must pay to keep your policy from
lapsing during the minimum payment period. It may
not be necessary to make minimum monthly
premium payments if the policy has a cash
surrender value or if past premium payments are
sufficient to cover the minimum monthly premium
requirement. Section 8.8 describes this requirement
in detail.

When a requested increase to the specified amount
occurs, the minimum monthly premium will be
adjusted to cover the increased specified amount.
This new premium will be applicable during the new
minimum payment period resulting from this
increase.

5.8 Grace Period

The conditions which will result in your policy
lapsing will vary, as follows, depending on whether
the minimum payment period shown on page 3 has
expired.

During the Minimum Payment Period
The policy will lapse if there is no cash
surrender value and if the accumulated

premiums paid as of each monthly anniversary
day are less than:

X + Y + Z

"X" is the minimum monthly premium shown
on page 3 times the number of monthly
anniversary dates during which the policy has
been in force before any requested increases
to the specified amount.

If requested increases to the specified amount
have occurred, "X" will also include each new
minimum monthly premium after an increase
times the number of monthly anniversary dates
during which each applicable increase to the
specified amount has been in force.

"Y" is the amount of current indebtedness.

"Z" is the total amount of partial withdrawals.

A grace period of 31 days from the date your
policy lapses will be allowed to pay total
premiums equal to or greater than X + Y + Z.

After the Minimum Payment Period
The policy will lapse if the cash surrender value
on a monthly anniversary day will not cover the
monthly deduction for the month beginning on
that monthly anniversary day.

A grace period of 31 days from the date your
policy lapses will be allowed to pay a premium
that will provide enough cash surrender value
to cover the balance of the monthly deduction.

At least 30 days before the end of the grace period,
we will mail notice of the grace period and of the
premium sufficient to prevent the policy from
lapsing. This notice will be mailed to your last
known address recorded with us and to any
assignee of record.

The cash surrender value and monthly deduction
are described in Section 11. If the Insured dies

during the grace period, any past due monthly
deductions will be deducted from the proceeds.

8.9 Reinstatement

If the grace period expires without sufficient
premiums being paid, the policy may be reinstated
within five years after the expiration of the grace
period. Reinstatement is subject to:

(1) receipt of evidence of insurability of the
Insured satisfactory to us; and

(2) payment of the premium amount which
would have been sufficient to keep the
policy from lapsing, as described in Section
8.8, with interest from the date of lapse;
plus:

(a) two months of minimum monthly
premium if the policy lapsed during the
minimum payment period; or

{b)two monthly deductions if the policy
lapsed after the minimum payment
period.

Interest at the rate of 6% per year compounded
annually on any past due premiums and
indebtedness will be payable to the date of
reinstatement. The policy will be reinstated on the
monthly anniversary day after the date we approve
the reinstatement.
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Section 8; Premium and Reinstatement Provisions

(continued)

If lapse occurs during the minimum payment period
or during a time when any surrender charges are
applicable, the balance of these periods at the time
of lapse will resume upon reinstatement.

Your policy cannot be reinstated if it has been
surrendered for its cash surrender value.

If the policy lapses and it is reinstated, we cannot
contest any statements made in a reinstatement
application after the policy has been in force during
the Insured's lifetime for two years from the date of
the reinstatement application.

Section 9: Ownership, Assignment and
Beneficiary Provisions

9.1 Ownership
The Insured is the owner unless otherwise provided
in the application. As owner, you may exercise
every right provided by your policy. These rights
and privileges end at the Insured's death.

The consent of the beneficiary is required to
exercise these rights if:

(1) you have not reserved the right to change
the beneficiary: or

(2) you have named a creditor beneficiary.

9.2 Change of Ownership
You may change the ownership of this policy by
giving written notice to us at our Home Office. The
change will be effective on the date your request
was signed but will have no effect on any payment
made or other action taken by us before we receive
it. We may require that the policy be submitted for
endorsement to show the change.

9.3 Assignment
An assignment is a transfer of some or all of your
rights under this policy. No assignment will be
binding on us unless made in writing and filed at
our Home Office. We assume no responsibility for
the validity or effect of any assignment.

9.4 Beneficiary
The beneficiary is shown on the application or in
the last beneficiary designation filed with us. Death
proceeds will be paid to the beneficiary except as
provided in this Section.

If any beneficiary dies before the Insured, that
beneficiary's interest will pass to any other
beneficiaries according to their respective interest. If
all beneficiaries die before the Insured, we will pay
the death proceeds to you, if living, otherwise to
your estate or legal successors.

Unless you have waived the right to do so, you may
change the beneficiary by filing a written request in
a form satisfactory to us. In order to be effective,
the written request for change of beneficiary must
be signed while your policy is in force and the
Insured is living. The change will be effective on the
date your request was signed but will have no
effect on any payment made or other action taken
by us before we receive it.

The interest of any beneficiary will be subject to:

(1) any assignment of this policy which is
binding on us; and

(2) any optional settlement agreement in effect
at the Insured's death.

9.5 Simultaneous Death of Beneficiary and
Insured

Death proceeds will be paid as though the
beneficiary died before the Insured if:

(1) the beneficiary dies at the same time as or
within 15 days of the Insured's death; and

(2) we have not paid the proceeds to the
beneficiary within this 15-day period.

Section 10: Policy Change Provisions

10.1 Right to Change
You may request the changes provided for in this
Section at any time. Your request must be in writing
to us at our Home Office.

10.2 Changes in Specified Amount
The specified amount may be changed, subject to
the conditions outlined below.

Decreases in the Specified Amount
Any decrease will be effective on the monthly
anniversary day on or next following the date
we receive your application for decrease. Any
decrease will be applied first against any
increases to the specified amount in the
reverse order in which they were made. Any
remaining decrease will then be applied against
the initial specified amount.

The surrender charge will continue to be based
on the specified amount prior to the decrease.

The specified amount remaining in force after
any requested decrease may not be less than
the minimum specified amount shown on page
3.
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Section 10: Policy Change Provisions (continued)

Increases in the Specified Amount
A request for an increase in the specified
amount will be subject to the following
requirements:

(1)an application satisfactory to us must be
submitted;

(2) evidence of insurability satisfactory to us
must be submitted; and

(3) the increased monthly deduction will not
cause the policy to lapse, as described
in Section 8.8, as of the effective date

of the increase.

After an increase, additional surrender charges
will apply to your policy. We will send you a
new Table of Surrender Charges.

In addition, the previous minimum payment
period will terminate, if in effect, and your
policy will be subject to a new minimum
payment period. A new minimum monthly
premium will be applicable during the new
minimum payment period. We will send you
current policy data after an increase in the
specified amount.

10.3 Change in Coverage Option
If the coverage option is Option B, it may be
changed to Option A. The new specified amount will
be the death benefit as of the effective date of
change. The effective date of change will be the
monthly anniversary day on or next following the
date we receive your application for change.

If the coverage option is Option A, it may be
changed to Option B subject to evidence of
insurability satisfactory to us. The new specified
amount will be the death benefit less the

accumulated value as of the effective date of

change. The effective date of change will be the
monthly anniversary day on or next following the
date we approve your application for change.

10 A Changing Your Policy
Any change to your policy that is not provided for in
this Section must be approved by us and signed by
our President, Vice President, Secretary or
Assistant Secretary.

An approved change must be endorsed on or
attached to your policy. No agent has the authority
to make any changes or waive any of the terms of
your policy.

Section 11: Guaranteed Policy Values

11.1 Net Premium

The net premium is the premium payment received
less the premium expense charge shown on page
5.

11.2 Accumulated Value
On each monthly anniversary day the accumulated
value will be equal to:

A + B + C - D - E

On any day other than a monthly anniversary day,
the accumulated value will be equal to:

A + B + C - D

"A" is the accumulated value on the preceding
monthly anniversary day.

"B" is the net premiums received since the
preceding monthly anniversary day.

"0" is interest on "A" from the preceding monthly
anniversary day plus interest on each net premium
in "B" from the date of receipt of each premium at
our Home Office.

"D" is all partial withdrawals since the preceding
monthly anniversary day and a pro rata portion of
one month's interest to the date of calculation.

"E" is the monthly deduction, as described in
Section 11.4, for the month beginning on that
monthly anniversary day.

11.3 Interest Rate

The guaranteed interest rate used in the calculation
of the accumulated value is 4.5%. We may use an
interest rate in excess of the guaranteed rate.

The interest rate applied to the accumulated value
securing any policy loan will be 4.5%.

11.4 Monthly Deduction
The monthly deduction for a policy month is equal
to the cost of insurance, as described in Section

11.5, and the cost of any additional benefits
provided by riders for the policy month plus the
monthly expense charge.

11.5 Cost of Insurance
The cost of insurance on any monthly anniversary
day is equal to:

Q X (R - 8)

"Q" is the cost of insurance rate (as described in
Section 4.)
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Section lit Guaranteed Policy Values (continued)

"R" is the Insured's death benefit on that day
divided by no less than 1.0036748.

"S" is the accumulated value, as described in

Section 11.2, prior to subtracting the cost of
insurance.

If the coverage option as shown in the most recent
page 4 is Option A and if there have been
increases in the specified amount, the accumulated
value of this policy described in "8" above will be
allocated between the specified amount provided
under the original application and subsequent
increases. The accumulated value will be allocated

first to the specified amount provided under the
original application with any excess allocated to any
increases in the order in which they were made.

11.6 Cost of Additional Benefits Provided by
Riders

The cost of additional benefits provided by riders
will be specified in those riders.

11.7 Cash Surrender

You may surrender this policy for its cash surrender
value at any time, by submitting a signed request to
us.

The cash surrender value of this policy is:

(1) the accumulated value of this policy at the
time of surrender; less

(2) any applicable surrender charge (shown on
page 5); less

(3) any indebtedness on this policy.

We will also refund any cost of insurance deducted
for the period beyond the date of policy surrender.

We have the right to postpone making a surrender
payment to you for not more than six months from
the date we receive your request.

If a surrender is requested under this provision
within 31 days after a policy anniversary, the cash
surrender value will not be less than the cash

surrender value on that anniversary, less any policy
loans or partial withdrawals made on or after such
anniversary.

11.8 Partial Withdrawals

You may withdraw a part of the cash surrender
value of the policy at any time, by submitting a
signed request to us. At the time of a partial
withdrawal we will add the partial withdrawal charge
shown on page 5 to the amount of the partial
withdrawal.

Under Option A, the specified amount and the
accumulated value will be reduced by the amount of
the partial withdrawal. We reserve the right to
require that the specified amount remaining in force
after any partial withdrawal be at least equal to the
minimum specified amount shown on page 3.

Under Option B, the accumulated value will be
reduced by the amount of the partial withdrawal.

We have the right to postpone making a partial
withdrawal payment to you for not more than six
months from the date we receive your request.

11.9 Extended Term Insurance
If your policy lapses, as described in Section 8.8,
the cash surrender value will be applied to continue
the specified amount and any additional benefits
provided by riders for a portion of the next month.

The amount of extended term insurance is

determined according to the coverage option in
effect as of the date insurance is extended under

this option.

This provision will not continue the policy beyond
the maturity date.

11.10 Basis of Computation
Guaranteed values and reserves are based on the

1980 Commissioners Standard Ordinary Smoker
and Nonsmoker Mortality Tables, age last birthday.
Our calculations are based on an interest rate of

4.5% per year.

Reserves will never be less than those provided for
using the commissioners reserve valuation method.

Guaranteed values under this policy are equal to, or
greater than, the minimum values required by law of
the state in which your policy is delivered. A
detailed statement of the method of computing
these values has been filed with the insurance

department of that state.

Section 12: Loan Provisions

12.1 Policy Loans
You may obtain a policy loan by submitting a signed
request to us. This policy assigned to us is the only
security needed.

We have the right to postpone making a policy loan
to you for not more than six months from the date
we receive your request.

You may repay your policy loan in full or in part
while your policy is in force prior to the death of the
Insured. A loan that exists at the end of the grace
period may not be repaid unless this policy is
reinstated. A payment will be credited as a loan
repayment only if so designated.
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Section 12; Loan Provisions (continued)

12.2 Amount of Loan Available
The amount of loan available will be equal to the
cash surrender value of the policy less any loan
interest to the next policy anniversary.

12.3 Loan Interest

Interest will be charged on a policy loan from the
date of the loan at the rate of 8% per year. We
may establish a lower rate for any period for which
the policy loan is outstanding.

Interest is payable at the end of each policy year
and on the date the loan is repaid. If interest is not
paid, the loan will be increased by that amount.

12.4 Indebtedness

Indebtedness means all unpaid policy loans and
accrued loan interest. Any outstanding indebtedness
will be deducted from the policy proceeds.

Your policy is terminated whenever your total
indebtedness equals or exceeds the accumulated
value less any applicable surrender charges. We
will mail notice to your last known address recorded
with us and to the holder of any assignment of
record at least 31 days before such termination.

Section 13; Settlement Options

13.1 Payment Options
You may apply proceeds of $2,000 or more which
are payable under this policy to any of the following
options:

Option 1; Interest Payments
We will make interest payments to the payee
annually or monthly as elected. Interest on the
proceeds will be paid at the guaranteed rate of
3.5% per year and may be increased by
additional interest. The proceeds and any
unpaid interest may be withdrawn in full at any
time.

Option 2. Installments of a Specified
Amount

We will make annual or monthly payments until
the proceeds plus interest are fully paid.
Interest on the proceeds will be paid at the
guaranteed rate of 3.5% per year and may be
increased by additional interest. The present
value of any unpaid installments may be
withdrawn at any time.

Option 3. Installments For a Specified
Period

Payment of the proceeds may be made in
equal annual or monthly payments for a
specified number of years. Interest on the
proceeds will be paid at the guaranteed rate of
3.5% per year and may be increased by

additional interest. The present value of any
unpaid installments may be withdrawn at any
time. The amount of each payment is shown in
Table A.

Option 4. Life Income
We will pay an income during the payee's
lifetime. A minimum guaranteed payment period
may be chosen. Payments received under the
Installment Refund Option will continue until the
total income payments received equal the
proceeds applied. The amount of each payment
is shown in Table B.

Option 5. Joint and Survivor Income
We will pay an income during the lifetime of
two persons and will continue to pay the same
income as long as either person is living. The
minimum guaranteed payment period will be
ten years. The amount of each payment is
shown in Table C.

If the payout rates in use by us at the time
proceeds become payable are more favorable than
those shown in Options 4 and 5, we will provide a
life income using the more favorable rates.

13.2 Payee
The payee is the person receiving proceeds under
a settlement option. The payee can be you, the
Insured or a beneficiary. We will require satisfactory
proof of the payee's age under Options 4 and 5.

The contingent payee is the person named to
receive proceeds if the payee is not alive.

13.3 Minimum Payments
The payment under any settlement option must be
at least $25. We may make payments less
frequently so that each payment is at least $25.

13.4 Choice of Options
You may choose an option by written notice during
the Insured's lifetime. If a settlement option is not in
effect at the Insured's death, a choice may be
made by the beneficiary.

13.5 Availability of Options
These options are only available with our consent if
proceeds are payable to an executor, administrator,
trustee, corporation, partnership or association.

13.6 Operative Date
The first payment under Option 1 will be payable at
the end of the first interest period. The first
payment under Options 2 through 5 will be made on
the date proceeds become payable.
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Section 13; Settlement Options (continued)

13.7 Death of Payee
At the death of the payee, any payments remaining
will be paid according to the terms of the settlement
option chosen, unless the contingent payee elects
in writing to receive the present value of any
remaining guaranteed payments in a single sum.

If a contingent payee has not been named or does
not survive the payee, the following amounts will be
paid in one sum to the estate of the payee:

(1) any amount left on deposit under Option 1;
and

(2) the present value of any remaining
guaranteed payments under Options 2
through 5.

If you have not named a contingent payee, or if
every contingent payee named by you dies before
the payee, you may, by written notice to us, name
a new contingent payee. The new contingent payee
will receive any amount that would otherwise have
been payable to the payee's estate.

13.8 Claims of Creditors
To the extent permitted by law, proceeds will not be
subject to any claims of a payee's creditors.

*

«
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TABLE A - INSTALLMENT OPTION*
For Each $1,000 of Proceeds Applied

Term of

Years Annual Monthly
Term of

Years Annual Monthly
Term of

Years Annual Monthly

1 $1000.00 $84.65 11 $107.34 $9.09 21 $65.74 $5.56
2 508.60 43.05 12 99.98 8.46 22 63.70 5.39

3 344.86 29.19 13 93.78 7.94 23 61.85 5.24

4 263.04 22.27 14 88.47 7.49 24 60.17 5.09

5 213.99 18.12 15 83.89 7.10 25 58.62 4.96

6 181.32 15.35 16 79.89 6.76 26 57.20 4.84

7 158.01 13.38 17 76.37 6.47 27 55.89 4.73

8 140.56 11.90 18 73.25 6.20 28 54.69 4.63

9 127.00 10.75 19 70.47 5.97 29 53.57 4.53

10 116.18 9.83 20 67.98 5.75 30 52.53 4.45

TABLE B - LIFE INCOME OPTIONS*

Monthly Income For Each $1,000 of Proceeds Applied

Age

MALE

Minimum Guaranteed Payment Period
FEMALE

Minimum Guaranteed Payment Period

None

120

Months

240

Months

Install

ment

Refund None

120

Months

240

Months

Install

ment

Refund

50 $4.79 $4.72 $4.50 $4.54 $4.35 $4.33 $4.23 $4.24
51 4.87 4.80 4.56 4.61 4.43 4.40 4.29 4.29
52 4.97 4.88 4.61 4.68 4.50 4.47 4.35 4.36

53 5.06 4.96 4.67 4.76 4.58 4.54 4.40 4.42
54 5.17 5.05 4.73 4.83 4.66 4.62 4.47 4.49

55 5.27 5.15 4.79 4.92 4.75 4.70 4.53 4.56

56 5.39 5.25 4.85 5.00 4.85 4.79 4.59 4.64
57 5.51 5.35 4.92 5.09 4.94 4.88 4.66 4.72

58 5.63 5.46 4.98 5.19 5.05 4.97 4.73 4.81

59 5.77 5.57 5.04 5.29 5.16 5.07 4.80 4.90

60 5.91 5.69 5.10 5.39 5.27 5.18 4.87 4.99
61 6.06 5.81 5.16 5.50 5.40 5.29 4.94 5.09
62 6.22 5.94 5.22 5.62 5.53 5.41 5.01 5.20
63 6.39 6.07 5.28 5.74 5.67 5.53 5.08 5.31
64 6.58 6.21 5.33 5.87 5.82 5.66 5.15 5.43

65 6.77 6.36 5.38 6.01 5.98 5.80 5.22 5.55

66 6.99 6.51 5.44 6.16 6.16 5.95 5.29 5.69
67 7.21 6.67 5.48 6.31 6.36 6.11 5.35 5.83
68 7.46 6.84 5.53 6.47 6.57 6.28 5.41 5.99
69 7.72 7.01 5.57 6.65 6.80 6.45 5.46 6.15

70 8.00 7.18 5.60 6.83 7.04 6.64 5.51 6.32
71 8.31 7.36 5.63 7.03 7.32 6.83 5.56 6.51
72 8.64 7.54 5.66 7.23 7.61 7.03 5.60 6.71

73 8.99 7.72 5.69 7.45 7.93 7.23 5.63 6.92
74 9.37 7.91 5.70 7.69 8.28 7.44 5.66 7.15

75 9.79 8.09 5.72 7.94 8.66 7.65 5.68 7.39

TABLE C - JOINT AND SUBVIVOR OPTION*
Monthly Income - Ten Year Guaranteed Payment Period

For Each $1,000 of Proceeds Applied

Male Female Age
Age 50 55 60 65 70 75

SO $4.01 $4.16 $4.31 $4.44 $4.55 $4.63
55 4.10 4.31 4.51 4.70 4.87 5.00
60 4.17 4.43 4.70 4.97 5.23 5.43

65 4.23 4.53 4.86 5.23 5.61 5.93
70 4.27 4.60 4.99 5.46 5.97 6.46
75 4.30 4.65 5.08 5.62 6.27 6.95

'Amounts not shown for available options will be furnished on request.

17
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KANSAS CITY LIFE
INSURANCE COMKVNY

Since 1895

Disability Continuance Of Insurance Rider

The Benefit

Kansas City Life Insurance Company will provide ad
ditions to the accumulated value to continue in

surance during the total disability of the Insured.

If the Insured becomes totally disabled as defined
below, the Company will add an amount each month
during the continuance of such total disability to the
accumulated value of this policy. These additions to
the accumulated value will allow insurance to con

tinue throughout the disability.

The amount added to the accumulated value for each

monthly anniversary following the date of disability is
calculated as follows:

(A X B) -I- C -I- D

"A" is the death benefit on the date of disability
divided by no less than 1.0036748 minus the ac
cumulated value on the date of disability.

"B" is the cost of insurance rate used in calculating
the cost of insurance for the policy.

"C" is the cost of any additional benefits provided by
riders.

"D" is the current monthly expense charge.

For purposes of crediting interest, the additions to ac
cumulated value described above will be assumed to

have been made on the monthly anniversary for the
policy month for which they apply.

Minimum Payment Period

The minimum payment period will be suspended when
the Insured becomes totally disabled. The balance of
this period at the time of disability will resume when
the Insured recovers.

Definition of Total Disability

Total disability means disability which prevents the In
sured from engaging in any gainful business or oc
cupation for which the Insured is, or could reasonably
become, qualified by reason of education, training or
experience.

To engage in a gainful business or occupation, either
prior to or during any period of total disability, also
rncludes attending school on a full-time basis or per
forming daily household tasks as a homemaker.

Total Disability Benefit Requirements

Additions to the accumulated value will be provided
when the Insured's total disability satisfies the following:

(1) the regular attendance by a licensed physician
other than the Insured;

(2) that disability is the result of sickness which
first manifests itself, or bodily injury which
occurs, while this rider is in force;

(3) that disability has continued for six consecutive
months; and

(4) that disability began prior to the policy anniver
sary on which the Insured's age is 60.

Loss of Sight or Limbs

Loss of sight or limbs means the permanent and total
loss of:

(1) the sight of both eyes;

(2) the use of both hands;

(3) the use of both feet; or

(4) the use of one hand and one foot.

Loss of sight or limbs will be considered a total
disability even if the Insured returns to work.

However, loss of sight or limbs must occur or first
manifest itself after the effective date of this rider and

while this rider is in force in order for benefits to be

paid under this provision.

Risks Not Covered

No benefits will be provided under this rider if dis
ability results from:

(1) intentionally self-inflicted injury; or

(2) war, or any act of war, whether declared or
undeclared.
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Proof of Disability

We must receive satisfactory written proof of total
disability at our Home Office before benefits are pro
vided. Proof must be given to us:

(1) during the lifetime and continued total disability
of the Insured;

(2) within one year after total disability begins; and

(3) no later than one year after the policy anniver
sary on which the Insured's age is 60.

We will provide the appropriate additions to the
accumulated value although proof was not given
within the time provided above if it is shown that It was
given as soon as was reasonably possible.

Proof of Continued Disability

After initial proof of total disability, we may require, at
reasonable intervals, proof that the Insured is still
totally disabled. However, after two years, we will not
require proof more often than once a year. As part of
proof, we may require the Insured to be examined by
a medical examiner of our choice and at our expense.

Notice of Recovery

You should give immediate notice to us when the In
sured recovers from total disability or returns to work.

Cost of Disability Continuance

The cost of disability continuance is determined on a
monthly basis. The cost of disability continuance rate
as described in the Table of Guaranteed Maximum

Monthly Cost of Disability Continuance Rates Per
$1,000 is added to the Insured's cost of insurance

rate. The cost of insurance is then determined as pro

vided in the policy using the increased rates. The cost
of disability continuance for the policy and this rider is
the excess of the cost of insurance including this pro
vision, over the cost of insurance determined in the

absence of this provision. If the policy contains an
Other Insured Rider the cost of disability continuance

for this rider will be determined using the Other In
sured's specified amount per thousand and the In

sured's disability continuance of Insurance rate. The
cost of disability continuance for any other additional
benefits provided by rider is shown on page 4 of the
policy.

The cost of disability continuance for the policy, this
rider and any other additional benefits provided by
rider will be deducted monthly from the accumulated
value as provided in Section 11.4 of the policy until the
policy anniversary on which the Insured's age is 60.

General Provisions

The following provisions apply to this rider:

(1) this rider is made a part of the policy to which it
is attached;

(2) this benefit is subject to all the provisions of
this rider and the applicable policy provisions;
and

(3) the effective date of this rider is the same as
that of the policy unless this rider is added at a
later date. The effective date of this rider will

then be specified in the rider description on
page 4 of the policy. The time period of the in
contestability provision of the policy will apply
to this rider from the effective date of this rider.

Cancellation

This rider may be cancelled by you on any monthly an
niversary day. Your request must be in writing and
fiied with us prior to the monthly anniversary day. We
may require that the policy be submitted for endorse
ment to show the cancellation.

Termination of Rider

This rider terminates on the earliest of:

(1) the date the policy terminates for any reason;

(2) the date this rider is cancelled by you; or

(3) the policy anniversary on which the Insured's
age is 60; however, such termination will not

affect an eligible claim for disability occuring
before age 60.

R119
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Table of
Guaranteed Maximum Monthly Cost Of

Disability Continuance Rates Per $1,000

The cost of this rider is based on the Insured's age, sex and risk class for this rider. Age means the age on the In-
sured's last birthday. f\/!onthly cost of disability continuance rates actually used will be determined by us based on
our expectations as to future disability experience, but these rates will never be greater than those shown below.
However, the guaranteed maximum monthly cost of disability continuance for special risk classes will be adjusted
appropriately.

Male Female Male Female

Age Rate Rate Age Rate Rate

15 0.01371 0.01755 38 0.03191 0.03984

16 0.01371 0.01755 39 0.03561 0.04211

17 0.01371 0.01755 40 0.03939 0.04478

18 0.01371 0.01755 41 0.04259 0.04932

19 0.01371 0.01755 42 0.04914 0.05421

20 0.01371 0.01755 43 0.05619 0.06155

21 0.01389 0.01809 44 0.06134 0.06908

22 0.01404 0.01862 45 0.07161 0.07890

23 0.01415 0.02033 46 0.08318 0.08921

24 0.01421 0.02072 47 0.09492 0.10166

25 0.01422 0.02081 48 0.10823 0.11340

26 0.01436 0.02096 49 0.12507 0.12872

27 0.01598 0.02259 50 0.14364 0.14637

28 0.01605 0.02276 51 0.17424 0.17282

29 0.01764 0.02441 52 0.20714 0.20520

30 0.01781 0.02469 53 0.24693 0.24240

31 0.01961 0.02643 54 0.29309 0.28379

32 0.02127 0.02825 55 0.34137 0.32898

33 0.02163 0.03018 56 0.38487 0.35424

34 0.02361 0.03203 57 0.42768 0.38142

35 0.02562 0.03380 58 0.47292 0.41177

36 0.02820 0.03591 59 0.52406 0.44534

37 0.02999 0.03777

Signed for Kansas City Life Insurance Company, a stock company, at its Home Office, 3520 Broadway, Post
Office Box 419139, Kansas City, Missouri 64141-6139.

Secretary Chairman of the Board

and President

R119
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KANSAS CITYLIFE
INSURANCE COMKVNY

Paid-up Insurance Benefit Endorsement

This Endorsement forms a part of the policy to which it is attached.

You may elect to use the cash surrender value of your policy to purchase a single premium paid-up life insurance
benefit. The minimum face amount for the paid-up benefit is $5,000. In order to elect this paid-up benefit you must
have enough cash surrender value to purchase at least a $5,000 face amount.

The paid-up benefit purchase rates used will be determined by us based on our expectations as to future mortality
experience, but the rates will not exceed those shown in the tables below. Any change in these rates will be on a
uniform basis for Insureds of the same sex, age and risk class whose policies have been in force the same length of
time. The current rates will never be increased to recover losses incurred, or decreased so as to distribute gains
realized by us prior to the change. The guaranteed rates for special risk classes will be adjusted appropriately.

M135
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Table of Guaranteed Paid-up Insurance Benefit Rates per $1,000
Standard Purchase Rates

Age Male Female Age Male Female Age Male Female

15 $142.99 $116.65 42 $326.63 $270.88 69 $662.65 $585.33

16 $146.95 $120.05 43 $337.15 $279.43 70 $675.20 $600.36

17 $150.94 $123.57 44 $347.89 $288.17 71 $687.63 $611.65

18 $155.00 $127.19 45 $358.85 $297.12 72 $699.86 $626.76

19 $159.16 $130.95 46 $370.03 $306.30 73 $711.81 $641.84

20 $163.46 $134.87 47 $381.44 $315.70 74 $723.42 $656.76

21 $167.94 $138.93 48 $393.09 $325.34 75 $734.60 $671.44

22 $172.63 $143.17 49 $404.96 $335.22 76 $745.35 $685.84

23 $177.57 $147.58 50 $417.05 $345.33 77 $755.71 $700.01

24 $182.78 $152.17 51 $429.34 $355.67 78 $765.77 $714.02

25 $188.28 $156.94 52 $441.82 $366.26 79 $775.63 $727.89

26 $194.09 $161.92 53 $454.44 $377.07 80 $785.33 $741.64

27 $200.21 $167.09 54 $467.17 $388.09 81 $794.87 $755.25

28 $206.63 $172.46 55 $479.99 $399.33 82 $804.21 $768.66

29 $213.34 $178.04 56 $492.89 $410.81 83 $813.28 $781.80

30 $220.36 $183.84 57 $505.88 $422.56 84 $822.07 $794.58

31 $227.67 $189.86 58 $518.96 $434.64 85 $830.63 $807.04

32 $235.27 $196.10 59 $532.14 $447.08 86 $839.12 $819.28

33 $243.16 $202.59 60 $545.40 $459.90 87 $847.79 $831.48

34 $251.34 $209.31 61 $558.73 $473.07 88 $856.89 $843.91

35 $259.82 $216.26 62 $572.07 $486.54 89 $866.72 $856.90

36 $268.58 $223.47 63 $585.36 $500.23 90 $877.84 $870.98

37 $277.62 $230.89 64 $598.55 $514.04 91 $891.05 $886.73

38 $286.92 $238.51 65 $611.60 $527.96 92 $907.50 $905.20

39 $296.48 $246.33 66 $624.52 $541.99 93 $928.87 $928.03

40 $306.29 $254.34 67 $637.31 $556.18 94 $957.94 $957.94

41 $316.34 $262.53 68 $650.02 $570.61

M135
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Table of Guaranteed Paid-up Insurance Benefit Rates per $1,000
Nonsmoker Purchase Rates

Age Male Female Age Male Female Age Male Female

0 $82.03 $72.98 32 $192.86 $172.90 64 $538.58 $481.73

1 $82.38 $73.57 33 $199.34 $178.60 65 $553.24 $496.18

2 $84.15 $75.09 34 $206.08 $184.53 66 $567.94 $510.83

3 $86.03 $76.72 35 $213.07 $190.68 67 $582.67 $525.70

4 $88.02 $78.45 36 $220.34 $197.06 68 $597.44 $540.83

5 $90.13 $80.26 37 $227.87 $203.67 69 $612.23 $556.25

6 $92.38 $82.18 38 $235.67 $210.49 70 $627.01 $571.97

7 $94.78 $84.20 39 $243.74 $217.54 71 $641.75 $587.93

8 $97.33 $86.33 40 $252.10 $224.81 72 $656.35 $604.05

9 $100.03 $88.57 41 $260.73 $232.30 73 $670.73 $620.21

10 $102.86 $90.92 42 $269.64 $240.01 74 $684.80 $636.31

11 $105.80 $93.38 43 $278.84 $247.96 75 $698.52 $652.26

12 $108.83 $95.93 44 $288.35 $256.16 76 $711.89 $668.02

13 $111.91 $98.57 45 $298.15 $264.62 77 $724.95 $683.61

14 $115.00 $101.29 46 $308.26 $273.34 78 $737.74 $699.04

15 $118.09 $104.11 47 $318.67 $282.34 79 $750.32 $714.35

16 $121.23 $107.02 48 $329.40 $291.63 80 $762.71 $729.52

17 $124.40 $110.02 49 $340.44 $301.21 81 $774.88 $744.50

18 $127.66 $113.15 50 $351.81 $311.07 82 $786.79 $759.23

19 $131.01 $116.39 51 $363.49 $321.23 83 $798.35 $773.62

20 $134.48 $119.75 52 $375.48 $331.67 84 $809.54 $787.64

21 $138.11 $123.26 53 $387.75 $342.39 85 $820.37 $801.30

22 $141.92 $126.90 54 $400.30 $353.40 86 $830.95 $814.69

23 $145.94 $130.71 55 $413.12 $364.69 87 $841.45 $827.97

24 $150.18 $134.67 56 $426.18 $376.28 88 $852.14 $841.35

25 $154.65 $138.80 57 $439.49 $388.20 89 $863.41 $855.16

26 $159.36 $143.10 58 $453.04 $400.49 90 $875.76 $869.86

27 $164.32 $147.58 59 $466.84 $413.16 91 $889.93 $886.12

28 $169.52 $152.25 60 $480.85 $426.22 92 $907.00 $904.96

29 $174.98 $157.12 61 $495.07 $439.65 93 $928.72 $927.98

30 $180.68 $162.17 62 $509.46 $453.41 94 $957.94 $957.94

31 $186.65 $167.43 63 $523.97 $467.46
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Any paid-up insurance benefit purchased in excess of the death benefit payable on the original policy at the time of
purchase will be subject to evidence of insurability satisfactory to us.

In all other respects, the terms, conditions and provisions of this policy will remain the same.

Signed for Kansas City Life Insurance Company, a stock company, at its Home Office, 3520 Broadway, PO Box
419139, Kansas City, MO 64141-6139.

Secretary President
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Kansas CITY LIFE
INSURANCE (XJMPANY

0 r
No. 231188

Application for

1,PRIMARY
1  ,

Full Name (include i
any former names) K. rii^ v Vl

ia^ie
□ Female

S^Mafrled □ Divorced □ Widowed
□ Single □ Separated

Date 
of Birth

City and
Age ^ 7 State of Birth /Qf

City State Code \
D  at Addr. less than 2 years)
Home Phone No.
Business Phone No. 
All occupa-
tlons and
exact duties

Most convenient
and place to contact

name and
Employer's^

4. _ _

address

Drivers
License N

Yrs. employed ̂ pf less than
2, show prior occupation in
Special Requests.)

W-

Automatic
Premium Loan?

Non-Smoker
□ Smoker

res

□ No

Specified/ ^ ^ •-/vz\
Face Amount $

Special Class
Premium $

Reason for Special
Class Premium

Univenal Life Co
P''^ption A -Level

Death Benefit

verage Information
□ Option B - Increasing

Death Benefit

Planned Pay-
ment Period

lUM
NOTICES

Planned

Maturity Date fS

Planned/Annual
Premium $ 0,00

scnm

Riders
Disability Continuance of Insurance (UL)

□ Accidental Death $_
□ Spouse's Term units (UL)
□ Children's Term units (UL)
□ Other Insured Coverage (UL) (complete page s.yoiv 09 igpQ
□ Assured Insurability $ ^
□ Cost of Living SfJItB
□ Waiver of Premium (Non UL)
□ FTB-1 □ FTB-2 □ FTB-C
□ Other

.units (Non UL)

Notices to__B^^imary Insured
?k GA

□  □

□ Owner □ Other
if other, give name and address below.

 □

BENEFICIARY
with
right to

■If
OWNER if othtt M

Primar Relationship
Equally to
the survivors

Relationship

or to the

survivor.

Name

□ Male
□ Female

Street
Address

Date
of Birth

Successor
Owner

Age

City
City and
State of Birth

' if other thaa £ Fuli
Primary Insored or Owner * Name

Relationship to
Primary Insured

State
Zip
Code

□ Soc. Sec. No.
□ Taxpayer I.D. No.

Relationship

□ Male
□ Female

SPECIAI

Street
Address City

(Policy date, alternate or additional policy, existing PAC or CB number, etc.)

(If multiple successor owners, show order
and distribution in Special Requests.)

Relationship to
Primary Insured

State
Zip
Code

Home Office EndorMments

Page 2

REDACTED

REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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Application for
Insurance

OTHE^
nUH Full Name fmclude any former names) ■ Specified Amount Accidental Death Benefit

1st 01
□ Non-smoker

□ Smoker
$ $

2nd 01
□ Non-Smoker

□ Smoker
$ *  A

3rd 01
□ Non-Smoker

□ Smoker
$

4th 01
>  □ Non-Smoker

.  □ Smoker
$ $

.  \ ■

5th 01
□ Non-Smoker

□ Smoker
$ $

Complete
tical to th

the following for Other Insureds over age 18. If years employed is less than 2, show prior occupation in Special Requests. If any information is
B Primary Insured's, write Same.

den-

Other
Insureds

Social
Security Number

City and
State of Birth

Occupations
and Exact Duties

Employer's Name
and Address

Yrs.
Emp.

1st 01

2nd 01

3rd 01

4th 01

5th 01

Other
Insureds

Marital
Status

Street Address,
City, State, Zip

Telephone No.
(home)
(work)

Most Convenient
Time and Place

To Contact

Driver's
License Number

1st 01
(  )

(  )

-

2nd 01
(  )

(  )

3rd 01
(  )

(  )

4th 01
(  )

(  )

5th 01
(  )

(  )

Page 3
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KANSAS CmrUFE
INSURANCE COMB\NY

r
r.

No. 231188
r

2 442 027

Application for
Insnrance '

(continued)

ITEMPORARY INSURANCE AG!
:^(TIA) HEALTH QUESTIONS Has(Have) the person(s) listed as proposed insured(s) in the Health Statement of the application;

1. within the past 90 days, been admitted to a hospital or other medical facility, been advised to be admitted, or had surgery
performed or recommended? 

2. within the past 2 yean, been treated for heart trouble, stroke, or cancer, or had such treatment recommended by a physician
or other medical practitioner? 

If either of the above questions is answered Yea or left blank with respect to the Primary Insured, no agent of Kansas City Life Insurance Company is
authorized to accept money and no insnrance will take effect under the TIA. If either of the above questions is answered Yes with respect to any other pro
posed insured(s), no insurance will take effect under the TIA for that(those) individual(s).

Name(s) of individual(s) to which any Yes answer applies and who dofdoes) not qualify for temporary insurance:

REPLACEMENT Will any existing life, health or ^uity contracts be lapsed, surrendered, reissued or comferted (to reduce amount, premium or period of
coverage including surrenderpplions) if the proposed policy is issued? □ Yes fê o Will proposed policy be financed by loans

from this or any other policy? □ Yes fe<No If Yes, give name of company(ies).

Evidence of Insurability

EXISTING
INSURANCE

List details of insurance in force on all proposed insureds. If proposed insured is under age 15, provide information for parents.
(If none, indicate none.)

Name Company
Year

Issued
Amount
of Life

Amount
of ADB

Annual

Premium

$ ' /Od>

..!|a I- In the past 3 years have th^roposed insureds applied for life or health insurance or reinstatement without receiving it exactly as
HISTORY ' jj requested? □ Yes
2. Do any of the proposed insureds have an applid^bon for life or health insurance pending in any other company or intend to apply for such

within the next 10 days? □ Yes If I or 2 answered Yes, please explain.
insurance

TOBACCO I Have any proposed insureds used tobacco in any form in the past 12 months?
USE I and type of tobacco (pipe, cigar, cigarette or other.)^
Did any proposed insureds use tobacco and stop? □ Yes I^Tmo If

□ Yes B^o If Yes, indicate proposed insured

Yes, indicate proposed insured and number of years since stopping.
HAZARDOUS j 1. In the past 3 yean have the proposed insureds flown other than as a sjlieduled airline passenger or do such individuals intend to en-
ACTiymF^'^ I gage in any such flying in the next 12 montb? □ Yes
2. In the past 3 years have the proposed insureds engaged in or do such individuals intend to engage in any hazardous sport or ho^byluch as skin diving,

motor vehicle racing, skydiving, ballooning, hang gliding, mountain or rock climbing or ultralight flying? □ Yes
If I or 2 above answered Yes, complete questionnaire on page 12.

JUVENILE
INSUREDS

If any proposed insured(s) is(are)
less than 1, what was birth weight?

If any proposed insured(s) is(are)
age 5-15

If the amount in force and applied for on any proposed
insured is more than on brothers and sisters, please explain.

, what is grade in school?

AIM Page 4

REDACTED
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Application for
Insurance i  V' ., -f.

Print full names of all

t" hp insured.

Relationship

to Primary
Insured

Birthdate

:Age Sex

Build

Weight change
in past year

Present

Insurance

AmountMonth pay Year Ft. In. Lb. Gain Loss

1. Primary Insured X X X X X X r ft '0 X

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

In items 1 through 11 below the word "you" refers to all proposed insureds listed abov
To the best of your knowledge and belief:
1. Within the past 5 yeari have you: 

a. been examined, advised or treated by any physician or other practitioner? .... 
b. been a patient of, or do you intend to enter, a hospital, clinic or other institu

tion for consultation or treatment or surgery? 
c. had any electrocardiogram, X-ray, or other diagnostic tests? 

2. During the last 10 yeart have you ever had any indication or diagnosis of disease
or disorder of:
a. brain or nervous system - mental illness, convulsions, epilepsy or paralysis? . 

sight or hearing? 
the blood or had tumor or cancer? 
heart or blood vessels - heart murmur, pain or pressure in chest, palpitations
or rheumatic fever? 
lungs - asthma, emphysema, bronchitis or tuberculosis? 
digestive system - indigestion, ulcer, gastritis, liver, gallbladder, intestine or
rectum, rupture (hernia)? 
genito-urinary system - kidney, bladder, prostate, albumin, blood, pus or sugar
in urine? 
bone, joint or muscles, back or spine - arthritis, gout or rheumatism? 
thyroid, glandular trouble or diabetes? 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) or "AIDS" Related Complex
(ARC)? 

3. Have you ever been diagnosed or treated for any sexually transmitted disease in
cluding syphilis, gonorrhea, herpes, chlamydia, condyloma acuminata (anal or
genital warts)? 

4. Have you ever had a diagnosis of or treatment for high blood pressure? 
5. Do you take prescription medicine? 
6. Have you sought advice, been treated or arrested for the use of alcohol? 
7. Are you currently using or have you ever received treatment or counseling for the

use of marijuana, heroin, cocaine, amphetamines, barbituates, hallucinogenic
agents or opium or its derivatives? 

8. Have you any disorder of pregnancy, menstruation, breasts, uterus, ovaries or
pelvis?

9. Are you pregnant? Date due? 
10. Do any of the family members listed above live outside of the Primary Insured's

household?
11. Are you now free from disease? 
12. For Proposed lnsured(a) and Other lnsureds(b) indicate below any family history

of diabetes, cancer, high blood pressure, heart or kidney disease, mental illness or
suicide 

b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g-

h.
i.
i-

Relationship
Age if Living

a  b Family History or Cause of Death
Age at Death

a  b

Father sz.
Mother <0

Brothers
and

Sisters

2Z

Give DETAILS to Yes answers to questions 1-10
or a No answer to question 11. Identify proposed
insuredjs), question, specify conditions, severity,
dates, duration, aftereffects and names and ad
dresses of all attending physicians and medical
facilities.

Names and addresses of personal or famil
physicians (If none, indicate none.)
Date and reason
last consulted 

Clinic or VA
Claim Number

Page 5

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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KANSAS CITY LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

n
N..231188

r
2 44« 027

Application for
Insurance

(continiied)

AGREEMENT AN

SIGNATURES |i.b understood and agreed at follows:

231188 are to the best of my(our) knowledge and belief,1. The statements and answers recorded in all parts of this application, Number,

true and complete.

2. This application, and the answers to any required medical exam, will become a part of any policy issued on it.

3. No agent has the authority to waive any of the Company's rights or rules, or to make or change any contract.

4. The insurance applied for will take effect only after the following occur while the proposed insured(s) is(are) living and his/her(their) health is as stated in
this application; (1) the policy is delivered to the applicant; and (2) the first full premium is paid in cash. The only exception to this is provided in the Tem
porary Insurance Agreement if the agreement has been issued and the advance payment required by the agreement has been made.

5. Any changes or additions made by the Company in "Home Office Endorsements" will be ratified by the applicant's acceptance of any life insurance policy
issued on this application. However, any change in the classification, amount of insurance, issue age, plan of insurance or any benefits will not be effective
unless accepted in writing by me(us).

6. l(We) have received the Privacy Notice which explains my(our) rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

7. l(We) have paid $_ to the agent in exchange for the Temporary Insurance Agreement and l(we) acknowledge that l(we) fully
understand and accept its terms.

AUTHORIZATION: l(We) authorize the following to give information (defined below) to Kansas City Life Insurance Company or any person or group acting
on the part of Kansas City Life: any medical professional, medical care institution, the Medical Information Bureau, Inc., insurer, reinsurer, government
agency consumer reporting agency or employer. "Information" means facts of: a medical nature in regard to my(our) physical or mental condition; employ
ment; other insurance coverage; or any other non-medical facts. l(We) understand that this information will be used by Kansas City Life Insurance Company
to determine eligibility for insurance. l(We) agree this Authorization is valid for two and one-half years from the date signed. l(We) know that l(we) have a
right to receive a copy of this Authorization upon request. l(We) agree that a photographic copy of this Authorization is as valid as the original.

Dated at _this_ Jay of ySUUS:

-Jf- u yNV^"^—\j^— i /
Priaury Inrarea's Signitnre (if under 15, parent/guardiaii signature) Applicant'i Signature (if otfier than Primary Insured)

Spoou'i Signature (if fH'B applied for) Pint Other Intured't Signature (if over age 18)

Second Other Insureiri Signature (if over age 18) Third Other Inaured'i Signature (if over age 18)

Fourth Otiier Iniureiri Signature (if over age 18) Fifth Other Iniured'i Signature (if over age 18)

STATEMl^rr I 1 certify that the statements of the Primary Insured, applicant and any other proposed insured(s) have been correctly recorded in this
HImI application and that any premium payment shown in item 7 above has been collected by me and a Temporary Insurance Agreement

given to the applicant.

To the best of my knowledge the insurance applied for in this application □ will 0^111 not replace existing insurance.

To your knowledge has any Proposed Insured used tobacco in any form within the past year? 0^es □ No
Were all proposed insureds seen by you at the time of application? B^es □ No. If No, an examination is required.

K oi Writing Agent Code Siguhire of Other Agent(i) (if split (3se)

Agency Code Agency

AlOO Paiie 6
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Agent's Report
-hi

ASK THE APPUCANT FOR

1. Annual earned income $_

2. Annual household income $

3. Spouse's occupation.
4. Spouse's age
5. Number of dependent children.
6. Age of youngest child •—

7. Highest level of education

Some high school
High school graduate
Some college, trade or technical school
College graduate
Post graduate study

Primary Insured
□

□

□

□

Spouse
□

□

□

□

COMPLETE FOR
AU SALES ,

2.

What medical arrangements have been made?
(If required by company guidelines)
Doctor's Name/
Examining Facility
Date of Exam

Date of EKG
Number of years you have
known Primary Insured m

3. Source of Primary Insured
□ 1. Existing client
□ 2^elative to client

Referred lead

□ 4. Orphan policyowner
□ 5. Cold call

□ 6. Pre-Approach letter
□ 7. Acquaintance
□ 8. Other

4. Type^ relationship
IB^ Business
□ 2. Civic
□ 3. Social
□ 4. Other

initiaj^or opener
Personal insurance

□ 2. Business insurance
□ 3. Qualified plan
□ 4. Group
□ 5. Other

6. Number of interviews to close this sale.

7. Time this sale was made
□ a.m.

Location of sale
□ 1. Agent's office
□ 2. Primary Insured's workplace
□ 3. Primary Insured's home
□ 4. Other

Descfipfibn of Primary Insured's community
City

□ 2. Town
□ 3. Suburb
□ 4. Rural

SiCOMPLETE FOR PERSONAL
INSURANCE SALES

1. Primary purpose of sale
□ 1. Family income
□ 2. Mortgage protection
□ ̂ Education

Retirement
□ 5. Debt coverage
□ 6. Estate planning
□ 7. Other

COMPLETE FOR BDSINESSl
INSURANCE SALES |

1. Primary purpose of sale
□ 1. Split dollar
□ 2. Deferred compensation
□ 3. Key employee
□ 4. Executive bonus
□ 5. Buy/Sell arrangement
□ 6. Pension or profit sharing
□ 7. Other

2. Number of household members Insured by
Kansas City Life (including Primary Insured).

AIOO

2. Number of years in business

3. Type of business
□ 1. Corporation
□ 2. Sub-S corporation
□ 3. Partnership
□ 4. Sole proprietor

4. Approximate net worth as of prior
fiscal year $

Pace 7

REDACTED

REDACTED

REDACTED
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Flexible Premium

Adjustable Death Benefit
Life Policy - Nonparticipating

Adjustable death benefit. Death proceeds payable at
death of Insured prior to maturity date. Cash surrender
value, if any, payable on maturity date. Flexible
premiums payable until maturity date or prior death of
insured.

If you have any questions concerning this policy or if
anyone suggests that you change or replace this policy,
please contact your Kansas City Life agent or the Home
Office of the Company.

KANSAS CITY LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

3520 Broadway * P O Box 419139 • Kanicu City, MO 64141-6139
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r

KANSAS aTYLIFE
INSURANCE COMKVNY

Since 1895

MODIFICATION ENDORSEMENT 4.1.97 G77

Application No.. OOOQO Policy No. 7.440 077

The above numbered policy cannot be issued as applied for and is offered subject to the following modification(s)-
INSURED; ROBERT R FINE, JR

TIffi INCREASE AMOUNT HAS BEEN ISSUED WITH A SPECIAL CLASS RATING OF <1:7 on
DUE TO CANCER HISTORY Tffi LXTd

MINIMUM ANNUAL PREMIUM IS $1447.68. MUUiriliD

Agreement and Signatures

pieJum is paid in fiillkS. " =n<l<"sement is signed and accepted and the first

thisY-^^vof i9_22

Owner s Signature '

ROBERT R FINE, JR

M|g6

after signing, return TO THE NEW BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
ONE COPY IS ATTACHED IN THE POLICY.
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KANSAS aTYUFE
BVSUEWWCE COMKVNY

Since 1895

Policy Amendment

INSURED
ROBERT R FINE. JR POLICY NUMBER

2 442 027

This policy has been amended as follows:

In of the statements made on your request dated JANT TAR V 9 i qq7 u
made the following changes on this policy. JANUARY 2, 1997, we have

THF TNrRF increased TO $150,000HE INCREASED AMOUNT OF $76,500 RATED $7.00 PER THOUSAND
FOR TWO YEARS

It is understood and agreed that the changes are effective APRIL 3, 1997.

- Continued -

Secretary
President

192004-80
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c  r

KANSAS CITYUFE
INSURANCE tXJMBMVY

SiVxre 1895

Page 2

Policy Amendment

ROBErI r'fiSe, JR
This policy has been amended as follows;

h c^sidera&n of .he

The planned premiums are as follows:

Annual $1447.68
Semiannual $723.84
Quarterly $361.92
Monthly $o.OO
Special Billing $120.64
(Monthly)

A copy of the request for the changes is attached.

A new Table of Surrender Charges is attached.

All other terms and conditions of this policy remain as stated therein.

This Policy Amendment is being issued to you in lieu of issuing a revised page 4 for your policy.
Dated at KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI on April 1, 1997.

QeRrfo City Life Insurance Company, a stock company at its Home Office3520 Broadway, Post Office Box 419139, Kansas City, Missouri 64141-6139.

President

192004-80
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c  r
SECTION 3. EXPENSE AND SURRENDER CHARGES (CONT.) DATE PREPARED: 04/01/199

INSURED

ROBERT R FINE JR POLICY NUMBER
2442027

^^$76^00^°"^ SPECIFIED AMOUNT
$150,000

EFFECTIVE DATE OF INCREASE
04/03/1997

TABLE OF SURRENDER CHARGES APPLICABLE TO THIS INCREASE

INCREASE SURRENDER
YEAR * CHARGE

0-1 $690.03
2 $1,598.85
3 $1,598.85
4 $1,598.85
5 $1,548.36
6 $1,548.36
7 $1,531.53
8 $1,481.04
9 $1,481.04

10 $1,481.04
11 $1,228.59
12 $992 .97
13 $740.52
14 $488.07
15 $252.45
16 . 00

™™yE'^o"?rsgciFSD°A^oS^/™^' effective DATE OF

THE SPTCIPTPrf^lMj^fT^? WHEN ANOTHER REQUESTED INCREASE TOiT^ AMOUNT IS MADE THE SURRENDER CHARGES WILL INCREAEFAND WE WILL PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL TABLE. INCREASE

THE SURRENDER CHARGES LISTED ABOVE ARE APPLICABT E AT tee iTMn nir

™ ̂̂''ST INC^IsE YEM rafSTOREMERCHARG™?or?HE ENTIRE
-1 rrpfT year WILL BE LEVEL. AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THE
ApSiJmle'Io ITs INCrLIe'"'' surrender CHARGE

PAGE 5.1
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r
KANSAS CITY LIFE
INSI/RAN<i; (OMPANY

JAN If n.
r

Evidence

benefits •

Evidence

Note: •

Application for Changes
to Existing Policy

* ̂ *''''"8® 'o OptioH B • Reduce Rating • Remove Rating • AI Option with additionalConversion with additional benefits, rate class change or volume increase. (Complete pages 1-4.)
Not Required • Decrease Volume • Delete Rider • Change to Option A • AI Option • Conversion. (Complete page 1 only.)
When adding 01 rider, indicate CTI or STI deletions, if applicable.
whpn coverage options, the specified amount will be adjusted appropriately, unless otherwise indicatedWhen changing volume, indicate any desired adjustment in ADB. u ci wi^c muiuiiea.

Number (s)

_ LISTING PLAN INFORMATION
Insured's ^ . p,^
Name ^lUC Name fettrTt/ViM.'Sr Specified/ ^ i

Face Amount $_3j±z___

le

Female

PERSONAL DATA ^
Address and Phone No.<^^^
Employer, Address and Phone No.
Occupation and Duties.

i-fePlan

Name.

New Universal Life

Coverage Option
Effective Date
(conversion only)

REQUESTED PLAN INFORMATION
Years Employed

[^rOption A - Level Death Benefit
□ Option B - Increasing Death Benefit

New Planned
Annual Premium $

Riders/Benefits

Disability Continuance of Insurance (UL only)
Disability Payment of Premium (UL only)
Guaranteed Endowment (UL only)
Tenninal Illness (UL only)
Long Term Care (UL only)
Other Insured Coverage (UL only)
Exua Protection Rider (UL only) $.
Cost of Living (UL only)

Other Policy Change Information
Is a removal or reduction □ Premium □ □ □
in rating requested? Mode Ann SA QUy
Primary Beneficiary *(with right to change
Name(s), Relationsnip(s) to the In^ "

Add Delete
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □

esses, and Social Secur

Increase Specified Amount
by amount of cash value?

— AI Option Date

□ Yes
flNo

Add Delete
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □
□ □

Pension Increase (UL only)
Waiver of Premium (Non UL)
Accidental Death $
Assured Insurability $_
Survivorship Purchase Option
Spouse's Term
Children's Term
Other

.units

.units

Mo PAC GA
□
CB

□
FAP

□
Single

□
Other

ity Numbers for all beneficiaries.

Contingent Benefici^ *(with right to change)
Name(s), Relationship(s) to the Insured, Adm'esses, and Social Security Numbers for all beneficiaries.

""Unless otherwise
stated, benefits are pay
able equally to the
named beneficiary(s) or
to the survivor or sur
vivors.

Owner's Name and Address Relationship to Primary Insured

□ Male
□ Female

Successor
Owner

Date of
Birth Age.

City and
State of Birth

SSN or
Tax ID

Relationship
to InsuredOf niulliple successor owners, show order and dislribulion in Special Requests.)

Agreement and Signatures: I(We) undersumd and agree that the change requested will be effective on the latest of the follow-
iiig. (I) the date the chtuige is approved at the Home Olfice of tiie Company: (2) the date specified in the policy or rider under which the
change is made; or (3) the date any required premium has been paid.

dAy of . 19_2^Z_Dated at

wiier sSignalure

AI34-M

Creditor Beneficiary or Assignee's Signature (if any)

Page I

REDACTED
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Full Name

OTHER INSUREDS (01)
Marital
Status Specified Amount

$ □ ADB $_

□ ADB i.

1st 01

2nd 01
First Middle Last

Complete the following for all Other Insureds. If years employed is less than 2, show prior occupation in Special Requests. If any informationis identical to the Primary Insured's, write Same. ^ _ ^ Yrs
Emp.Social Security Number State of Birth

Occupations
and Exact Duties

Employer's Name
and Address

1st 01

2nd 01

1st 01

2nd 01

Street Address,
City, State, Zip

Telephone No. ,
□ (home) □ (work)

Most Convenient
Time and Place

to Contact

Driver's
License Number &

State Issued

(  )

(  )

REPLACEMENT
1. Will any existing life, health or annuity contract be lapsed, reissued, surrendered, or converted (to reduce amount, pre

mium or period of coverage including surrender options) if the proposed policy is issued? □ Yes
2. Will the proposed policy be financed by loans from this or any other policy? □ "

If Yes, give name of company(ies) and amount(s).
Yes

3. Will the change in existing coverage be part of an IRC Section 1035 Exchange? n
EVIDENCE OF INSURABILITY

Insurance History
Year Insurance

.00^0
Yes

Proposed Insured(s) Company
^ ̂  L^/FdP'

Issued

rf
Amount

ADB
Amount

$_
1. In the past 3 years have any of the Proposed Insured(s) applied for life or health insurance or reinstatement thereof o-c

without receiving it exactly as requested? □ Yes "*B^o
2. Do any of the Proposed Insured(s) have an applicaUon for life or health insurance pending in any other company or intend

to apply for such insurance within the next 10 days? □ Yes TT No
Details to all Yes answers;

Non Medical Underwriting Questions
Questions apply to all Proposed Insureds.
1.
2.

Do any of the family members listed on this application live outside the Primary Insured's household?.
Are any Proposed Insureds not a U.S. citizen?

3.

4.

If Yes, how long has(have) the Proposed Insured(s) been in the United States?
What type Visa? Visa Number?.

5.
6.

Have any of the Proposed Insureds in the last 12 months, or do any of the Proposed Insureds within the next 24 months,
intend to travel or reside outside the continental U.S. or Canada? If Yes, explain below
In the past 3 years, has any Proposed Insured:
a. been cited or convicted for any moving motor vehicle violations? If Yes, explain below
b. had a driver's license suspended or revoked? If Yes, explain below
c. flown as a piloL co-pilot, or crew member of an airaaft? If Yes, complete the Aviation Questionnaire
d. engaged in sky or scuba diving, hang gliding, racing or any other hazardous sport or hobby? If Yes, complete the

Avocations Questionnaire
Has any Proposed Insured ever been convicted of a felony? If Yes, explain below
For Proposed Insured(a) and Other Insureds(b), is there any family history of diabetes, cancer, high blood pressure, heart
or kidney disease, mental illness, suicide or stroke? If Yes, explain below

Relationshin

Age if Living
/- a b

Age at death

Family History or Cause of Death "
Father

Mother

Brothers
and

Sisters
^ »• Atvr

Details to all Yes answers:.
AI34-M Page 2
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r r
HEALTH STATEMENT

Print full names of all to be insured.

Relationship
to Primary
Insured

Birthdate

Age Sex

Build

♦Weight Change
in oast vear

Month Day Year Ft. In. Lb. Gain Loss
1. Primary Insured X X X X X X )(
2.

3.

4.

5.

6. 1
^Questions apply to all Proposed Insureds

1. Do you take prescription medicine?
Are you currently pregnant? Due Date?2.

3. Have you ever used or received treatment or counseling for the use of mari
juana, heroin, cocaine, amphetamines, barbiturates, hallucinogenic agents
or opium or its derivatives?
Have any of the Proposed Insureds used any form of nicotine/tobacco in the
last 12 months? (i.e., cigar, pipe, smokeless tobacco, cigarettes, etc.)
If cigarettes, how many packs per day?

5. Have you sought advice, been treated or arrested for the use of alcohol?

4.

During the last 5 years have you:
6. been hospitalized or had medical advice, diagnostic tests recommended, or

treatment by a physician or other medical practitioner?

mental illness, epilepsy, seizures, stroke, paraly-

During the last 10 years have you been diagnosed or treated for any disease or
disorder of:

7. brain and nervous system
sis?

8. sight or hearing?
9. blood - anemia or leukemia?

10. tumor or cancer?
11. heart/blood vessels - murmur, chest pain or pressure, palpitations, heart

attack?
12. blood pressure?
13. thyroid or glandular trouble?
14. lungs - asthma, emphysema, tuberculosis?
15. digestive system - ulcer, intestines or rectum, polyps, colitis?
16. liver - elevated enzymes, cirrhosis, hepatitis?
17. diabetes - sugar in urine?
18. kidney/bladder or prostate - albumin, blood or pus in urine?
19. bone, joint, muscles, back or spine - arthritis?
20. breasts, uterus, ovaries?
21. menstruation or pregnancy?

Yes No ♦Give DETAILS to Yes answers. Iden
tify Proposed Insured(s), question, specify
conditions, severity, dates, duration, af
tereffects, weight gain or loss, and names
and addresses of all attending physicians
and medical facilities.

Have you ever been diagnosed or treated for
22. a sexually transmitted disease?
23. Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS); or have you tested positive

for the HIV antibodies, as part of the process of obtaining insurance?
Names, addresses and phone numbers of personal or family physicians. (If none, list la linic or hospital consulted.).

Date and reason
last consulted Claim Number

AI34-M Page 3
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Special RsqUSStS (Address changes. > .ing PAC or CB number, billing notice change ic.) Home Office Endorsements

Agreement and Signatures
It is understood and agreed as follows:

1. The statements and answers recorded in all parts of this application are true and complete.
2. No information regarding any Proposed Insured will be considered known by the Company unless explicitly set out in writing on this

application.

3. This application, and the answers to any required medical exam, will become a part of any policy issued on it.
4. No agent has the authority to waive any of the Company's rights or rules, or to make or change any contract
5. The insurance applied for will take effect only after the following occur while the Proposed Insured(s) is(are) living and his/her(their)

health is as stated in this application: (1) the policy is delivered to the applicant; and (2) the first full premium is paid in cash. The only
exception to this is provided in the Temporary Insurance Agreement if the agreement has been issued and the advance payment required by
the agreement has been made.

6. Any changes or additions made by the Company in "Home Office Endorsements" will be ratified by the applicant's acceptance of any life
insurance policy issued on this application. However, any change in the classification, amount of insurance, issue age, plan of insurance or
any benefits will not be effective unless accepted in writing by me(us).

7. I(We) have received the Notice^f Information Practices which explains my(our) rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
8. I(We) have paid $ * to the agent in exchange for the Temporary Insurance Agreement and I(we) acknowledge

that I(we) fully understand and accept its terms.

"'All premium checks must be made payable to Kansas City Life Insurance Company.
Do not make check payable to the agent or leave the payee blank.

AUTHORIZATION: I(We) authorize the following to give information (defined below) to Kansas City Life or any person or group acting on
the part of Kansas City Life: any medical professional, medical care institution, the Medical Information Bureau, Inc., insurer, reinsurer,
govemment agency, consumer reporting agency or employer. "Infonnation" means facts of: a medical nature in regard to my(our) physical or
mental condition; employment; other insurance coverage; or any other non-medical facts. I(We) understand that this information will be used
by Kansas City Life to determine eligibility for insurance. I(We) agree this Authorization is valid for two and one-half years from the date
signed. I(We) know that I(we) have a right to receive a copy of this Authorization upon request. I(We) agree that a photographic copy of this
Authorization is as valid as the original.

Dated at this tjay of jq 22

Primary Insured s Signature (if under 15, parent/guardian signature) Applicant's Signature(if other than Primary Insured)

Spouse's Signature(if spouse coverage applied for) First Other Insured's Signature (if over age 18)

Second Other Insured's Signature (if over age 18)

Statement of Agent

/l certify that the statements of the Primary Insured, applicant and any other Proposed Insured(s) have been correctly recorded in this applica
tion and that any premium payment shown in item 8 above has been collected by me and a Temporary Insurance Agreement given to the
applicant.

To the best of my knowledge the insurance applied for in this application Qwill Bwill not replace existing insurance.

Were all Proposed Insdreds s^en^^^u at the lime of application? □ No If No, an examination may be required.

Agency Code Sj0>afure of Writing Agent Agent Code Signature of Other Agent(s) (if split case)

Agency Code Agency

A134-M Page 4
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ClassAction.org
This complaint is part of ClassAction.org's searchable class action lawsuit 
database and can be found in this post: Kansas City Life Insurance Takes 
Unauthorized Deductions from Policy Values, Class Action Alleges

https://www.classaction.org/news/kansas-city-life-insurance-takes-unauthorized-deductions-from-policy-values-class-action-alleges
https://www.classaction.org/news/kansas-city-life-insurance-takes-unauthorized-deductions-from-policy-values-class-action-alleges

